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Editor’s Note

T

he International Journal of Interactive Multimedia and Artificial
Intelligence (IJIMAI) provides an interdisciplinary forum in which
scientists and professionals share their research results and report new
advances on tools that use AI with interactive multimedia techniques.
Brief of selected papers of IJIMAI are mentioned below:
Real Time Facial Expression Recognition Using Webcam and SDK
Affectiva (Slovakia) by Magdin and Prikler: the proposed system
uses neural network algorithm for classification and recognizes
6 (respectively 7) facial expressions, namely anger, disgust, fear,
happiness, sadness, surprise and neutral [1].
Self-Organized Hybrid Wireless Sensor Network for Finding
Randomly Moving Target in Unknown Environment (India) by
Nighot et al. This research paper proposes a solution for searching
randomly moving target in unknown area using Mobile sensor nodes
and combination of both Static and Mobile sensor nodes. Using
algorithms like MSNs Movement Prediction Algorithm (MMPA),
Leader Selection Algorithm (LSA), Leader’s Movement Prediction
Algorithm (LMPA) and follower [2].
Novel Clustering Method Based on K-Medoids and Mobility Metric
(Morocco) authors (Hamzaoui et al.) propose a new algorithm of
clustering based on new mobility metric and K-Medoid to distribute
nodes into several clusters, to avoid the problem of negative influence
of MANETS on the performance of QoS [3].
Spectral Restoration Based Speech Enhancement for Robust
Speaker Identification (Pakistan) By Saleem and Tareen employed
and evaluated Minimum Mean-Square-Error Short-Time Spectral
Amplitude to improve performance of the speaker identification
systems in presence of background noise. The identification rates are
found to be higher after employing speech enhancement algorithms
[4].
Hybrid Model for Passive Locomotion Control of a Biped Humanoid:
The Artificial Neural Network Approach (India) by Raj et al. led to the
observation that base model with learning based compensation enables
the biped to better adapt in a real walking environment, showing better
limit cycle behaviors [5].
Users Integrity Constraints in SOLAP Systems. Application in
Agroforestry (Algeria) by Charef and Djamila, proposed a system for
the implementation of user integrity constraints in SOLAP, namely
“UIC-SOLAP” [6].
A Study on Persuasive Technologies: The Relationship between
User Emotions, Trust and Persuasion (Malaysia) by Ahmad and Ali,
concluded that emotions have significant effect on trust, and effect of
emotions on persuasion using the persuasive technology was mediated
by trust [7].
EEG Signal Analysis of Writing and Typing between Adults with
Dyslexia and Normal Controls (Australia) authors (Perera et al.) study
revealed that the extra difficulties seen in individuals with dyslexia
during writing and typing compared to normal controls are reflected in
the brainwave signal patterns [8].

Applying Bayesian Regularization for Acceleration of LevenbergMarquardt based Neural Network Training (Malasia y Kazakhstan)
by Suliman and Omarov: describe a method of applying Bayesian
regularization to improve Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm and
make it better usable in training neural networks. Results showed
98.8% correct classification when run on test samples [9].
Object Detection and Tracking using Modified Diamond Search
Block Matching Motion Estimation Algorithm (India), Samdurkar et

al. observed that the MDS (modified diamond search pattern) performs
better than DS (diamond search) and CDS (cross diamond search
algorithms) on average search point and average computation time
[10].
Spatial and Textural Aspects for Arabic Handwritten Characters
Recognition (Morocco), Boulid, et al. purpose was the recognition of
handwritten Arabic characters in their isolated form, and had 2.82%
error rate [11].
A Novel Smart Grid State Estimation Method Based on Neural
Networks (Egypt) Abdel-Nasseret al. presents a novel method called
SE-NN (state estimation using neural network) for smart grid state
estimation using artificial neural networks (ANNs) and is a very fast
tool to estimate voltages and re/active power loss with a high accuracy
compared to the traditional methods [12].
Conceptual model development of big data (Malaysia) Adrian
et al. aims to identify and analyze the affecting factors of BDA
implementation and to propose a conceptual model for effective
decision-making through BDA implementation assessment [13].
MSA for Optimal Reconfiguration and capacitor Allocation in
Radial/Ring Distribution Networks (Egypt y Japan) Mohamed et
al. presents a hybrid heuristic search algorithm called Moth Swarm
Algorithm (MSA) in the context of power loss minimization of radial
distribution networks (RDN). Results state that MSA can achieve
optimal solutions for losses reduction and capacitor locations with
finest performance compared with many existing algorithms [14].
Dr. Manju Khari
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Abstract

Keywords

Facial expression is an essential part of communication. For this reason, the issue of human emotions evaluation
using a computer is a very interesting topic, which has gained more and more attention in recent years. It is mainly
related to the possibility of applying facial expression recognition in many fields such as HCI, video games, virtual
reality, and analysing customer satisfaction etc. Emotions determination (recognition process) is often performed in
3 basic phases: face detection, facial features extraction, and last stage - expression classification. Most often you
can meet the so-called Ekman’s classification of 6 emotional expressions (or 7 - neutral expression) as well as other
types of classification - the Russell circular model, which contains up to 24 or the Plutchik’s Wheel of Emotions.
The methods used in the three phases of the recognition process have not only improved over the last 60 years, but
new methods and algorithms have also emerged that can determine the ViolaJones detector with greater accuracy
and lower computational demands. Therefore, there are currently various solutions in the form of the Software
Development Kit (SDK). In this publication, we point to the proposition and creation of our system for real-time
emotion classification. Our intention was to create a system that would use all three phases of the recognition process,
work fast and stable in real time. That’s why we’ve decided to take advantage of existing Affectiva SDKs. By using
the classic webcamera we can detect facial landmarks on the image automatically using the Software Development
Kit (SDK) from Affectiva. Geometric feature based approach is used for feature extraction. The distance between
landmarks is used as a feature, and for selecting an optimal set of features, the brute force method is used. The
proposed system uses neural network algorithm for classification. The proposed system recognizes 6 (respectively 7)
facial expressions, namely anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise and neutral. We do not want to point only
to the percentage of success of our solution. We want to point out the way we have determined this measurements
and the results we have achieved and how these results have significantly influenced our future research direction.

Facial Expression,
Emotion Recognition,
Real Time Recognition,
Face Detection,
Classification.

I. Introduction

human face regardless of race or culture [5], [11].

A

T present, an issue of great interest is the correspondence between
information reflected in and conveyed by the human face and the
person’s concurrent emotional experience.
There are several recent studies reporting findings that facial signs
and expressions can provide insights into the analysis and classification
of emotional states [27], [28].
Many research works have been developed which are related to
recognizing the actions of human. Human actions can be recognized
in the form of skeleton [31], silhouettes, bio-metric gait [26] and in
the form of images [17]. Visual surveillance technique is used for
identifying packages of human actions [13]. Researchers used different
techniques to recognize human actions such as hierarchical probabilistic
approach [1], multi-modality representation of joints [18], [15].
Already long ago Darwin argued that facial expressions are
universal, i.e. most emotions are expressed in the same way on the
* Corresponding author.

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2017.11.002

According to Darwin, facial expression can influence the course of
communication with another person when we express our emotions,
opinions, as well as our intentions in an efficient way. In addition, in
his studies of human behavior he explicitly states that such expressions
also provide information about the cognitive state of a person. This
includes conditions such as boredom, stress, confusion and others.
Darwin’s work is remarkable because at the time when he lived
he had already assumed that emotional expressions are multimodal
patterns of behavior, and thus established his own detailed descriptions
of the manifestations of more than 40 emotional states [14].
Although face expressions doesn’t necessarily express emotions (e.g.
the physiological character of the face after stroke), when preforming
face detection (if we are talking about the intelligent systems research
area), most of the authors of professional publications refer to the
classification of facial features that was introduced by Ekman. This is
because unlike other emotions (in his period Darwin identified more
than 40 expressions), they are easily and unambiguously identifiable.
Classification model of 6 emotions by Ekman [6]:
1. happiness,

E-mail address: mmagdin@ukf.sk
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2. sadness,

approaches and techniques were later used in Bell Laboratories, where
Goldstein, Harmon and Lesk described a vector that can be used to
identify 21 subjective functions such as ear lobe, eyebrow size, nose
length, which was later the basis for designing other techniques
(Extractions) used to recognize the face and its parts [23].

3. surprise,
4. fear,
5. anger,
6. disgust.
Later Ekman [7] added a neutral expression to the previously
mentioned six emotions. This method of classifying emotions has
gained a relatively high popularity. The main advantage is that facial
expressions related to basic emotions are easily recognizable and they
can be described even by ordinary people – non psychologists. This
model of emotions is currently the most widespread one, used for their
detection, and in the last four decades a number of facial recognition
and facial parts recognition studies have been developed. Subsequent
Russell’s critical point of view on the issue (compiling the circular
model) in 1994 raised questions about the degree of universality in
recognizing these emotional (prototypical) facial states and what these
expressions actually signify [24].
In psychological literature, emotions are defined as targeted
responses to relevant individuals’ suggestions, which include behavior,
physiological and experiential components. Various techniques have
been developed to enable computers to understand human affects
or emotions, in order to predict human intention more precisely and
provide better service to users to enhance user experience [16]. If we
compare individual approaches, we find that ubiquitous hardware,
available in most computer systems (classic webcam), allows to obtain
important information about human facial expression. Webcam has
become a de facto device thanks to the popularity of interactive social
networking applications. A human can oftentimes deduce the emotion
of a person sitting in front of a webcam to a certain degree of accuracy.
Recent research (in last decade) in video processing and machine
learning has demonstrated that human affects can be recognized via
webcam video, noticeably via human facial features [32] and eye gaze
behaviors [12], [16].
In the publication we will point out our designed and implemented
solution, which with the help of a webcam can identify the subject’s
emotions in real time. When designing and building our system, we
encountered many issues that will be described in detail.

The first functional full-automatic system was implemented by
Kanade in 1973. His algorithm was able to automatically evaluate 16
different facial parameters by comparing extractions obtained from
the computer with extractions delivered by humans. His program,
however, did correct identification in the range of only 45-75%.
In 1978, Ekman and Friesen developed Facial Action Coding System
(FACS) to encode facial expressions, where the facial movements
are described by a set of action units (AU) [8]. Each AU is based
on the affinity of the muscles. This mimic coding system is manually
executed using a set of rules. Entries are static images of the mimetic,
often representing the peak of the expression. This process is timeconsuming.
Ekman’s work inspired many researchers (L. Davis, T. Otsuk, J.
Ohyu, Y. Yacoob and others) to analyze facial expressions using an
image and video processing. By tracking facial features and measuring
the amount of movement on the face, he tried to sort out different facial
expressions into individual categories [23].
Further work from this period drew the very ideas from the system
developed by Kanade and tried to improve the results he had previously
achieved, using methods that provide measurements using subjective
functions. An example may be Nixon’s work (Nixon in 1985), which
proposed a method of measuring the geometric distribution of the eyes.
This suggested approach has been improved several times by other
authors (for example - Kobayashi & Hara in 1997) [23].
Pantic and Rothkrantz in their work provide a detailed, in-depth
recapitulation of many researches on automatic face recognition from
1980 to 2000 [22].
As time went on, the methods for the individual phases of the
recognition process (detection, extraction and classification) developed
complete solutions (FILTWAM), the so-called SDK (Software
Development Kit), various libraries (OpenCV, FaceTracker) and
support api appeared [35].

III. Automatic System for Classification Emotion –
Theoretical Background

II. Related Work
Systems that could not only detect the face in the picture, but also
evaluate the emotional states of the subject from individual facial
features, have been the subject of research of psychologists as well as
pedagogical and information technology specialists for a very long time.
We can say that their interest in this area dates back to the 1960s.
One of the first documented studies is Woodrow W. Bledsoe’s work for
Panoramic Research, Inc. However, this software had been developed
for face recognition and facial parts recognition for the US Department
of Defense. Therefore, the work is not well accessible to the public.
However, with the available materials we know that during 1964-1965,
the Bledsoe, Helen Chan and Charles Bisson triad were able to create
the first algorithm that ensured facial recognition. Bledsoe was the
first to propose a semi-automatic system that worked on the principle
of selecting and choosing the coordinates of some parts of the face
(those were entered by a human operating a computer), and then these
were used as recognition co-ordinates. As early as 1964, Bledsoe has
described most of the problems faced even by contemporary facial
recognition systems and their parts: change in illumination, turning
the head in the recognition process, inappropriate expressions such as
grimaces, ageing, and the like. That’s why he was looking for other
procedures and found that some parts of the face change in adulthood
only for a minimum - ear size or distance between eye pupils. His

From the historical point we can say that there are various methods
for face recognitions. Such a system for automatic facial expression
recognition has to deal with such problems: facial detection and
location in a chaotic environment, extraction of facial features and
correct classification of the expression on face [34].
Drawing upon various published works [4], [10], [31], [2], [30], main
system elements from various similar system have been identified. The
main elements of each system to evaluate facial expression are:
1. facial detection,
2. extraction of face features,
3. classification, expression evaluation.
Our main goal was to design and implement a system for realtime recognition and evaluation of human emotions based on a facial
expression using a webcam so that the resulting application provides
the ability to analyze the collected data. In the future, such a system
would be included (e.g. in the form of a plugin) in the LMS Moodle
learning environment, so we could better understand the problems that
students face while studying. We have already had experience with
the design and implementation of such a system, since starting from
2015, the Department of Computer Science, FNS CPU in Nitra, has
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been undertaking intensive research in this field. It resulted in a fully
functional system which was described in detail from the perspective
of the classification success degree in the International Journal of
Interactive Multimedia and Artificial Intelligence [19]. However, it was
impossible for this system to recognize and evaluate emotional states
of more than one person simultaneously with 1 camera. The system
worked Real Time, but stored the photos on the disk and there, on the
basis of the ViolaJones detector (Haar Cascade Principle), detected the
face in the image, extracted the facial features and eventually classified
the emotions. In this way, we achieved relatively high accuracy (around
78%), but the system was slow, and the photos took up disk space
(even if automatic photo deletion after the correct classification of the
expression was set). That’s why we decided to design and implement a
completely new system that would be faster and work more accurately.
At this point, we have got help from establishing the partnership with
IBM Slovakia, which resulted in the realization of a project with a
name Pilot project with UKF Nitra University: Modelling the behavior
of users based on data mining with a support of IBM Bluemix.
To determine the level of face detection success and to determine
the emotional state of the user with a help of our solution and SDK
from Affectiva, we have established the following research question:
RQ1: Can our software unambiguously detect a face, regardless of
the distance of a person, surrounding light conditions, rotation of the
face or its part, or other non-standard conditions?
Based on the established research question, which is also a research
problem for us, it is also possible to think about the hypothesis:
H1: The ability of our software to detect faces in the image and
evaluate the user’s emotional state is completely independent of the
distance of the person being shot, the surrounding light conditions and
the rotation of the person’s face.
The principles of emotional states analysis through facial expression
have a common basis with the principles used in face recognition. The
whole analysis process can be divided into three consecutive phases
[9]. Those are the detection and localisation of the face in the image
with a complex background, including its normalisation, the extraction
of appropriate symptoms describing the given expression in the face
and finally the determination of the corresponding expression based on
the extracted symptoms using the selected classifier. The choice of the
observed symptoms (classifier) is always dependent on the approach
used and the desired outputs.
As mentioned at the beginning of the publication, we do not need
to use only the well-known procedures and methods for the detection,
extraction, and classification phases when designing and implementing
the system, but we can use available libraries, apis and SDKs that are
verified. We decided to use the Affectiva SDK. The advantage of using
such a solution is the fact that we do not have to deal with the training
dataset in the final phase of the recognition process (classification).
Affectiva is a company that has been operating since 2009 at MIT
University, Media Lab, and its main focus is “to teach computers to
understand human emotions”. Their solutions are mainly used in the
advertising sector. During their research, for example, they exposed
people to video ads and, with the help of the webcam, captured the
people’s reactions and analysed the emotions they were experiencing.
Based on such observations, they could then evaluate responses to
the same ad in different demographic backgrounds. Affectiva also
introduced a wearable bio-sensor that can reveal emotions based on
skin input.
For the first time, the company released the Software Development
Kit for Developers in 2015. The current version of SDK 3.4.1 for the
Windows operating system was released in April 2017. The SDK aims
to detect facial expressions and classify emotions associated with
them. The SDK includes components that enable integration with the.

NET framework and C++ written applications.
The recommended hardware requirements are as follows:
• Processor: 2GHz,
• RAM: 1 GB,
• Free disk space: 950 Mb.
SDK supports Windows 7 and above. For proper operation, Visual
C ++ Redistributable runtine for VisualStudio 2013 and Microsoft
.NET Framework 4.0 is required. The Affectiva SDK supports multiple
platforms, including, in addition to Windows, Android (Java), iOS
(Objectice-C), Linux (C ++), MacOS (Objective-C), Unity and Web.
SDK solution from Affectiva works on the principle of the extended
facial expression model at the following points:
1. Facial detection and detection of significant facial features,
2. Extraction of facial features,
3. Classification of facial action points,
4. Emotional prototype modeling using EMFACS.
Facial detection and extraction of significant facial features performed using the Viola-Jones Detection algorithm [32]. Landmark
detection is then applied to each rectangle bounding the face by 34
identified landmarks. If the benchmark detection confidence is below
the threshold, the boundary is ignored. Extracted facial points, head
rotation, and a center point between the eyes for each face are displayed
in the SDK.
Facial actions - Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) is extracted
from the image area of interest defined by the face orientation points.
Support Vector Machine Algorithm (SVM), trained on 10,000
manually encoded face images collected from around the world, is
used to generate a score from 0 to 100 for each face action. For details
on the training and testing system, see [25].
Emotional expressions - in this case, anger, fear, joy, sadness,
surprise, and contempt are based on combinations of face action. This
encoding was based on the emotional EMFACS face coding system.
Emotional expressions get a score of 0 (the expression is missing) to
100 (the expression is present).
Computer classification of facial expressions requires a large amount
of data to reflect the diversity of conditions occurring in the real world.
Public databases (listed in the Success Rating section) help speed up
research progress by providing a reference source for researchers.
They represent a complexly identified set of valid spontaneous face
reactions recorded in the natural environment over the Internet. In
the case of Affectiva’s SDK for data collection, viewers watched
one of three deliberately entertaining ads on the “Super Bowl” over
the Internet while uploading them using a webcam. They answered
three evaluation questions about their experience. In addition, some
audiences have given their consent to make their data publicly
shared with other researchers. This subgroup consists of 242 video
footage (168,359 images) recorded in real conditions. The database is
completely marked with the following data:
1. Single-frame labels that represent 10 symmetric FACS action
units, 4 asymmetric (single-sided) FACS action units, 2 head
movements, smile, general expressivity, face and gender facial
extraction faults.
2. Placement of 22 automatically recognized landmarks.
3. Participants’ own answers to questions: Did you see the video
before? Do you want to watch stimulation videos again?
4. Index of basic performance of detection algorithms on this
database.
This data is available for distributing to researchers through the
Internet [20], [21].
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Our user interface (Fig. 1) is very simple, but it is sufficient for the
determination of emotional states of the subject.

testing, would be rather trivial tasks [3].
Therefore, we have used various databases that are generally
respected by professionals [36]:
1. Bao Face Database,
2. CMU/VASC Image Database,
3. Caltech Faces 1999 Database,
4. NIST Mug-shot Images Database,
5. Yale Face Database,
6. Vision Group of Essex University Face Database.
The testing environment (Fig. 3) was constructed in the following
way: on one side, a notebook with software designed to classify
emotions was placed at a distance of 1 meter (which is the standard
distance of the subject by the webcam). On the other side, a monitor
was placed on which test photographs were displayed.

Fig. 1. The preview of the application’s user interface (own creation).

The system is capable, under normal lighting conditions, of detecting
a face correctly at a distance of 7.5 meters from the recording device,
while setting the parameter Affdex.FaceDetectorMode to SMALL_
FACES. The minimum distance for successful face detection is 20 cm.
All controls are located in the main window (Fig. 2). The largest
part of the content is the webcam output. In addition to the “Start” and
“Stop” buttons, the following elements were added to the beta testing
experience:
• “Reset” button - to resume image capture in the event of an error.
• “Show / Hide Metric” button - allows you to view and turn off realtime emotional status evaluation.
• “Show / Hide Points” button - to switch between displaying and
turning off the display of points that show facial features.
• “Statistics” button - this element allows you to look at the statistics
that the program recorded during the shooting.
• “Exit” button - to turn off the program.
The program is set to start scanning immediately after startup and
initial initialization. The graphical interface was defined using XAML
(eXtensible Application Markup Language). In the picture above there
is the application’s user interface in the paused state.

Fig. 3. Testing environment.

Our proposed solution was subjected to evaluation using individual
databases. Since each of these databases specializes in different
conditions, such as light, turning of the subject’s face, the amount
of simultaneously captured faces in the image, the result of such an
experiment should be a comprehensive evaluation not only of the
success rate of face detection but also of the subsequent classification
of the emotional state. The evaluation was carried out gradually
through the mentioned databases.
Bao Face Database - This database includes lots of face images,
mostly of people from Asia (Fig. 4). It is divided into two subdirectories:
single face pictures and picture with many faces. The total number of
images with one face is 149. Photographs are created in low resolution
in bad light conditions. The resolution is most often from 149x207 to
192x273 pixels with DPI 96. Out of this number of images our software
detected all 149 faces in the image, but could not classify emotional
status with 21 photos. The subjects tested on these 21 photographs had
a face rotated by more than 15 degrees. We can say that the software in
this case worked with 86% detection success.

Fig. 2. Demonstration of the application’s user interface (own creation).

IV. Experiment – Evaluation of Success Rate (with
Continuous Discussion)
One of the most important aspects of creating a new system to detect
or recognize emotions is a database choice that would be used for new
system testing. If only one database was used for each research, then
new system testing, compared to other top-class systems and efficiency

Fig. 4. Selection of photos on which a face was detected but the emotional
state was not classified.
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The second part of the database contained 221 photos. There was a
lot of people in each photo. Our goal was to determine if the software
can detect faces in a group. Photos are created in different resolutions
(from 348x432 to 800x600, DPI 72) in poor lighting conditions. Out
of a total of 221 photos, the software was able to detect all the faces on
each of the photos and at the same time classify the emotional state of
the subject. So he worked with 100% success (Fig. 5).

So the software was able to detect the subject’s face with a 96%
success rate.
The directory rotated contains 50 different images (resolution from
109x145 to 2615x1986, DPI 600). These pictures were not rotated.
Rotated was the face of a scanned subject. The system, out of a total 50
shots, was able to detect face and classify emotional status in only two
shots (Fig. 8). The software only worked with 4% success.

Fig. 5. Example of face detection and emotional status classification in a
picture with multiple people (own creation).

CMU/VASC Image Database - The image dataset is used by the
CMU Face Detection Project and is provided for evaluating algorithms
for detecting frontal views of human faces. This particular test set
was originally assembled as part of work in Neural Network Based
Face Detection. It combines images collected at CMU and MIT. The
database contains 4 subdirectory: newtest, rotated, test, test-low.
The newtest subdirectory contains - 65 pictures of movies and
fairytales, as well as covers from CDs, cartoons or cards. Images are
created in different resolutions (from, for example, 60x75 to the high
resolution 1280x1024, DPI 600) in different lighting conditions. The
software was able to detect the face and evaluate the emotional state
even in non-standard images (Fig. 6).

Fig. 8. Determination of the slightly inclined face of the subject and
determination of the emotional state.

The directory test contains 42 various pictures (resolution from e.g.
142x192 to 716x684, DPI 600). System out of a total of 48 frames
failed to detect face and classify emotional status in 3 frames (Fig. 9).
The software in this case worked with a 93.75% success rate.

Fig. 9. Demonstration of problem detection of the subject’s face.

The directory testlow contains 23 various pictures (resolution from
e.g. 160x100 to 628x454, DPI 600). The system was able to correctly
detect the face and classify the emotional state for each frame (and
non-standard, Fig. 10). The software was 100% successful.

Fig. 6. Face detection of nonstandard subjects.

We only noticed the problem with two pictures where the system
did not detect the face and could not determine the emotional state of
the subject (Fig. 7).

Fig. 10. Demonstration of subject’s non-standard face detection.

Fig. 7. Problem of face detection.

Caltech Faces 1999 Database – Frontal face dataset. Collected by
Markus Weber at California Institute of Technology. Contains 450 face
images in great resolution e.g. 896 x 592 pixels, bad lights conditions,
Jpeg format. This folder contains 27 jpg files of unique people under
with different lighting, expressions and backgrounds (Fig. 11). On all
450 photos, the system was able to detect the face and classify the
emotional state of the subject, so we achieved 100% success.
- 11 -
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Fig. 11. Demonstration of subject’s face detection under poor lighting
conditions.

NIST Mug-shot Images Database – contains 2 subdirectory:
single and multiple. For a better idea of the internal structure of these
subdirectories, we present the chart in Fig. 12.
The subdirectory f1_p1 contains 24 subdirectories under the label
sing01 to sing24. Each of these subdirectories contains various count
of pictures:

Fig. 12. Internal structure of NIST Special database.

sing01 – 68 frontal face pictures, 58 right rotated face pictures, 10
left rotated face pictures

sing20 – 50 frontal face pictures, 45 right rotated face pictures, 5 left
rotated face pictures

sing02 – 50 frontal face pictures, 42 right rotated face pictures, 8 left
rotated face pictures

sing21 – 50 frontal face pictures, 45 right rotated face pictures, 5 left
rotated face pictures

sing03 – 50 frontal face pictures, 46 right rotated face pictures, 4 left
rotated face pictures

sing22 – 50 frontal face pictures, 41 right rotated face pictures, 9 left
rotated face pictures

sing04 – 50 frontal face pictures, 47 right rotated face pictures, 3 left
rotated face pictures

sing23 – 50 frontal face pictures, 56 right rotated face pictures, 4 left
rotated face pictures

sing05 – 50 frontal face pictures, 44 right rotated face pictures, 6 left
rotated face pictures

sing24 – 49 frontal face pictures, 45 right rotated face pictures, 4 left
rotated face pictures

sing06 – 50 frontal face pictures, 48 right rotated face pictures, 2 left
rotated face pictures

With a detailed evaluation of the images from this database we found
that the software can detect the face and also determine the emotional
state of the subject only in frontal face (100% success rate). In the case
of rotated the head to the right or to the left, the software was unable
to detect the face and thus not even determine the emotional state (0%
success rate).

sing07 – 50 frontal face pictures, 46 right rotated face pictures, 6 left
rotated face pictures
sing08 – 50 frontal face pictures, 48 right rotated face pictures, 2 left
rotated face pictures
sing09 – 50 frontal face pictures, 40 right rotated face pictures, 10
left rotated face pictures
sing10 – 50 frontal face pictures, 45 right rotated face pictures, 5 left
rotated face pictures
sing11 – 50 frontal face pictures, 43 right rotated face pictures, 7 left
rotated face pictures
sing12 – 50 frontal face pictures, 40 right rotated face pictures, 10
left rotated face pictures
sing13 – 50 frontal face pictures, 45 right rotated face pictures, 5 left
rotated face pictures
sing14 – 50 frontal face pictures, 48 right rotated face pictures, 2 left
rotated face pictures
sing15 – 50 frontal face pictures, 43 right rotated face pictures, 7 left
rotated face pictures
sing16 – 50 frontal face pictures, 42 right rotated face pictures, 8 left
rotated face pictures
sing17 – 50 frontal face pictures, 45 right rotated face pictures, 5 left
rotated face pictures
sing18 – 50 frontal face pictures, 44 right rotated face pictures, 6 left
rotated face pictures
sing19 – 50 frontal face pictures, 42 right rotated face pictures, 8 left
rotated face pictures

Yale Face Database – this directory database contains 3
subdirectories: centered, faces and rotated. This database concentrates
to the illumination variations. All pictures in subdirectory with a name
centered are in gray scale, resolution is 195x231 pixels and 600 DPI.
Count of pictures is 165. These pictures are divided to the 3 sections:
centerlight, glasses/noglasses and type of emotional state. All pictures
in subdirectory with a name faces is in gray scale, resolution is 320x234
pixels and 600 DPI. Count of pictures is 165. The face of the subject
itself is not rotated, rotated is only picture.
With a detailed evaluation of the images from this database we
found that the software can detect the face and also determine the
right emotional state of the subject in all cases from 3 subdirectories:
centered, faces and rotated. The software worked with 100% success
rate (Fig. 13).
Vision Group of Essex University Face Database - this robust
database is created by Dr. Libor Spacek. Database contains 4
subdirectories: face94, face95, face96 and grimace. The subdirectory
face94 is divided to 3 subdirectories with name female, male and
malestaff. Subdirectory with name female contains 20 subdirectories.
In each of these subdirectories there are 20 face pictures. We tested
therefore 400 face pictures. Subdirectory with name male contains 113
subdirectories. In each of these subdirectories there are 20 face pictures.
We tested therefore 2260 face pictures. Subdirectory with name
malestaff contains 20 subdirectories. In each of these subdirectories
there are 20 face pictures. We tested therefore 400 face pictures. With
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a detailed evaluation of the images from this database we found that
the software can detect the face and also determine the emotional state
of the subjects in all cases. The software worked with 100% success
rate (Fig. 14).

DPI, bad light conditions. With a detailed evaluation of the images
from this database we found that the software can detect the face and
also determine the emotional state of the subject in all cases. The
software worked with 100% success rate (Fig. 16).

Fig. 16. Demonstration of subject’s face detection (directory face96).

The subdirectory grimace contains 18 subdirectories. In each of
these subdirectories there are 20 face pictures. We tested therefore 360
face pictures. Resolution of each picture is 180x200 pixels with 600
DPI, bad light conditions. With a detailed evaluation of the images
from this database we found that the software can detect the face and
also determine the emotional state of the subject in all cases. The
software worked with 100% success rate (Fig. 17).

Fig. 13. Face Detection of a subject with a classified emotional state.

Fig, 14. Demonstration of subject’s face detection (directory face94).

The subdirectory face95 contains 72 subdirectories. In each of these
subdirectories there are 20 face pictures. We tested therefore 1440 face
pictures. These pictures are not divided to the subdirectory female or
male. Our software solution recognised all pictures also with slight tilt
of head subject (to 15%). The software worked with 100% success rate
(Fig. 15).

Fig. 17. Demonstration of subject’s face detection (directory grimace).

V. General Discussion
Testing our solution designed using the Affectiva SDK [37] was
thoroughly tested with 6 robust databases [36].
1. Bao Face Database,
2. CMU/VASC Image Database,
3. Caltech Faces 1999 Database,
4. NIST Mug-shot Images Database,
5. Yale Face Database,
6. Vision Group of Essex University Face Database.

Fig. 15. Demonstration of subject’s face detection (directory face95).

The subdirectory face96 contains 152 subdirectories. In each of
these subdirectories there are 20 face pictures. We tested therefore
3040 face pictures. These pictures are not divided into the subdirectory
female or male. Resolution of each picture is 196x196 pixels with 600

While experiment, we focused not only on determining the
success rate of our solution, but we were wondering if this solution
can correctly detect the face in the image under different lighting
conditions, regardless of the distance or the face of the subject being
shot. At the same time, we were interested, whether the software can
not only detect but also evaluate the emotional state of the subject.
From these listed databases, only one (Yale) contained images with
rated emotional states of the subject. Therefore, other databases have
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been used mainly to determine the ability to detect face in the image
under different conditions: low resolution, different DPI, poor lighting
conditions, head rotation and so on...
We determined the following research question to determine the
level of face detection success and determine the user’s eco-condition
using our Affectiva solution and SDK solution:
RQ1: Can the software designed by us uniquely detect the face,
regardless of the subject’s distance, ambient light, face or facial part,
or other nonstandard conditions?
Based on this research question, which was also a research problem
for us, we considered the hypothesis:
H1: The ability of our software to detect faces in the image and
evaluate the user’s emotional state is completely independent of the
distance of the subject being shot, ambient light conditions, and the
face of the subject.
The research question was answered by conducting an experiment.
We can say that the percentage of face detection in the image and the
ability to classify the emotional state is strongly dependent on the
rotation of the subject’s head. At the beginning of the experiment,
we measured the monitor’s distance from the webcam and tested the
ability to detect the subject’s face at different distances. We found that
the minimum distance for Face Detection is 20cm, maximum is 7.5m.
For the implementation of the test environment, a uniform distance of
1 meter was chosen subsequently. The answer to the research question
is that the ability to detect the subject’s face by using our Affectiva
SDK solution is:
1. Independent of the distance of the scanned object,
2. Ambient lighting conditions,

feelings), trade (the area of neuromarketing) through the automotive
industry (controlling the aggressiveness of motor vehicle drivers).
In the publication, we pointed out our proposed solution using
Affectiva SDK. This solution has been thoroughly tested. The total
average detection rate is 84.27%. However, with the front view of
the subject (if the subject does not have a rotating head above 15 °),
we achieve values around 100%. Looking to the left or right, when
the subject’s head is over 15% face detection fails as well as the
classification of the emotional state. We are aware of this problem and
it will be the subject of our further research.
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Abstract

Keywords

Unknown target search, in an unknown environment, is a complex problem in Wireless Sensor Network (WSN).
It does not have a linear solution when target’s location and searching space is unknown. For the past few years,
many researchers have invented novel techniques for finding a target using either Static Sensor Node (SSN) or
Mobile Sensor Node (MSN) in WSN i.e. Hybrid WSN. But there is a lack of research to find a solution using
hybrid WSN. In the current research, the problem has been addressed mostly using non-biological techniques. Due
to its complexity and having a non-linear solution, Bio-inspired techniques are most suited to solve the problem.

Particle Swarm
Optimization, SelfOrganization, Target
Finding, Hybrid Wireless
Sensor Network.

This paper proposes a solution for searching of randomly moving target in unknown area using only Mobile
sensor nodes and combination of both Static and Mobile sensor nodes. In proposed technique coverage area is
determined and compared. To perform the work, novel algorithms like MSNs Movement Prediction Algorithm
(MMPA), Leader Selection Algorithm (LSA), Leader’s Movement Prediction Algorithm (LMPA) and follower
algorithm are implemented. Simulation results validate the effectiveness of proposed work. Through the result,
it is shown that proposed hybrid WSN approach with less number of sensor nodes (combination of Static and
Mobile sensor nodes) finds target faster than only MSN approach.

I. Introduction

A. PSO - Particle Swarm Optimization

W

ireless Sensor Networks have gained worldwide attention due
to its potential applications in area surveillance such as disaster
monitoring, animal monitoring, underwater monitoring etc. [1],[2].
Different sensors have their own physical properties like temperature,
moisture, smoke, light, odor, etc. As per the demands of application
specific sensors are recommended to be used. The main challenges in
WSN are its low bandwidth, memory limitation, and processing power.
Researchers need to consider these limitations of WSN to provide a
solution. In recent work, very few researchers focused on hybrid WSN
due to communication hurdle between SSN to MSN.
Numbers of computations are required in analytical optimization
methods. The number of computations depends on the size of the
problem. If problem size increases, then computations also increase
exponentially. Bio-inspired optimization techniques can be another
alternative to analytical optimization. It is more efficient for the
increased problem size or when the problem is complex [3],[4],[5].
The objectives of the paper are a) to simulate random moving target
searching in an unknown environment, with minimum sensor nodes
in hybrid WSN (SSN and MSN), b) to efficiently use, PSO (Particle
Swarm Optimization) technique to achieve group movements of MSNs
for target searching c) to compare area coverage of all approaches.
* Corresponding author.

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2017.09.003

Self-organization is one of the important features of Swarm
Intelligence (SI). Self-organization is a nonlinear distributed system
which cannot have a linear solution and is not controlled by any single
particle. It is a continuous process in which particles interact with each
other locally [6], [7].
Initially,self-organized systems are predictable, but after some
iteration or some time instances, these may be predictable, neutral or
unpredictable.
There are mainly five features:
• Positive feedback
• Negative feedback
• Amplification
• Multiple iterations
• Balance of exploitation & exploration
The system has positive and negative feedback in which positive
feedback inspires for the creation of convenient structure while
negative feedback neutrals the positive feedback [8],[9],[10].
Multiple iterations are required to reach to the goal. All particles
find their own best position (i.e. Local best position). Among the
local best positions of all particles, a best position is chosen (i.e.
global best position) and all particles use best global position for next
movement.

E-mail address: imaheshnighot@gmail.com
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B. PSO Algorithm
Generally, PSO performs searching operations using swarm
particles. To get the optimal position each move in the direction to
their best local position (pbest) and best global position (gbest) [11],
[12], [13].

Start

pbest (i , ( k − 1)) =
arg min [ f ( Pi ( k ))],
k =1,2...t

(1)

gbest ( k − 1) =
arg min [ f ( Pi ( k ))]
i =1,2... N ,
k =1,2...t

Initialize ω, c1, c2 random position,
ramdom velocity, pbest, gbest

(2)

Calculate Fitness value (position and
velocity) of each particle

Where t is number of iterations and N is the total number of particles
(i.e. swarm size).
Each particle in the swarm decides the movement by an objective
function

f ( x1, x 2, ... xn ) where f : ℜ n → ℜ

Pbest =
current
fitness
value

(3)

The fitness of particle is calculated from its pbest position in the
searching area. The particle where pbest is closer to the gbest have
lower cost and vice versa. PSO determines minimization of a fitness
function. After each iteration, the position of a particle and its velocity
are modified to achieve lower cost or higher fitness value. The notations
used in PSO are shown in Table I.

Yes

No
Gbest = pbest

Calculate position and
velocity of each particle

TABLE I. The notations used in PSO
Symbol
c1
c2
rand 1 & rand 2

Meaning
Self-confidence factor
Swarm confidence factor
Random numbers
Inertia weight

d
Xi
d
Vi

Particle’s position

ω

Update current
position and velocity

Particle’s velocity
Current and previous iterations
respectively (movement of particle)

k, k − 1

d
pbesti
d
gbest
Pi

No

Particles best position
Swarm’s best position

Maximum
iteration
reached?

Position of agents in the solution space
Total number of iterations
Dimensions of solution space

t

d

Yes
Stop

Velocity and position of every particle are modified after k iteration
and is shown as:

Vi d=
( k ) ωVi d ( k −1) + c1rand 1id ( k )
( pbestid − X id ) + c 2 rand 2id ( k )
( gbest d − X id )

X (=
k ) X (k − 1) + Vi (k )
d
i

Is current
fitness value
better than
pbest?

d
i

d

Fig. 1. Working of PSO.

(4)
(5)

Here rand 1 & rand 2 are random numbers in the range [0,1] for
good coverage. ω is 0.2  ω  1.2 an inertia weight manipulates
the trade-off between exploitation & exploration abilities of the object.
Flowchart of PSO is shown in Fig. 1.

C. Global Positioning System (GPS) with Real Time Kinematic
(RTK)
GPS is a location receiving device used worldwide. At least four
GPS Satellites and a GPS receiver are required to get the location of
objects in 2-D space. But its accuracy is 5 meters to 100 meters and
precision is 5 meters to more than 20 meters. So use of GPS is not
possible in proposed work. It needs more accuracy and precision.
More accurate position can be calculated using Real Time Kinematic
(RTK) [14], [15]. Its accuracy is up to 2 centimeters. It consists of
one GPS base station and multiple rovers. Setup positions are shown
in Fig. 2. GPS base station is positioned on known location. It takes
measurements from satellites in view and sends it with its known
position to the rovers. Rover receiver also collects measurement from
satellite in view, and process it with the base station information.
Rover calculates their locations with relative to the base station.
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node needs to send one bit of information to the central processing unit
to indicate that a moving object is going far or coming near. Moving
target far from observing SSN indicates ‘-‘ and near indicates ‘+’.
Observer SN calculates + and – using RSS (Received Signal Strength).
If RSS is less, it is going far & if RSS is more it is coming near.
Experimental analysis is carried out and compared with Aslam’s work
& shown MOTSVM performs well in terms of accuracy, precision, and
robustness to data errors.

Satellite
Communication
with Satellite

Rover (Sensor Node)
Communication with
GPS Base Station
GPS Base Station
Fig. 2. Real Time Kinematic (RTK) setup.

Equipments of RTK are costlier hence GPS less technique can be
used to get the position of sensor nodes. The proposed work is simulation
based so not much focused on how to get locations of sensor nodes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: A literature survey is
explained in section II. In the section III proposed work with algorithms
are introduced and explained in detail. Results analysis is given in
section IV and in section V conclusion and future scope is given.

II. Literature Survey
In recent years, several researchers proposed new techniques to
find the object. Most of the techniques are SSN based and very few
are MSN and hybrid based. Bio-inspired optimization strategies are
also implemented to optimize the performance of their work [16],[17].
Some of the techniques are now discussed.
Zhuofan Liao et al [18] proposed algorithms to solve MSN
deployment (MSD) problem. Multiple MSN & Multiple Static Targets
are considered in the system. The study focuses on overall energy
consumption by minimizing MSN’s movement to track the target &
Network connectivity. MSD is divided into two subproblems 1. TCOV
(Target Coverage) and 2. NCON (Network Connectivity) problems.
TCOV problem is solved using two Heuristic algorithms- Basic
algorithm and TV Greedy algorithm. (Target based Voronoi Greedy
algorithm) in which Basic algorithm selects one MSN for one target,
and TV-Greedy algorithm minimizes the total number of movements
using a Voronoi diagram. For NCON problem ECST & ECST-H
algorithms are proposed to move coverage MSN near to moved MSN.
So that moved MSN will be able to communicate with sink node.
Matlab simulation is carried out to support the proposed work.
In dynamic transportation system, Ning Zhu. et al [19] proposed a
system which is used for collecting traffic information by MSN. Two
problems are studied: choosing route link and staying time on the route
link. To tackle these problems Ant Colony builds the route for MSN and
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) determines the stay time on each
route link. The proposed work is studied analytically and proved that
MSNs are more effective than SSN in transport network surveillance.
Dusade A. et al [20], proposed Moving Object Tracking using
Support Vector Machine (MOT-SVM) for finding a movable object by
SSN. The proposed algorithm requires fewer communication resources
and less amount of communication computations. Because each sensor

Jia Wei Tang et al [21], proposed a technique to track moving objects
using image processing technique. UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle)
with vision capability is used to detect the movement of objects.
FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array Algorithm) is used to develop
the UAV. For motion estimation and object segmentation block (area
based) matching & RANSAC (Random Sample Consensus) algorithms
are used. The entire work is supported by self-experimentation and
analytical calculations.
Hamid Maboubi et al [22], [23], focused on problem of tracking
and monitoring a mobile target in the field with multiple obstacles for
an increasing network lifetime. MSN’s are located using relocation
technique. The proposed work finds near-optimal relocation strategy
for MSN. It also finds the energy efficient path to send information
from movable target to destination. The proposed technique is proved
by simulation result & shown network life time increases.
Enyang Xu. et al [24] proposed work for mobile target tracking by
MSN. MSN controller gets the location of MSN & Target continuously
by anchor nodes. After analysis of Time of Arrival (TOA), controller
guides movement to MSN. MSN navigation strategy, target
localization, MSN localization and joint target & MSN localization
are formulated& calculated. Based on Time of Arrival (TOA), convey
optimization algorithm is developed for localization. Cubic law is used
for routing MSN.
Yifan Cai et al [25], [26], proposed a couple of algorithms to
track the target in a totally unknown physical environment. Multiple
robots search the target cooperatively to get the parameter ranges of
cooperation method in multiple robots using a combination of HRL
and MAXQ algorithms.
All parameters which are required for cooperation are obtained
through learning approach and new tasks can be performed by the
multiple robots. With simulation study, it is studied and shown that
multiple robots in the unknown environment can search the target.
Summary of studied literature is shown in Table II. (Table II (a) &
Table II (b)).

III. Proposed Work
Proposed technique shows self-organization Mobile Sensor Node
(MSN) and Static Sensor Node (SSN) to find the moving target (T)
using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). MSN & SSN are equipped
with Global Positioning System (GPS) which is used to tell their exact
location coordinates in two-dimensional spaces. Target is assumed
to be movable random. Without having visual sense and directional
guidance to MSN and SSN, using only location guidance, MSN tracks
the moving target.
The proposed system is heterogeneous, using both SSN and MSN in
the same system. SSNs have the capability to send their own locations
to all MSNs which are far away. If the target is in the searching range
(SR) of SSN then SSN sends its own location to all MSN.
MSN are low capability sensors having a movable trolley/vehicle
on which MSN’s are located. The trolley moves as per the signals are
given by MSN. It can move in only three directions Left (Lt), Straight
(St) and Right (Rt), from the current position. Left and right rotations
are exactly 45 degrees from the current position. Fig. 3 shows the
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TABLE II (a). Summary of Literature
Sr.
No.

Year & Author

Problem Identified

Algorithm used

Outcomes

1

2015- Zhuofan
Liao and others

MSN Deployment (MSD)
• Target Coverage (TCOV)
• Network Connectivity (NCON)

TCOV-(Heuristic Algorithm)
• Basic Algorithm
• TV Greedy Algorithm- Target Based Voronoi
Greedy Algorithm
• NCON (Approximate Algorithm)
• ECST – Euclidian Minimum Spanning
• ECST-H- ECST- Hungarian

2

2014- Ning
Zhu and others

Mobile sensor’s use in the
transportation system to collect
traffic information

Hybrid two-stage algorithm based on PSO and ACO

MSN’s are better traffic
information collector than SSN

3

2013- Dusade
A. and others

Moving object tracking in WSN

MOT SVM- Moving Object Tracking using Support
Vector Machine

Out performs than Aslam’s work
in terms of accuracy, precision,
and robustness to data errors

4

2016- Jia Wei
Tang and others

Real Time moving object detection

• FPGA Algorithm- Field Programmable Gate Array
Algorithm
• Block Matching Algorithm
• RANSAC- Random Sample Consensus Algorithm

Tracking of Moving Objects

5

2016- Hamid
Mahboubi and
others

• Shortest path
• The problem of tracking and
monitoring a moving target in a
field with an obstacle
• Maximize network lifetime

Residual Energy based Voronoi Diagram

Prolong the lifetime of the
network

6

2013- Enyang
Xu and others

Track Mobile target by MSN

TOA- Time of Arrival
Cubic Law

Target follower MSN with good
performance

7

2013- Yifan
Cai and others

Target searching in unknown
environment

• HRL- Hierarchical reinforcement Learning
• MAXQ

Target Searching in unknown
Environment

• Controls on the movement of
MSN
• Prolong the network lifetime

TABLE II (b). Summary of Literature (Continued as of Table II (a))
Sr.
No.

Proposed work
compared with

SSN/MSN/
Hybrid

GPS

Stochastic
Algorithm

Target

Network

Control

Simulation/Execution

1

None

MSN

No

No

Static (Multiple)

MSN

Centralized

Simulation –Matlab

2

Self’s analytical
results

MSN

No

PSO and
ACO

No- collect traffic
information

Transport
System

Distributed

Analytical study
(Numerical Experiment)

3

Aslam’s Work

SSN

No

No

One – Movable

Binary Sensor
Network

Centralized

Not Mentioned

4

NO

UAV/MSN
– Unmanned
Aerial
Network

No

No

Movable

Real Time
Network

Centralized

Experimental/ Analytic

5

No/ Simulation
study compared
analytically

MSN

No

No

Movable

MSN with
obstacle

Centralized

Not mentioned

6

Analytical study

MSN

No

No

Movable - multiple

MSN

Centralized

Not mentioned

7

NO

Robots/
Unknown
Environment

No

No

Multiple

Unknown
Environment

Distributed

Not Mentioned
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Fig. 3. The possible rotations from current position.

possible rotations from the current position. There are 8 possible initial
positions of MSN and each position has its relative left, straight and
right rotations for movement.

Fig. 5 (a) shows that the dashed area is searched by both sensors which are not
required.

B. Basic Flow of Systems
Fig. 4. SR and CR.

Searching Range (SR) is a range or radius of MSN and SSN in
which it can search the target. If the target comes in the SR of any
MSN, it detects the target. Communication Range (CR) / radio range is
a radius of MSN in which MSNs can communicate with each other for
sharing their location coordinates and sharing a message mentioning
the target is in its SR. [27],[28],[29]. SR and CR are shown in Fig. 4.

Initially, SSNs are placed randomly in the searching space. Target
(T) is also placed randomly and is movable. It moves randomly and
is not GPS equipped. Swarm of MSNs is placed at any random place
or at the border of searching space. MSNs move randomly by swarm
technique. While moving randomly if T found, then the mission is
complete, else searching process continues.

A. Topology Formation by MSN
All MSNs together form a swarm. MSN moves randomly to search
the target, but it must be in the range of at least one MSN’s CR. Initially
MSNs are located in such a way that they will not share each other’s
SR. Any two MSNs are a 2SR distance away from each other. If two
MSNs are sharing SR, then same space will be searched by these two
MSNs. By using this initial condition, the search space is increased.
Fig. 5 shows the possible minimum and maximum distance between
two MSN. Fig. 5 (a) shows MSNs are sharing other’s SR. In such case,
thesame area will be searched by multiple MSNs and is wastage of
time. Fig. 5 (b) shows the minimum distance between two MSN i.e.
2SR. So that it will search in the unsearched area. Fig. 5 (c) shows the
maximum distance between two MSN i.e. CR to communicate with
each other. If distance is increased than CR then sensors will not be
able to communicate with each other.
- 20 -
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D. Algorithms
1. MSN’s Movement Prediction Algorithm (MMPA) for searching
(T)
Start

Initialize Previous Location = 0
Current Location = Current Location of MSN
MSN broadcasts it’s location to it’s neighbor MSN
MSN stores other broadcasted locations
Fig. 5 (c) shows worst case scenario of sensors (maximum distance between
two sensors).

Choose MSN as a neighbour which satisfies swarm criteria

Due to the movement of T, if it comes in the SR of any SSN then
SSN broadcasts its own location coordinates and a message saying
‘Target is found’ to all MSNs. Once location and message received by
all MSNs, all MSNs calculate its own distance Disti from sender SSN
using Euclidean distance [30], [31].

dist=
di + ni
i

(6)

Where di is distance between SSN and MSN and ni is Gaussian
additive noise, which has random value uniformlydistributed in the
range [32]:

di ≠ di ( Pn /100)

di =

( x − xi ) + ( y − yi )

Move 4 times
left or right to
change MSN to
backward
direction

No

Does predicted move
satisfy swarm criteria?

Yes
Previous location = current location
Take a random rotation either left, right or straight and
move acoordingly (But swarm criteria should be satisfied)

(7)

Pn is a percentage noise. Accurate calculation of distance depends
on the value of Pn
2

Calculate next prediction move in same direction

2

Where ( x, y ) are coordinates of SSN and
of particles.

(8)

( xi , yi ) are coordinates

All MSNs share their calculated distance from Sender SSN (SSSN)
to each other. The MSN which is closer to SSSN will be selected
as a Leader and others will be followers. Leader MSN (LMSN) will
decide its direction to reach to SSSN and move step by step towards
SSN. Other MSN will not waste their energy for deciding the direction
and path. They will just follow the LMSN. At every step, All MSNs
calculate their current distance from SSSN and share it to all MSNs. If
any Follower MSN (FMSN) is closer to SSSN than LMSN, it will be
selected as a new LMSN and former will be FMSN. In such fashion,
MSNs travel to SSSN, without knowing directions and any manual
interaction. Once all MSNs reach to SSN, they start searching again
with their random search.

C. Proposed Algorithms
To search the target, four algorithms are proposed which are as
follows:
1. MSN’s Movement Prediction Algorithm (MMPA) for searching
(T) is shown in Fig. 6.
2. Leader Selection Algorithm (LSA) is shown in Fig. 7.

Update current location = current location of MSN
Search Target

Is Target found?

No

Yes
Send “Target Found” message to al MSNs

Stop
Fig. 6. MMPA Flowchart.

2. Leader Selection Algorithm (LSA)
Start
SSN searches target continuously
Is target in Searching
Range of SSN?

No

Yes
SSN Broadcasts “Target found” Message & its locations to MSN
MSN Calculates their distance from Sender SSN

3. Leader’s Movement Predication Algorithm (LMPA) for traveling
towards SSSN is shown in Fig. 8.
4. Follower’s Algorithm (FA) is shown in Fig. 9.

Smallest distance from Sender SSN, will be Leader MSN
Stop
Fig. 7. LSA Flowchart.
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3. Leader’s Movement Predication Algorithm (LMPA) for traveling
towards SSSN

TABLE III. Parameters and Values
Sr. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Start
LMSN Calculates ths SSNDist (distance from SSSN)
Predict to move LMSN Left, straight, and right direction and calculate
predicted distance from SSSN PLt, PSt, PRt respectively
Lowest = find lowest predicted distance form PLt, PSt, PRt

Move MSN
in backward
direction

No

If (Lowest < SSNDist)?

Yes
Move MSN to lowest distanced direction

Is SSNDist <= SR o SSSN?

Value
10 X 10 (Obstacle free)
2
5
1
Unknown
1.2
0.3
Random
Random
Same as MSN
Yes
1000

In the simulation, the movement of the target is shown in red colored
dots, movement of MSN1 is shown in blue colored dots and movement
of MSN2 is shown in green colored dots. Blue circles and pink circles
indicate the SR and CR of the respective sensor. In SSN, CR is not
visible for the sake of visibility of MSN’s and T’s movement but it is
same as CR of SSN.

No

Yes
Stop
Fig. 8. LMPA Flowchart.

Simulations readings are observed after every 100 iterations or T
comes in SR of any SSN or MSN. It is assumed that if T moves in SR
of any MSN, then searching mission gets completed and it shows a
total number of iterations required to find the T.

4. Follower’s Algorithm
Start

A number of times simulation is executed and some of the cases are
discussed here as an example.

Calculate next prediction move in same direction
Is predicted
movement’s distance greater than
previously calculated distance of Sender
SSN to MSN?

Parameter
Searching Space:
Total Number of MSNs:
Total Number of SSNs:
Total Number of Target (T):
Location of T:
Communication Range (CR) of sensors:
Searching Range (SR) of sensors:
Targets Initial Position:
MSNs and Target Movement:
The speed of Target:
GPS enabled Sensors
Maximum Iterations

A. Case 1: Target found by MSNs only

No

Fig. 10 (a) shows the initial placement of sensors and T. T moves
randomly in searching space as iteration increases. The path and area
covered are shown in the red colored tail of T. At the same time MSNs
also move using PSO technique to find the T. MSNs maintain the
atleast 2SR distance and atmost 1 CR distance from each other. MSNs
movements are shown in blue and green colored tail of MSN1 and
MSN2 respectively. While moving, MSN found T in their SR at 68th
iteration and is shown in Fig. 10 (b).

Yes
Move 4 times left or right to change MSN to backward direction
Predict next move (i.e. left, right and straight)
Calculate distance form Sender SSN
Move left, right or straight as per smallest distance calculated
form Sender SSN to MSN
Follow LSA to find Leader
Stop
Fig. 9. FA Flowchart.

IV. Results and Discussions
Matlab 7.0 simulator is used for the experiment. Due to the random
movement of MSNs and T, the number of iterations/steps cannot be
predicted. A number of times simulation is executed and tested for
finding the T. The assumed parameters with respective values for the
simulation are given in Table III.
SSNs are placed in searching space in such a way that whole area is
covered. Searching space is divided into four quadrants and four SSNs
are placed at the center of each quadrant (SSN1- (2.5, 2.5), SSN2-(2.5,
7.5), SSN3-(7.5, 2.5) and SSN4-(7.5, 7.5)) and fifth SSN is placed at
the center of searching space (SSN5-(5, 5)). MSNs are placed at leftlower corner of searching the space (MSN1-(0.3, 0.9) and MSN2- (0.3,
0.3)). While moving, MSNs maintain at least 2SR distance from each
other and will be in the CR of other MSN. T is placed randomly in
searching space. The speed of T is same as speed of MSNs. If the T is
in the SR of any MSN then it is assumed that T is found.
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(c) MSNs reach to SSN 4

(b) Target is found in 68 Iterations
Fig. 10. Movement of MSNs and T.

B. Case 2: T is Found by MSN with the Help of SSN 4
Fig. 11 (a) shows the initial localization of sensors and T where T is
located near the SSN4. After one iteration, T moves in the SR of SSN4,
which is shown in Fig. 11 (b). Once T is found by SSN4, it broadcasts
‘T Found’ message and SSN4’s location to MSNs. MSNs stops the
searching and switch into the leader-followermode and reaches to CR
of SSN4. It is shown in Fig. 11 (c). While MSNs move towards SSN4,
T moves randomly in another location. Once MSNs reaches in the CR
of SSN4, MSNs switch their mode in searching mode and search the T
as a random search strategy.
Fig. 11 (d) and 11 (e) show the movements of the sensor and T after
100th and 200th iterations respectively. T is found in 228th iteration by
MSNs and is shown in Fig. 11 (f).

(d) After 100 Iterations

(e) After 200 Iterations

(a) Initialization

(f) Target found by MSN in 228 Iterations
(b) Target is found by SSN 4 in 1 Iteration

Fig. 11. Movement of MSNs and T.
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C. Case 3: T is Found by MSN with the Help of SSN5

D. Case 4: Involvement of Multiple SSNs

Fig. 12 (a), (b), (c) and (d) are shown as explained in case 2. Instead of
SSN4, T appears in SR of SSN5. T is found in the28th iteration of MSNs.

Sometimes T moves into the bigger area. Before coming all MSNs
near to the SSSN, T moves far away from its found location. Once
MSNs reaches to SSN, it searches T by random search. So MSNs are
not able to find T near to SSN. After 123rditeration, T is found by SSN2
so MSNs need to move towards SSN2.It is shown in Fig. 13 (a), (b),
(c) and (d). Fig. 7 (e) shows T is found in 254th iterations by MSN near
to SSN2. Even though T is traveling more distance in a straight way,
MSNs are succeeded to find T.

(a) Initialization

(a) Initialization

(b) Target Found by SSN5 in 14 Iterations

(b) Target is found by SSN 3 in 80 Iteration

(c) MSN Moves to SSN5

(c) Target is found by SSN5 in 123 Iterations

(d) Target is found by MSN in 28 iterations
Fig. 12. Movement of MSNs and T.
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(d) Target is found by SSN2 in 198 Iterations

(b) After 100 Iterations

(e) Target found by MSN in 254 Iterations

(c) After 200 Iterations

Fig. 13. Movement of MSNs and T.

E. Case 5: Worst Case
Sometimes T does not come in SR of any SSN or MSN then it
requires more number of iterations. It works like only MSNs are in
the network searching for T. Fig. 14 (from the figure (a) to figure (k))
shows that in 1523rd iteration T is found by MSN.

(d) After 300 Iterations

(a) Initialization

(e) After 400 Iterations
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(j) After 900 Iterations

(f) After 500 Iterations

(k) After 1000 Iterations (T is found in 1523 iterations)
Fig. 14. Movement of MSNs and T.

(g) After 600 Iterations

F. Comparison Between the Networks with Only MSNs and
Hybrid WSN
To show the effectiveness of hybrid WSN, two types of simulations
are performed. The first type of simulation consists of only MSNs
which are placed on the test bed. And in the second type, both SSNs
and MSNs are placed.

(h) After 700 Iterations

If the size of searching space is small then both scenarios work well,
but if the size of searching space is large then the simulation with only
MSNs requires more number of iterations to find T as compared to
hybrid WSN. The total number of iterations required for both scenarios
is shown in Table IV and Fig. 15. To find the T, 10 simulations are carried
out of each scenario and numbers of iterations are sorted in ascending
order. Average number of iterations in SSN is only 10 but to transmit
data to base station it require more energy. Only 572.9 average iterations
are required for Hybrid WSN and are far less than only MSN scenario.
TABLE IV. Number of Iterations to Find T
Sr. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Average

(i) After 800 Iterations
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Only SSNs
(Dense
Deployment)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
10

Only MSNs
(Number of
Iterations)
52
168
1,021
1,021
1,224
1,335
1,512
1,627
1,651
1,724
1133.5

Hybrid WSN
(Number of
Iterations)
28
68
228
254
452
622
784
772
998
1,523
572.9

Regular Issue
Inspite of time constraint, even though area covered by proposed
approach is 2.1, it finds target successfully.

V. Conclusion and Future Scope

Fig. 15. Effectiveness of Hybrid WSN over the network with only MSNs (SSN
is not considered due to dense nodes in network).

In Hybrid approach, if more number of SSNs are placed then the
number of iterations reduces.

G. Coverage Comparison of Searching Space
To cover the complete searching space (10 X 10) by sensors range,
more number of SSNs need to deploy. The number of SSNs needed
to cover area depends upon the SR of sensors. If SR=0.3 in same
searching space the 289 (17 X 17) SSNs are needed.

Randomly moving target is efficiently found by novel proposed
technique. MSNs are allowed to move in only three random directions.
Without control of third parties, MSNs move autonomously and find
target successfully. A novel concept of hybrid WSN is implemented
to find the target. SSNs and MSNs are utilized together to achieve
objectives. If more number of SSNs & MSNs are deployed, then
searching time reduces tremendously. A PSO technique in hybrid WSN
is effectively implemented to find the unknown target in an unknown
environment. Results show that hybrid WSN performs better than only
MSNs in the network.
It is proved that using less number of sensors, target finding can
be done effectively so due to less number of sensors utilized in the
network, equipment cost and its maintenance cost is reduced.
Obstacle free environment is assumed for simulation. Single target
is assumed and its speed is assumed same as MSNs speed. But in
real case target’s speed may be lower or higher than MSNs speed. In
future work, it is planned to consider obstacles in searching space with
multiple targets and lower or higher speed of target than MSNs.
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Abstract

Keywords

The structure and constraint of MANETS influence negatively the performance of QoS, moreover the main
routing protocols proposed generally operate in flat routing. Hence, this structure gives the bad results of QoS
when the network becomes larger and denser. To solve this problem we use one of the most popular methods
named clustering. The present paper comes within the frameworks of research to improve the QoS in MANETs.
In this paper we propose a new algorithm of clustering based on the new mobility metric and K-Medoid to
distribute the nodes into several clusters. Intuitively our algorithm can give good results in terms of stability of
the cluster, and can also extend life time of cluster head.

MANETs, Clustering,
Mobility, K-medoids.

I. Introduction

A

d hoc wireless networks (MANETs) are a new architecture of
wireless networks, where a set of mobiles can be deployed easily
in a minimum configuration, with free movement and without the
existence of the centralized device. It allows a user with a terminal to
access to information at any time and from any place. These mobiles
cooperate with each other to overcome the Ad hoc network constraints
such as dynamic topology, lack of centralized monitoring points,
limited bandwidth, etc. The non-centralized management and dynamic
topology in Manets require nodes (mobiles) to behave as routers in
order to maintain routing information. Many routing protocols have
been proposed [1] on different types of application. The research has
not ceased to have efficient protocols that adapt to all mobility models
[2]. The routing of the information in the Manets can be classified
into two types: Flat and Hierarchical. In the first type all network
nodes play the same role, this can overload the network, as well as
cause other problems such as scalability and complexity, when the
network becomes wider and denser. The second type of routing is
used to support networks that are wide and dense. The clustering has
a hierarchical structure that makes it possible to group geographically
the nodes that are neighbors. This allows to each node storing all
information about its group and only some information of other groups
(clusters). This approach can reduce the cost of routing of information
in large and dense networks. Research has not ceased to have efficient
protocols that can support this type of network and structure. In order
to achieve this goal, researchers propose various metrics for building
* Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: Younes_ieee@hotmail.com (Y. Hamzaoui),
mohamed.amnai@uhp.ac.ma (M. Amnai), choukriali@gmail.com
(A. Choukri), akhri-youssef@univ-ibntofail.ac.ma (Y. Fakhri).

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2017.11.001

and organizing clusters in Manets. These metrics will be the basis for
the clustering construct algorithms integrated in the routing protocols
in order to optimize and improve them. The mobility metric allows
to study the motion of the nodes, it allows to quantify the dynamic
topology of the nodes in the Manets. A good metric of mobility makes
it possible to better differentiate between the models of mobility [2],
and to reflect the real behavior of the nodes. As well as facilitating the
performance improvement of protocols.
In this article we propose a new stability metric that refines the
degree of mobility, taking into account any type of motion in a coverage
area of a mobile node, this metric will be the basis of a cluster building
algorithm by using k-medoid to create the groups of mobile, this new
approach can generate the more stable cluster and cluster head. In the
rest of this paper we start with a presentation of some related work.
In the second section we present the problem formulation, and in the
third section we define the clustering. Then in the fourth section we
present the definition of the distance, in the fifth section we explain
our mobility metric, after in the sixth section we present the K-medoid
algorithm before we propose the clustering algorithm in seventh
section. In eighth section we present the conclusions.

II. Related Work
Routing is among the most important processes in Manets, their
performance is related to the density and mobility of the nodes. Several
clustering algorithms have been designed and proposed, that are based
on different parameters to organize the network into several groups
with their cluster head. In this section we will present some interesting
works based on the creation of clusters by the use of density and
mobility metrics.
In [3] a new approach is described, it is implemented into OLSR
(Optimized Link State Routing) protocol to build a cluster and elect
a clusters head, it is based on the calculation of the less mobile node,
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hence the nodes are affected by the less mobile node. According to the
results, this algorithm made a great improvement of cluster stability
compared with other density approaches.

outgoing node

A novel clustering algorithm for OLSR is proposed in [4], it gives
birth to a new OLSR protocol, based on a metric that combines the
two major characteristics of ad hoc networks: mobility and density.
The simulations results show, that the proposed approach enhances the
routing process and produces a small number of stable (less mobile)
cluster heads.
The improvement of an existent study is the goal of authors in [5], it
defines a new metric measuring of degree of mobility (for each node)
based on incoming and outgoing nodes from a coverage area. The
others use this metric to select the MPRs (Multipoint Relays) of OLSR
protocol, the new OLSR protocol named Mob2-OLSR is compared
with standard OLSR and Mob-OLSR, the results of simulation shows
the amelioration of the performance of the Mob2-OLSR compared
with others protocols.
In [6], the authors propose a novel energy aware clustering
algorithm for the optimized link state routing (OLSR) protocol. This
algorithm takes into account the node density and mobility and gives
major improvements regarding the number of elected cluster heads and
increase the network lifetime.

III. Problem Formulation
Several routing protocols ensure a high level of quality of
service in Manets networks characterized by low density and low
mobility, however when the network becomes denser [7] or more
agitated [8], the network generates more control message, routing
table, etc. Consequently the network becomes more sensitive, and
it doesn’t ensure a minimum quality of service. Several studies on
routing optimization adopt the clustering method to reduce the costs
produced by the MANETs structures. It is based on the distribution
of mobiles nodes into groups. In the literature we can have several
clustering techniques; the K means clustering technique is among the
best methods known [9] used in MANETs. This method is sensitive to
outliers and the center of a cluster by calculating k-Means clustering
can be empty. Thus, the extreme objects that have the upper values
can significantly distort the distribution of clusters and their centers
[10]. However these weaknesses can be avoided, if we apply a
more robust method than K-Means [11] [12]. This one will allow
clusters to be more stable and the center will be better chosen. In this
paper we propose the use of K-medoid to produce optimal clusters.
This method is based on a metric of mobility proposed by [4] and
improved by our approach. In [4] the author has noticed the impact
of nodes that join and / or leave the coverage area of a node on the
evaluation of their degree of mobility (see Fig. 1(b)). Consequently
he proposed the formula (2) which calculates the degree of mobility
of a node. This brings relevant results in terms of QoS. Intuitively
we added to this formula other measurement parameters that can
better reflect the degree of stability of a node. These parameters are:
The compute of the nodes that converge and that diverge during a
determined duration of time (see Fig.1 (b), (c)). The stability of a
node is not enough to elect it as a cluster head. Thus, we will add
another parameter that will guarantee a longer lifetime of the cluster
head. This parameter is the residual energy of a node, so that a stable
node is the one that ensures the performance of these two variables
(energy, stability).

incoming node

coverage node

t – ∆t

diverage node

t

(a)

(b)

Time(s)

(c)

Fig 1. Illustration of movement inside the coverage area of a node.

IV. Clustering
Spatial clustering algorithms can be classified into four categories.
There are the partition based, the hierarchical based, the density
based and the grid based [13], [14]. According to [15] clustering
in ad hoc networks can be defined as a theoretical arrangement of
dynamic nodes corresponding to one or more specific properties
in different subsets called “Cluster”. An element of a cluster is
characterized by a strong similarity to components of its group,
and a strong dissimilarity with respect to members of other groups
[16]. Each cluster is identified by a particular node called “Cluster
head”. Clustering allows a node to store only part rather than all the
information of the network topology. This simplifies the processing
of the global topology [17]. This reduces the size of routing tables
and thereafter the reduction of the control messages generated by the
routing system.
The use of clustering in Manets has several advantages [3], usually
a cluster structure allows the node to play one of three roles (Fig. 2):
• Cluster head: A cluster head is elected in the cluster formation
process for each cluster. Each cluster should have one and only
one cluster head.
• Gateway : A node is called a gateway node of a cluster if it knows
that it has a bidirectional or uni-directional link to a node from
another cluster.
• Members: All nodes within a cluster except the cluster head are
called members of this cluster.

Fig 2. Node types in a cluster.

V. Distance
The choice of the distance is a key issue for classification methods.
To offer a relevant measure of similarity between elements, it is
necessary to well use the available information at the nodes. The
Minkowski distance is the most used to determine the similarity
between elements [18]:

,

=

( )−
(1)
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Where ( ) is the value of the object
on the variable
Depending on the values taken by the parameter l, we talk about:

.

• Euclidean distance (l = 2);
• Manhattan distance (l = 1);
• Chebychev distance (l = ∞).
We note that the metrics used to analyze the ad hoc performances
such as density, mobility and energy can be used to express distance.

VI. Novel Metric of Stability
The metric that we propose helps to calculate the degree of mobility
(stability) of a node; this metric can be used in the calculation of
the MPR (case of OLSR protocol) in selecting stable routes (case of
AODV protocol) or in clustering process. In our proposal we introduce
other parameters as the number of nodes incoming and outgoing in the
area coverage of node studied (see Fig. 1). These parameters are the
calculation of the numbers of nodes converging and diverging in the
coverage area of the node studied.
In [4], only incoming and outgoing nodes in the radio range of
the studied node are used to calculate the degree of mobility in the
following formula (2):

Mλi (t) = λ

NodesOut(t)
NodesIn(t)
+ (1 − λ)
Nodes(t − ∆t)
Nodes(t)

(2)

In our proposed approach, we noticed that in a scenario of movement
(see Fig.1 (a)), it may be that more nodes move towards the studied
node. The latter will be as a gravity point (convergence point). Thus
these movements towards it will give them stability over time and
vice versa (in case of divergence). While we have not only limited on
incoming and outgoing nodes, on the other movement being within the
radio range of the studied node, we try to refine the calculation of the
stability metric of a node.
We selected four types of movements that have influence on the
stability or mobility of a node; we find the node that leaves the coverage
area, the node that joins the zone, the node that approaches to the
studied node and the node that finally moves away from the examined
node and that stays in their coverage area. The first two parameters
will be retained by the collected control messages. The last two will
be calculated by the calculating power for two successive received
messages (eg Hello message). We define the following parameters that
characterize our metric:

In the four classifications, we have the first case that reflects a
better stability for the node in question and the latest which represents
a poor stability of the studied node, intuitively the second is better
than the third, because Nin is greater than Nout and secondly, even with
Ndiv >Ncon the diverging node stays in the coverage area of the studied
node.
We determine subsequently the metric degree of stability that
will calculate for each category the best stability node, we use in
the formula (3) the coefficient of flow defined in [14], we divide the
coefficient in 4 intervals (Table I) and metric degree of stability of
node i will be as in (3):
( )=

= ∑ℎ=1 ∑ ∈
ℎ

TABLE I. Classifying of Metrics

>
<

Metric 4: Poor Stability

<
<

γ ∈[0 0.25[

γ ∈ [0.75 1]

+

(3)

ℎ,

(4)

Fig 3. Algorithm of PAM

γ ∈ [0.25 0.5]

γ ∈ ]0.5 0.75 [

+

Algorithm of PAM
Input
D={t1, t2,……….,tm) // set of nodes
K // Number of desired clusters
Arbitrarily select k medoids from D;
Repeat
For each th not a medoid do
For each medoid ti do
Compute square error function Sih;
Find i,h where Sih is smallest;
If Sih< current Sih then;
Replace medoid ti with th;
Until Sih>=current Sih;
For each ti ∈D do
Assign ti to Kj where dist(ti, tj) is the smallest over all medoids.

Following these four types of movement we have created a metric
that will rank the nodes between any of these four metrics of stability.
We define each as shown in Table I:

Metric 3: Less stable

+

+

S is the sum of absolute error for all objects in the data set (nodes).

• Nout defines the number of nodes out of the coverage area of the
studied node.

<
>

+

+

K-Medoid is a partitioning technique of clustering of object into k
clusters, each cluster is presented by a Medoid, it is the most optimal
located object in a cluster. The PAM (Partioning Around Medoids) is
the first K-Medoid algorithm introduced [19]. Initially, the k number of
desired clusters is an input and a set of k nodes is taken randomly to be
the initial representative medoid of k clusters. The final medoid (object)
calculated by PAM is the most centralized position of all objects in
a cluster. Thus the PAM algorithm examines in each step, all nodes
(one by one) from the input dataset (nodes) that are not currently a
medoid and see if they should be one. That is, the algorithm determines
whether there is a node that should replace one of the existing medoids
to minimize the total error (4). A node is assigned to the cluster
represented by the medoid to which it is closest (minimum distance).
The PAM algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. We assume that Ki is the cluster
represented by medoid ti. Suppose ti is a current medoid and we wish
to determine whether it should be exchanged with a non-medoid th. We
wish to do this swap only if the overall impact to the cost (sum of the
distances to the cluster medoid) represents an improvement. The total
error by a medoid change Sih is given by (4):

• Nin defines the number of nodes within the area of the studied node.

Metric 2: Stable

+

+

VII. The Description of K-medoid Algorithm

• Ndiv defines the number of nodes that diverge towards the outside
of the studied node.

Ncon > Ndiv
Nin > Nout

+

+ (1 − )

• Ncon defines the number of nodes that converge on the studied node.

Metric 1: Better Stability

+

VIII. Novel Approach of Clustering
The introduction of changes to the standard algorithm is a need, to
use the k-medoid method for grouping nodes of MANETs into clusters;
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this change aims to determine the K parameters of the algorithm. Firstly
it is assumed that each node in Manets is an own cluster; then followed
by a sequence of ascending partitions, in the end we reunite the nodes
from the same neighborhood in the same cluster. Until reaching a final
number of clusters. Thereafter, the K-Medoid algorithm will be used to
generate more stable clusters with their cluster head. The parameters
used in the medoid calculation algorithm (PAM) are the stability and
the residual energy of a mobile, so each node is identified by a vector
(stability, energy). This vector will be the basis for expressing the
distance between nodes.
Fig. 4 presents our algorithm based on K-medoid to create the
partition of the cluster nodes in Manets.

b. Assign to

) each node is a cluster

[8]
[9]

[12]

….

[13]
)} ;

∈ network | d( ,

c. Remove from list of medoids the

[7]

[11]

its two-hop neighbors ;
= {

[6]

[10]

Proposed algorithm
Input: Mobile ad hoc network of n nodes.
Output: Network virtually partitioned into P clusters
Step 0

1. Initialization with n medoids ( …
2. Creation of an initial partition P =
a. Initialize l to 1 (
)

[5]

nodes assigned to medoid

[14]

;

d. Move to the medoid +
e. Repeating steps b to d until all node are affected ;
f. Calculation of new medoids of k cluster obtained (
the PAM algorithm;

[15]
…

): using

Step t

[16]

= {(C … . C )} by assigning to each
3. Creation of a new partition
medoid its two-hop neighbors;
4. the medoids affected by other medoids are removed from the list of
medoids;
5. the isolated medoid are assigned to the list of medoids ;

[17]

[18]

6. Calculate the medoid of k clusters obtained ( M … M ) : using PAM
algorithm ;
7. Repeat steps 3 to 6 until that a stable partition is achieved (structure of
partition P equals that the P
) or reach n iterations.

[19]

Fig 4. Proposed Algorithm of Clustering Method.

Younes Hamzaoui

IX. Conclusion
In order to reduce the routing information costs and increase the
QoS in MANETs, we have used the strong method to group the
nodes into several clusters. In this paper we have proposed a novel
approach of clustering based in K-medoid, and using the new metric
of the calculation of degree of mobility. In future work we validate our
approach by their implementation in protocol routing. Consequently,
this can improve the QoS in MANETs.
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Abstract

Keywords

Spectral restoration based speech enhancement algorithms are used to enhance quality of noise masked speech
for robust speaker identification. In presence of background noise, the performance of speaker identification
systems can be severely deteriorated. The present study employed and evaluated the Minimum Mean-SquareError Short-Time Spectral Amplitude Estimators with modified a priori SNR estimate prior to speaker
identification to improve performance of the speaker identification systems in presence of background noise.
For speaker identification, Mel Frequency Cepstral coefficient and Vector Quantization is used to extract the
speech features and to model the extracted features respectively. The experimental results showed significant
improvement in speaker identification rates when spectral restoration based speech enhancement algorithms
are used as a pre-processing step. The identification rates are found to be higher after employing the speech
enhancement algorithms.

A Priori SNR, Spectral
Restoration, Speech
Enhancement, Speaker
Identification, Mel
Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients, Vector
Quantization.

I. Introduction

S

PEECH enhancement aspires to improve quality by employing
a variety of speech processing algorithms. The intention of the
enhancement is to improve the speech intelligibility and/or overall
perceptual quality of speech noise masked speech. Enhancement of
speech degraded by background noise, called noise reduction is a
significant area of speech enhancement and is considered for diverse
applications for example, mobile phones, speech/speaker recognition/
identification [1] and hearing aids. The speech signals are frequently
contaminated by the background noise, which affects the performance
of speaker identification (SID) systems. The SID systems are used
in online banking, voice mail, remote computer access etc. Therefore,
for effective use of such systems, a speech enhancement system must
be positioned in front-end to improve identification accuracy. Fig.1
shows the procedural block diagram of speech enhancement and
speaker identification system. The algorithms for speech enhancement
are categorized into three fundamental classes, (i) filtering techniques
including spectral subtraction [2-5] Wiener filtering [6-8] and signal
subspace techniques [9-10], (ii) Spectral restoration algorithms including
Mean-Square-Error Short-Time Spectral Amplitude Estimators [11-12]
and (iii) speech-model based algorithms. The systems presented in [6-8,
11-13] principally depend on accurate estimates of signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) in all frequency bands, because gain is computed as function
of spectral SNR. A conventional and recognized technique for SNR
estimation is decision-directed (DD) method suggested in [11] The
DD technique tails the shape of instantaneous SNR for a priori SNR
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: nasirsaleem@gu.edu.pk

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2018.01.002

estimate and brings one-frame delay. Therefore, to avoid one-frame
delay, momentum terms are incorporated to get better tracking speed of
system and avoid the frame delay problem. All the mentioned systems
in [11-13] can significantly improve speech quality. Binary masking
[14-18] is another class that increases speech quality and intelligibility
simultaneously. This paper presents Mean-Square-Error Short-Time
Spectral Amplitude Estimators with modified a priori SNR estimation
to reduce background noise and to improve identification rates of
speaker identification systems in presence of background noises. The
paper is prepared as follows. Section 2 presents the overview of speech
enhancement system; section 3 gives speaker identification system;
section 4 presents the experimental setup, results and discussions, and
section 5 presents the summary and concluding remarks. The Matlab
R2015b is used to construct the algorithms and simulations.

Fig. 1. Procedural block diagram of Speech enhancement and speaker
identification system.
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II. Spectral Restoration Based Speech Enhancement System
In classical spectral restoration based speech enhancement system,
the noisy speech is given as; y(t)= s(t) + n(t), where s(t) and n(t) specify
clean speech and noise signal respectively. Let Y(k,ωk), S(k,ωk) and
N(k,ωk) show y(t), s(t) and n(t) respectively with spectral element ωk
and time frame k. The quasi-stationary nature of speech is considered in
frame analysis since noise and speech signals both reveal non-stationary
behavior. A speech enhancement algorithm involves in multiplication
of a spectral gain G(k,ωk) to short-time spectrum Y(k,ωk) and the
computation of spectral gain follows two key parameters, a posteriori
SNR and the a priori SNR estimation:
γ(k,ω k )=

Y(k,ω k )

2
2

=

E{ N(k,ω k ) }
2

ξ(k,ω k )=

E{ S(k,ω k ) }
2

=

E{ N(k,ω k ) }

Y(k,ω k )

σ (k,ω k )

2
s
2
n

σ (k,ω k )
σ (k,ω k )

Where, β is the smoothing factor and
previous frame. The SNR can be calculated as:

ξ DD (k,ωk )=α

N(k,ωk )

(3)
is estimation in

2
2

G(k-1,ωk )*Y(k,ωk )

(4)
2

σ̂ 2n (k,ωk -1)

+(1-α)F{γ(k,ωk )-1}

(5)

Where α is smoothing factor and has a constant value 0.98, ξDD(k,ωk)
is a priori noise estimate via decision-direct (DD) method whereas
F{.} is half-wave rectification. By setting α as a fixed value near to 1,
the DD approach introduces less residual noise. However, it may lead
to delay in estimation since a fixed value cannot track the rapid change
of speech. The DD is an efficient method and achieves well in speech
enhancement applications however; the a priori SNR follows the shape
of instantaneous SNR and brings single-frame delay. To overcome
single-frame delay, a modified form of DD method is used to estimate
a priori SNR. The modified a priori SNR is written as:
ξ MDD (k,ωk ) = α

G(k-1,ωk )*Y(k,ωk )

(8)

The gain function G(k,ωk) is given as:

(1)

(2)

2
ˆ 2n (k,ωk )= βσ
ˆ n2 (k-1,ωk )+(1-β)σY
σ
(k-1,ωk )

S(k,ωk )

SEST (k,ωk ) = Y(k,ωk ) *G(k,ωk )

2

2
n

Where E{.} shows expectation operator, γ(k,ωk) and ξ(k,ωk)
presents a posteriori SNR estimation and a priori SNR estimation. In
practical implementations of a speech enhancement system, squared
power spectrum density of clean speech |X(k,ωk)|2 and noise |D(k,ωk)|2
are unrevealed as only noisy speech is available. Therefore; both
instantaneous and a priori SNR need to be estimated. The noise power
spectral density is estimated during speech gaps exploiting standard
recursive relation, given as:

SNR INST (k,ωk )=

momentum parameter (ζ=0.998), μ(m,ωk) shows momentum terms
and λD(m,ωk) is the estimation of background noise variance. The
ξMDD(k,ωk)shows a priori SNR estimation after modification. The
estimated power spectrum of the clean speech magnitude SEST(k,ωk)
is attained by multiplying gain function with noisy speech Y(k,ωk) as:

(9)
Where, ς is used to avoid large gain values at low a posteriori SNR
and ς =10 is chosen here.

III. Speaker Identification System
The intention of a Speaker identification system is to identity
information regarding any speaker which is categorized into two
sub-categories called as Speaker identification (SID) and speaker
Verification (SVR). For SID, the Mel Frequency Cepstral coefficient
(MFCC) and Vector Quantization (VQ) is used to extract the speech
features and to model the extracted features respectively. The
speaker identification system drives in two stages, the training and
testing stages. In training mode the system is allowed to create the
database of speech signals and formulate a feature model of speech
utterances. In testing mode, the system uses information provided in
database and attempts to segregate and identify the speakers. Here,
the Mel frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) features are used
for constructing a SID system. The extracted features of speakers are
quantized to a number of centroids employing vector quantization
(VQ) K-means algorithm. MFCCs are computed in training as well as
in testing stage. The Euclidean distance among MFCCs of all speakers
in training stage to centroids of isolated speaker in testing stage is
calculated and a particular speaker is identified according to minimum
Euclidean distance.

A. Feature Extraction
The MFCCs are acquired by pre-emphasis of speech initially to
emphasize high frequencies and eliminate glottal and lip radiations.
The resulting speech is fragmented, windowed, and FFT is computed
to attain spectra. To estimate human auditory system, triangular bandpass filters bank is utilized. A linear scale is used to compute center
frequencies which are lower than 1 kHz, while logarithmic scale is
considered for center frequencies higher than 1 kHz. The filter bank
response is given in Fig. 2. The Mel-spaced filter bank response is
given as:

(10)

2

σ̂ 2n (k,ωk -1)

+μ(k,ωk )+(1-α)F{γ(k,ωk )-1}

(6)

μ(k,ωk ) = ζ[ξ PRIO (k-1,ωk ) - ξ PRIO (k-2,ωk )]

(7)

as:

Equation (6) shows the modified DD (MDD) version used in the
speech enhancement system, α is smoothing parameter (α=0.98), ζ is
- 35 -

The DFT is computed on log of Mel spectrum to figure Cepstrum

(11)
Where Mg shows MFCCs, Ṡ is nth Mel filter output, K is number of
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MFCCs chosen between 5 to 26, and Nf is the number of Mel filters.
Initially few coefficients are considered since most of the specific
information about speakers is present in them.

lowest distortion is selected, and this distortion is the sum of squared
Euclidean distances among vectors and their centroids. As a result,
all feature vectors in M sequence are compared with codebooks, and
the codebooks with the minimum average distance are selected. The
Euclidean distance between two points, λ = (λ1, λ2…λn) and η = (η1, η2...
ηn) is given by [21-22]:

(12)
IV. Results and Discussion

Fig. 2. Mel-Spaced Filter bank Response.

B. Vector Quantization
Vector quantization (VQ) is a lossy compression method based on
the block coding theory [20]. The purpose of VQ in speaker recognition
systems is to create a classification system for every speaker and a
large set of acoustic vectors are converted to lesser set that signifies
centroids of distribution shown in Fig. 3. The VQ is employed since all
MFCC generated feature vector cannot be stored and extracted acoustic
vectors are clustered into a set of codewords (referred to as codebook)
and this clustering is achieved by using the K-Means Algorithm which
separates the M feature vectors into K centroids. Initially K clustercentroids are chosen randomly within M feature vectors and then all
feature vectors are allocated to nearby centroid, and the creating the
centroids, all other new clusters follow the same pattern. The process
keeps on until a certain condition for stopping is reached, i.e., the mean
square error (MSE) among acoustic vector and cluster centroid is lower
than a certain predefined threshold or there are no additional variations
in cluster-center task [21].

Fig. 3. 2D acoustic Vector analysis for speakers.

C. Speaker Identification
The speaker recognition phase is characterized by a set of acoustic
feature vectors {M1, M2,…., Mt}, and is judged against codebooks in
list. For all codebooks a distortion is calculated, and a speaker with the

Six different speakers, three male and three female, were selected
from Noizeus [23] and TIMIT database, respectively, while 50 speech
sentences uttered by the speakers are considered during training stage
for speaker identification. In testing stage, speech utterances are selected
at random to access the identification rates. To evaluate performance of
system, four signal-to-noise ratio levels, including 0dB, 5dB, 10dB and
15dB are used. Also three noisy situations including car, street and white
noise are used to degrade the clean speech. The Perceptual evaluation
of speech quality (PESQ) [23] and Segmental SNR (SNRSeg) [24] is
used to predict the speech quality after speech enhancement. Three sets
of experiments are conducted to measure the speaker identification
rates including, clean speech with no background noise, speech
degraded by background noise and speech processed by the spectral
restoration enhancing algorithms. The presented system is compared
to various baseline state-of-art speech enhancement algorithms. The
baseline algorithms include MMSE, Spectral subtraction (SS), and
signal subspace (Sig_Sp). Table I shows the PESQ scores obtained
with the spectral restoration based algorithm and baseline algorithms.
The proposed algorithm performed very well in noisy environments
and at all SNR levels against baseline speech enhancement algorithms.
A considerable improvement in PESQ scores is evident which shows
that the proposed speech enhancement algorithm effectively reduced
various background noise sources from target speech. Similarly, Fig. 4
shows PESQ scores obtained after applying Minimum Mean-SquareError Short-Time Spectral Amplitude Estimators with modified a
priori SNR estimate (MMSE-MDD). The modified version offers
the best results consistently in all SNR levels and noisy conditions
when compared to noisy and speech processed by traditional MMSESTSA speech enhancement algorithm. Table II shows the SNRSeg
results obtained with the spectral restoration based algorithm and
baseline algorithms. Again in terms of SNRSeg, the proposed speech
enhancement algorithm outperformed against baseline algorithms.
Significant SNRSeg improvements are evident from the obtained
results. Fig. 5 shows the speech quality in terms of segmental SNR
(SNRSeg) where highest SNRSeg scores are obtained with MMSEMDD. The enhanced speech associated with six speakers is tested for
speaker identification. Table III offers the percentage identification
rates achieved with proposed speech enhancement algorithm against
baseline algorithms. The speaker identification rates are remarkably
improved with the proposed algorithm in various noise environments
at all SNR levels as compared to baseline algorithms and unprocessed
noisy speech. At low SNR (0dB) a significant increase in identification
rates is observed in all noise environments which clearly showed that
the noise is effectively eliminated. Fig. 6 shows the identification rates,
the lowest identification rates are observed in presence of background
noise (Babble, car and street) however, employment of the speech
enhancement before speaker identification has tremendously increased
the identification rates which are evident in Fig.5. The identification
rates for MMSE-MDD are higher in all SNR conditions and levels.
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TABLE I. PESQ Analysis Against Baseline Speech Enhancement Algorithms and Noisy Speech
Noise Type

SNR
(in dB)

Noisy
Speech

Spectral
Subtraction

Signal Subspace

MMSE

Proposed

Babble Noise

0
5
10
15

1.72
2.11
2.43
2.66

1.89
2.19
2.53
2.71

1.91
2.29
2.61
2.76

1.89
2.23
2.55
2.71

1.97
2.35
2.69
2.83

Car Noise

0
5
10
15

1.79
1.97
2.31
2.45

1.91
2.23
2.42
2.56

2.01
2.31
2.62
2.76

1.87
2.21
2.61
2.78

2.07
2.45
2.72
2.91

Street Noise

0
5
10
15

1.77
2.05
2.41
2.54

1.93
2.21
2.57
2.65

1.96
2.31
2.59
2.69

1.88
2.12
2.55
2.61

2.13
2.43
2.69
2.86

TABLE II. Segmental SNR (SNRSeg) Analysis Against Baseline Speech Enhancement Algorithms and Noisy Speech
Noise Type

SNR
(in dB)

Noisy
Speech

Spectral
Subtraction

Signal Subspace

MMSE

Proposed

Babble

0
5
10
15

0.11
1.13
1.45
1.64

1.21
1.77
2.11
2.34

1.55
1.89
2.17
2.38

1.12
1.83
1.99
2.28

1.66
2.01
2.37
2.44

Car

0
5
10
15

0.10
1.23
1.56
1.66

1.32
1.89
2.14
2.29

1.28
1.93
2.21
2.33

1.13
1.78
1.97
2.37

1.63
1.98
2.41
2.57

Street

0
5
10
15

0.18
1.43
1.53
1.67

1.29
1.88
2.21
2.35

1.41
1.92
2.23
2.39

1.16
1.72
2.01
2.21

1.59
1.99
2.39
2.51

TABLE III. Speaker Identification Rates of Speech Enhancement Algorithms (in Percentage)
Noise Type

SNR
(in dB)

Noisy
Speech

Spectral
Subtraction

Signal Subspace

MMSE

Proposed

Babble

0
5
10
15

41
58
77
85

52
64
81
88

55
67
83
89

56
69
84
88

62
71
79
91

Car

0
5
10
15

40
56
76
82

51
66
81
89

53
69
85
89

55
71
87
90

58
73
88
91

Street

0
5
10
15

38
46
71
80

49
67
80
85

54
69
82
87

57
71
86
90

59
73
88
92

V.
I. Summary and Conclusions
This paper presents the Mean-Square-Error Short-Time Spectral
Amplitude Estimators with modified a priori SNR estimation to reduce
the background noise and to improve identification rates of speaker
identification systems in presence of background noises. The lowest
identification rates are reported when background noises such as
babble, car and street are present. By implementing the proposed speech
enhancement algorithm as pre-processing step, the identification rates
are increased about 40%, 38% and 35% at low SNR level (0dB) in
all noise environments. The proposed speech enhancement algorithm

offered significant improvements in terms of PESQ and SNRSeg scores.
The speaker identification rates are higher than baseline algorithms in
all noise environments and at all SNR levels consistently. In presence
of noise, it is difficult to identify specific speaker, however; the use of a
speech enhancement system prior to speaker identification remarkably
increased the identification rates. On the basis of experimental results,
it is concluded that the use of the proposed speech enhancement
algorithm as preprocessor can remarkably increase the speaker
identification in many noisy environments as compared to many other
speech enhancement algorithms.
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Abstract

Keywords

Developing a correct model for a biped robot locomotion is extremely challenging due to its inherently unstable
structure because of the passive joint located at the unilateral foot-ground contact and varying configurations
throughout the gait cycle, resulting variation of dynamic descriptions and control laws from phase to phase.
The present research describes the development of a hybrid biped model using an Open Dynamics Engine
(ODE) based analytical three link leg model as a base model and, on top of it, an Artificial Neural Network
based learning model which ensures better adaptability, better limits cycle behaviors and better generalization
while negotiating along a down slope. The base model has been configured according to the individual
subjects and data have been collected using a novel technique through an android app from those subjects
while walking down a slope. The pattern between the deviation of the actual trajectories and the base model
generated trajectories has been found using a back propagation based artificial neural network architecture.
It has been observed that this base model with learning based compensation enables the biped to better adapt
in a real walking environment, showing better limit cycle behaviors. We also observed the bounded nature of
deviation which led us to conclude that the strategy for biped locomotion control is generic in nature and largely
dominated by learning.

Legged Locomotion,
Passive Walking, Hybrid
Model, Back Propagation
Algorithms, Artificial
Neural Networks, Error
Analysis.

I. Introduction

B

iped locomotion has inherent complexity due to high degrees
of non-linearity, high dimensionality, under actuation (in swing
phase), over actuation (in stance phase). Consequently, correct analytical
model and intuitive solutions are difficult to conceive and hard to find
[1]. Researchers have tried to make kinematics based biped locomotion
models and formulate control strategy corresponding to several subphases of walking gait and tried to develop a controller for entire gait
cycle by superimposing the control strategy of the control sub-phases
[2]. However, due to non-linearity, the condition of superposition is not
appropriate and hence the overall control strategy based on the model
failed. To mitigate this, a number of heuristics were incorporated in the
control strategy [3], [14], [15]. Appreciating this inherent complexity,
here we propose to develop a computational model based on the captured
data of human bipeds. The analytical model has been customized with
the corresponding humanoid morphological parameters and its output
has been stored [4], [5], [16]. Now the deviation of trajectories between
the actual gait pattern and the output of the analytical base model has
been calculated [6], [7]. To capture and subsequently predict this error
* Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: rajmanish.03@gmail.com (Manish Raj),
vsemwal@gmail.com (Vijay Bhaskar Semwal).

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2017.10.001

pattern a neural network has been trained by using back-propagation
algorithm. With this trained neural network, we are in a position to
correct the ananalytical base model by compensating the difference.
Through this compensation, we are incorporating the non-linearity of
the actual gait in the output of the analytical model. We also observed
the bounded nature of the difference which led us to conclude that the
strategy for human locomotion control is generic in nature[8], [9], [13].
This paper has been arranged in the following manner, in the next
section different types of biped models have been described followed
by their critical analysis. In the subsequent section, we have developed
an ODE based base model, which will serve the purpose of the
analytical part of our hybrid model. Subsequently, we have described
the details of our experimental data and the consequent error analysis.
For the paper, a model was developed and section fifth explains its main
features. Then the last section describes our results and discussions.

II. The Analytical Base Model
Due to computational simplicity, we prefer the analytical model.
Here we have developed three link ODE based analytical model.
The Analytical model provides the real world trajectories. These
trajectories will be the input to our neural net which will then give
error according to the training set provided to neural net. The generated
error will be added to the real world trajectories to give stable limit
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cycle. Real world trajectories are parameterized according to various
morphological parameters like mass of hip, shank, and thigh, length of
the shank and thigh part of the human subject.

TABLE 1. Static Properties of the Base Model

Analytical model provides a stable limit cycle for almost all
parameters, but starts falling for angles less than 4 degrees of
inclination. So for those low degrees of inclination, we have to provide
stable trajectories using artificial neural network. Use of analytical
model in our project can be seen in the Fig 1.Since analytical model
plays such a vital role in our project we need to do the critical analysis
of analytical model that includes (a) description of model, (b) input and
output to analytical model, (c) error control method used in the model,
and (d) description of mathematical equations used in the model. Due
to high requirements and increasing density of robots in our daily lives,
to make them move more efficiently through their environments is very
important.Robots with more than two legs are more stable than the
ones with two legs. Even then, due to their deficiency of incorporating
in real world we have to move towards two legged robots or bipedal
locomotion [10]. This is the reason there have been many models
regarding that and ours is one of them.

A. The Analytical Model Development
We have considered a three-link biped as shown in Fig. 1. In our
model, the stance phase leg is considered to be a single link, whereas,
the swing leg has a knee joint. The system is represented by 3 variable
angles,

Variable

Explanation of the
variable used

How is the variable
given its value

Thigh
Shank
L
lst1
lst2
lsw1
lsw2
ust1
ust2
usw1
usw2
m1
m2
m3
m4
MH
g
Gamma (γ)

Length of the thigh
Length of the shank
Total length of the leg
Stance shank, lower length
Stance thigh, lower length
Swing thigh, lower length
Swing shank, lower length
Stance shank, upper length
Stance thigh, upper length
Swing thigh, upper length
Swing shank, upper length
Stance shank mass
Stance leg mass
Swing leg mass
Swing shank mass
Hip mass
Gravitational constant
Angle of inclination

Input
Input
L = thigh + shank
Input
Input
Input
Input
ust1 = shank - lst1
ust2 = thigh - lst2
usw1 = thigh - lsw1
usw2 = shank - lsw2
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input

1. q1: Angle between the normal to the ground the fixedleg
(corresponding to stance phase)
2. q2 : Angle between the two legs
3. q3 : Knee angle of the swing leg

B. Static Properties of Model
Model consists of five parts that are for each leg two parts, shank
the lower leg and thigh the upper leg, and the additional mass mH
i.e., the mass of hip which is considered as point mass. All the joints
are considered friction less but ground friction is not zero, in fact it is
high enough so that no sliding can occur. All the three links have their
mass and their corresponding moment of inertia which is located at the
centre of these respective links. The leg that stands firmly on ground is
called stance leg and the other leg that will move freely will be called
swing leg. Gamma g is the slope angle which is considered positive on
downward slopes. Hip will be the intersection of both the legs, which
we consider as one link. All these static properties will be adjusted
according to the individual subject parameters in our model shown in
Fig.1. All these properties or terms or parameters related to our model
are shown in Table 1.

Fig. 1. Static Properties of the model.

D. The Mathematical Model
The analytical model models the bipedal walking by dividing the
entire gait cycle into the following phases and computes the dynamics
of each phase separately:
• Three link phase: It is the most important phase in which the swing
leg moves freely and knee is bent.
• Knee strike: It is the time when the knee of swing leg gets straight
and the knee gets locked. At this point of time the system loses one
of its degree of freedom because the swing leg becomes one single
link instead of two separate parts (shank, thigh). And so shank part
loses its angular momentum but conserving the angular momentum
of whole system. This phase is considered to be the discrete phase
of our step cycle. Now the three link model has converted into the
compass gait model which is the predecessor of our three link model.

C. Dynamic Properties
The dynamic properties in our model will be the angular velocities
and the joint angles of the knee, hip and the ankle joints because all
the joints specified in the static properties are rotational joints. The
degree of freedom (d.o.f) for our model will be three. One leg will
always be in stance position so, its knee d.o.f will be omitted. We will
consider the knee d.o.f for only the swing legwhereas the third is for
the angle between the knees and the hip. So we need to consider only
three angles and their corresponding velocities.The various angles can
be described in two ways based on their reference to world reference
frame or relative to their parent frame. We have selected the second
option that is relative to their parent frame. By applying the forward
dynamic calculations on these dynamic properties, we fined out our
limit cycle that will provide the criteria for stability.

• Heel Strike: It is the phase which marks the end of one step
cycle i.e. one gait. At this point of time the heel just strikes the
ground after which the stance leg will become the swing leg and
previous swing leg will become the stance leg and it again comes
in continuous three link phase. The heel strike is assumed to be the
inelastic collision.
The dynamic equations of the model while negotiating with the
down slope under the force of gravity can be written in the coupled
form as shown in (1).

(1)
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Where
denotes the inertia matrix,
denotes Coriolis
and Centrifugaldvector and
will be the gravityvector, and all these
matrices use avariant which is the angle with respect to the parent
reference frame.

III. Simulation of the Model
Since the equations of motion in the three link model are nonlinear,
we need to solve it by integrating the equations numerically. Dynamics
of this model includes four phases that are categorized in two domains
continuous dynamics that can be defined by the set of differential
equations and discrete phases. Continuous dynamics include three link
phase and two link phase. Whereas discrete phase includes knee strike
and heel strike. Continuous phase are the passive elements of analytical
model which means that during these phases analytical model performs
passive walking. All these four phases are shown in Fig 2.Output of this
model will be the expected trajectories that are based on the various
parameters provided to analytical model like all static properties: mass
of hip, shank and thigh and length of shank ,thigh and the slope angle
which is one of the most important factor of input. On the basis of
output provided by model we will find our error or the deviation of the
trajectories from the analytical model to that of the real human subject,
that will then be used to train the neural net which will then predict the
error pattern for the test subjects, provided all parameters are same for
both the connectionist and analytical model, so that after compensating
that error we can get stable limit cycle. One example of output can be
seen in the set of Fig. 3. We have shown the limit cycle analysis of knee
and hip joints as well as the output of the walker for 7 degree. Fig. 4 is
the Limit Cycle for analysis of knee and hip joints for 4 degree walker.

IV. Experimental Data Collection
We have collected data of 24 students for the purpose of training
the connectionist part of our hybrid model. The data is basically
again composed of static and dynamicparameters. The static

parameters consist of height, weight, thigh length and shank length
of each person. The rest of the parameters can be calculated from the
above 4 by simple arithmetic and some heuristics [8] regarding the
human morphological structure. The dynamic parameters consisted of
the hip and knee angles of the subject captured during walking down
a slope. The passive gait was captured by using a plank and making it
inclined at 4 degree angle and making the subject to walk on it down
the inclined. We used an android application named Physics Toolbox
Accelerometer developed by Vieyra Software, which will give us the
acceleration along x and y axis direction [11], [12]. The smartphone
was attached to the subject’s hip and knees and the data was captured
shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Physics Toolbox Accelerometer, Vieyra Software used for gait capture.

The output of the accelerometer is the acceleration along x and y
axis direction so we transformed it to q1 and q2 by inverse kinematic
equation. Fig.6 (a), (b) is the output for acceleration in x and y plane
respectively.

Fig. 2. Various phases of the passive gait.
(a) Output of the application in X-plane

(a) Limit Limit Cycle (LC)
for Hip at 7 degree

(b) Output of the application in Y-plane

(b) Limit Cycle (LC) for
Knee at 7 degree

Fig. 6. Output of the application in X-Y plane.

Fig. 3. Limit cycles (LC at 7 degree).

Next, we have applied convolution based filters on the data to
smoothen it and have it zero-corrected and also the frequency of
the accelerometer of the mobile phone was noted for the necessary
sampling which was required for finding out the deviation from the
base model shown in Fig. 7. The morphological parameters of the
humansubject have been passed on to the analytical model developed
in Section II and the output has been stored. This stored data have been
compared with the experimental data so collected. To improve upon
our analytical base model in the subsequent section, we would like to
find an error pattern through detailed error analysis.

(a) LC for Hip at 4 degree
(b) LC for Knee at 4 degree
Fig. 4. Limit cycles at 4 degree.

However, the model has several limitations such as reduced degrees
of freedom, simplified contact constraint, which are not realistic. That
inspired us to improve the model using actual walking data [17], [18].
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1

(5)
Relative Error: It is the mean of the relative difference between
the data.

(a) Trajectory of the Knee joint after transformation

1

(6)
After calculating the 4 types of errors we have checkedwhich
type of error is more closely related to our dataset by calculating the
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient of our data. This correlation
gives us the idea about therank of similarity between the gait captured
from the actualhuman subject and the output of the analytical model.
Itcan be calculated as:

(b) Trajectory of the hip joint after transformation
Fig. 7. Trajectories after transformation.

V. Error Analysis
We have the output of Analytical Base Model (unstable for 4
degree) and the Human data (stable for 4 degree). We are now going to
calculate the error in Analytical model with respect to Human data. But
before Error analysis, we do the following thing:
Zero correction: We have to take the corresponding deviation of the
analytical model’s output with the actual gait captured of the human
subject. So, we have done the zero correction of the captured data,
since we are dealing with time-series data.

∑

(7)
Where di = Difference between the corresponding datapoints,
N = number of data, r = Spearman’s rank ofcorrelation. From this, we
calculate the correlation of each type of error with the Spearman’s rank as:

∑

Filtering: We have filtered the curve, which we are getting by the
Human data using convolution based filters.
Time sampling: Since we are comparing the corresponding data
from both the sources, we had to match the frequency of the data. As
we could not change the frequency of accelerometer (207 Hz), because
it was the inherent property of the smart phone that we were using, so
we changed the time step in the Analytical model to be 0.00483s as the
time gap between two consecutive data.
Normalization: We made the output of both the data sources to be
set between [0, 1] by using the following formula:

x

-x

-x

∑

∑

(8)

The error with the highest correlation with the Spearman’s rank
is chosen from all the 4 errors, because it has strong affinity to the
signal strength of similarity between the data from the two sources.
We have then plotted this output in Fig.8. From the figure, it is clearly
visible that the mean percentage error has the maximum correlation for
both knee and hip. Hence, this error is suitable for training the neural
network for finding the error pattern recognition.

(2)

After this we calculate the errors. We calculate the following
4 types of error and then compared them to select one of
them.
RMS (root mean square) Error: It represents the standard
deviation of the difference between the data. The RMS servesto
combine the magnitude of the errors in predictions forvarious times
into a single measure of predictive power.
1

(3)

Fig. 8. Correlation between Spearman’s rank and the various errors.

Where Di = Desired data at a particular time, Ai = Actual data at a
particular time and N = number of data.
Mean Percentage Error: It is the mean of the percentage error by
which desire value differ by actual value.
1

(4)
Absolute Error: It is the average of the absolute difference between
the desired data and the actual one.

VI. The Artificial Neural Network Approach
With the mean percentage error identified as the suitable output,
we are now in a position to create a back-propagation based neural
network architecture which can be used to compensate for the
instability in the analytical model. This learning ability of our hybrid
model can enhance the adapt-ability of the model and will also extend
the operating zoneof the entire model [19], [20], [21], [22], [23]. The
most well-known methodologies to machine learning are simulated
neural systems, also knownas hereditary calculations.
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In Artificial Neural Network, a Perceptron is a classification
of the input of a data into one of a few conceivable outputs i.e., a
characterization calculation that makes its expectations focused
around a direct indicator capacity consolidating a set of weights with
the feature vector. The perceptron algorithm has been used since a
long time and has its roots in the 1950s. A multilayer perceptron is
a feed forward neural system with one or more concealed layers.
Regularly, the system comprises of an Input layer of source neurons,
no less than one or more Hidden or shrouded layers of computational
neurons, and an Output layer of computational neurons. The data signs
are engendered in a forward bearing on a layer-by-layer premise. The
implementation of multilayer artificial neural network in the project for
the biped locomotive simulation is done via 4 layers: Input layer, Two
hidden layers, and Output layer.

deviation of the joint angles from the analytical base model and that
of the real captured data. The error convergence of the neural network
is shown in Fig.10.

A. Use of Neural Network in our Model
In this proposed model, we have used a fully connected neural
network with 2 hidden layers, 1 input layer and 1 output layer as
shown in Fig.9. We are training the neural net using back-propagation
algorithm [1]. The following shows the various input and output
parameters and algorithm of the neural network.
Algorithm 1: Algorithm for Multiple Training Encoding
Strategy of BAM
Input : thigh length (lthigh), shank length (lshank), swing thigh lower
length (lstl ), swing shank lower length (lssl ), swing leg mass (msl),
swing shank mass (mss), hip mass(mh)

Fig. 10. Convergence of the sum of squared errors.

VII. Development of Hybrid Model
After finding the error pattern, we have coupled the base model with
a neural net based extension so as to generate the passive walker’s
stable joint trajectories as accurate as possible in a computationally
faster manner as base trajectories and then it is compensated with the
error pattern as developed in the earlier section. This integrated system
is being called as a hybrid model.
Using the neural network based extension, the error patterns
corresponding to the single individual has been obtained (after
normalization) as shown in the following chart described in Fig.11.

Output :qH (i); qK (i); qA(i)

loop: until convergence criteria is mate
Activation
n

Yj(P) = sigmoid[åXi j(P)Wi j f j]
i=1

m

Yk(P) = sigmoid[åXjk(P)Wjkfk]
i=1

Weight Training : Output layer
jk(p) = Yk(p):[1 Yk(p)]:ek(p)

Fig. 11. Data used for training the ANN for error pattern matching.

Dwjk(p) = a:Yj(p):jk(p)

Hidden Layer

wjk(p + 1) = w jk(p)+ Dwjk(p)

VIII. Results
In this section we have compared the limit cycle behavior between
base model alone and the hybrid model (base model together with the
neural net) for the passive walking along different angles of inclination
as shown in Fig.12 and Fig. 13. We have identified that the base model
is unstable below 4 degrees and above 10 degrees of inclination. For
comparison, we have used walking along 4 degrees of inclination.
As mentioned in the earlier section, the limit cycle behaviour clearly
shows that the system is unstable at 4 degrees of inclination. Now
as seen from Fig. 12(a) and 13(a), the limit cycle behavior shows
that the same system is stable at 4 degrees angle of inclination. This
comparison clearly shows while the base model fails to justify stable
passive walking by a real subject under certain conditions, the hybrid
model fully supports the same.The confusion matrix obtained by the
experiment isalso given in Fig.14.

l

ji j(p) = Yj(p) [1 Yj(p)][ åjk(p) w jk(p)]
k=1

Dwij(p) = a:xi(p):j j(p)

wi j(p + 1) = wi j(p)+ Dwi j(p)

Fig. 9. Architecture of the neural network used in the model.

The neural network has been used to capture the pattern of the
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extend it through a fusion between the analytical model and the neural
network based connectionist model, which may help a biped walker to
walk like human exploiting passivity thereby, reducing the energy spent
from walking. We have shown that the trajectories obtained as an output
of the hybrid model can be effectively used as a reference trajectory for
execution level control.
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Abstract

Keywords

SpatialData Warehouse and Spatial On-Line Analytical Processing are decision support technologies which
offer the spatial and multidimensional analysis of data stored in multidimensional structure. They are aimed also
at supporting geographic knowledge discovery to help decision-maker in his job related to make the appropriate
decision . However, if we don’t consider data quality in the spatial hypercubes and how it is explored, it
may provide unreliable results. In this paper, we propose a system for the implementation of user integrity
constraints in SOLAP namely “UIC-SOLAP”. It corresponds to a methodology for guaranteeing results quality
in an analytical process effectuated by different users exploiting several facts tables within the same hypercube.
We integrate users Integrity Constraints (IC) by specifying visualization ICs according to their preferences and
we define inter-facts ICs in this case. In order to validate our proposition, we propose the multidimensional
modeling by UML profile to support constellation schema of a hypercube with several fact tables related to
subjects of analysis in forestry management. Then, we propose implementation of some ICs related to users of
such a system.

Agroforestry, Integrity
Constraints, SOLAP,
Spatial Data Warehouse,
Spatial Decision
Support System, Spatial
Multidimensional
Analysis, UML
Multidimensional
Modeling.

I. Introduction

S

PATIAL On-Line Analytical Processing(SOLAP)and Spatial Data
Warehouses (SDWs) are decision support technologies that allow
spatial and multidimensional analysis of multisource data. Basing on the
multidimensional model, these technologies allow a multidimensional
representation of data in hypercubes (datacubes). The hypercubes are
essentially based on facts and dimensions concepts. The facts tables are
analysis subjects which are described by numerical, textual or spatial
measures. The dimensions define the analyzing axis. They can be
organized in hierarchies of several levels. This allows the visualization
of the measures at different levels of detail.
The data quality in the spatial hypercubes is important since this
data is used as a basis for decision-making. In fact, poor data quality
could lead to poor decision making. Without considering data quality
in spatial hypercubes, it may provide unreliable results. As a result,
integrity constraints (ICs) become very important to improve the
logical consistency of any database, which increase data quality.

In transactional spatial databases, spatial integrity constraints are
defined along the database conceptual models to preserve spatial data
quality[1], [2]. However, in analytical process other kind of integrity
constraints must be considered for maintaining consistent analysis
using the hypercube. It is related to the manner of navigating and
querying data with consideration of aggregation rules, hierarchies and
other concepts of the multidimensional models.
In the database community, some research works study integrity
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: charef_bensalloua@yahoo.fr

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2018.01.003

constraints for non-spatial datacubes [3], [4]. However, for studying
integrity constraints for spatial datacube, its specific characteristic
related especially to spatial data features should be considered.
Therefore, the objective of this paper is to propose a system for the
implementation of user integrity constraints in SOLAP namely “UICSOLAP”. It takes into account fundamental considerations about
users querying and aggregating in spatial OLAP. In addition, other
data integrity constraints are implemented in order to obtain efficient
analysis within the decision-making process.
Section 2 reviews a state of the art related to quality management
in SDW and SOLAP in one hand. In the other hand, some researches
in the field of forestry management are cited. In Section 3 our
contribution is stated. Section 4 discusses the integrity constraints
from spatial databases to spatial datacubes. In Section 5 the proposed
system namely “UIC-SOLAP” for user integrity constraints in SOLAP
is depicted while the process adopted by it, is presented in Section
6. Section 7 explains the case study related to an implementation of
Spatial Data Warehouse for forest management. In Section 8, obtained
results are discussed related to the application of the “UIC-SOLAP”
system with SOLAP prototype developed for forestry management.
Finally, Section 9 concludes and draws more research directions for the
implementation of the integrity constraints and data quality in spatial
hypercubes.

II. State of the Art
Quality management in SDW and SOLAP systems is an important
research issue. Indeed, precision in SDW was addressed in [5] and
[6] which provide logic models and an indexing technique for storing
and querying vague spatial data.
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In [7] authors have studied the problem of completeness in classical
DW. They proposed solution taking into account missing values in
hierarchies. Inconsistencies which refer to the existence of logical
contradictions in SDW can be also controlled by ICs. As mentioned
in [8], ICs expression on conceptual models is essential for taking
into account all quality rules. For this aim, [9] proposes ad-hoc
multidimensional conceptual models allowing the expression of some
data ICs using logic predicates. In [10], authors propose an extension of
the Entity-Relationship (ER) model for the design of spatio-temporal
data warehouses. They define a set of ad hoc pictograms to express
ICs on spatial data (topological relations between spatial members).
Authors in [11] propose a UML profile for DWs, but they consider only
a very small number of data ICs. Aggregation problems are presented in
[12] by defining simple schema constraints with UML multiplicities. In
[13], the author concludes that several languages for the specification
of ICs in spatial databases have been proposed but they are not efficient
for defining ICs in spatial hypercubes. Indeed, the author presents a
formal language for the specification of integrity constraints in the
conceptual model of spatial hypercubes. This language is based on
controlled natural languages as well as natural hybrid languages with
pictograms. In [14], authors study complex structural aggregation
constraints. Basing on a UML(Unified Modeling Language) model, [8]
shows that the Spatial OCL (Object Constraints Language) which is an
OCL extension for spatial data, allows the definition of a large number
of ICs on spatial data. Data modeling languages can express only a very
limited number of integrity constraints as for example the cardinalities
of the relations between classes of objects. For the expression of IC,
Many works use non-standard languages, namely logical, natural,
visual or hybrid. Others prefer OCL because it integrates easily with
UML. Therefore, it is necessary to use languages dedicated for the
ICs specification that are interoperable with the language of definition
of the data structures. In [15], the author presents a method for the
conceptual modeling of the SOLAP ICs after having introduced the
main concepts on which this method is based namely the UML profiles
and Spatial OCL.
In the field of natural resources specifically in the forest
management and preserving, researches published are relevant
for consideration in forest environments as well as in social and
economic anxieties. In [16], the author implements a participatory
decision making in forest planning. Also, authors in [17], propose
a Decision Support for forest management. Authors in [18] treat
the problem of forest land use policies. In [19], authors integrate
multiple criteria decision analysis in participatory forest planning.
Authors in [20] propose a participatory multi-criteria assessment of
forest planning policies in conflicting situations. An empirical study
on voting power in participatory forest planning is proposed in [21].
For forest protection, authors in [22], propose software for forest fire
detection and extinction.

III. Contribution
In forestry, we notice the complexity of effective management of
natural areas for ecological, economic and social purposes. Indeed,
the use of SOLAP application for decision-making allows analyzing
this domain in various axes of reflection. However, different kinds
of heterogeneity may exist between the data sources (remote
sensing, GIS applications … etc.). As a result, several problems of
inconsistency may emerge. In most studies, the discussed problems
are related to the heterogeneity of manipulated data. So, few studies
have addressed issues related to the end users when decision-making
is related to many sub-domains.
We notice also, that, the same territory is usually, under the
control of several actors with different anxieties namely territorial

management, exploiting of forest products and even local
collectivities with social anxieties. However, the use of SOLAP tool
by different actors independently allows them to extract decisional
indicators which are heterogeneous. In fact, different user’s ICs will
generate unsteadiness in the whole decision system.
To the best of our knowledge, no study has treated the formulation
of users ICs when using a hypercube with multiple facts tables.
Indeed, defining multiple user-defined ICs may generate semantic
inconsistencies which affect the analytical quality of such a system.
The main objective of the current study is to propose a system for
the implementation of user integrity constraints in SOLAP namely
“UIC-SOLAP”.
Our proposal integrates all defined Integrity Constraints which are
related to the users of SOLAP system along different stages. Indeed,
properties of objects in spatial data sources may be adjusted according
to every kind of final user. Also, we must verify user queries and
aggregations when requesting the SOLAP by the user.
In addition, Integrity Constraints must be defined to respect
particular information of a user, so that only concerned data is
accessible. These are concerned by the respect of Integrity Constraints
and they are all integrated in our proposal namely “UIC-SOLAP”.
Secondary objectives are also achieved in this paper. Indeed, we
propose a classification of ICs related to the users of SOLAP systems.
After that, we propose a multidimensional model for forest spatial
data warehouse (SDW). For this aim, we propose a UML profile
which allows considering the main properties of spatial and Multi
Dimensional (MD) modeling. We integrate also, users ICs definition
with formalization of users profiles for specifying visualization ICs
according to their preferences. Also, we define inter-facts ICs within
the same hypercube. Indeed, unlike the traditional OLAP world,
Unified Dimensional Model (UDM), the model for data in Microsoft
SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS), allows to have multiple fact
tables within a cube [23].
Then, we propose the exploitation of the UML profile to support
“constellation schema” of the forestry Spatial Data Warehouse
(SDW). This will help to build a hypercube with several fact tables
related to subjects of analysis in forestry management.
Finally, we test our proposal using data concerning forest areas of
Mostaganem in Algeria to apply our methodology for verifying the
user’s integrity constraints in such a system.

IV. Integrity Constraints from Spatial Databases to
Spatial Datacubes
Spatial Data Warehouses (SDWs) integrate, organize in a
multidimensional way and store very large volumes of spatial and
non-spatial data from multiple sources to support the decision-making
process within an organization [24].
Spatial OLAP (SOLAP) systems are a category of software tools
that allow interactive exploration based on a spatio-multidimensional
approach at several levels of detail of the SDW [25]. They extend
and enrich the OLAP systems by new concepts and operators which
allow effectuating spatial analyzes. Consequently, they allow the
visualization of the results of analytical queries in the form of tables,
charts and maps.
SOLAP systems are based on data stored in SDWs. As a result,
SOLAP analysis quality includes spatial data quality which is the
characteristic that distinguishes spatial datacubes from traditional ones.
Here, we must take into account the internal quality defined by its
geometric and semantic accuracy; and the external quality which is
related to the user needs or quality in the context of use.
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In the Spatial Databases, [26] classifies spatial ICs into three
categories:

However, the solution can be by adding in the UML profile:
1. more tagged values representing the main metadata,

1. Topological ICs which include all geometric properties and
relationships on data;

2. more stereotypes allowing users to define their own aggregation
ICs and also,

2. Semantic ICs which concern the meaning of geographical features
and
3. User-defined ICs which are business rules in spatial databases.
However, in [13], the author notes some limitations when trying to
apply these ICs to real applications.
In the Temporal Databases, a formal classification for temporal
ICs is introduced in[27]. Indeed, ICs are categorized according to the
transaction time (when a fact is stored in the database), valid time
(when a fact was true in the reality), and both.
In the Spatiotemporal Databases static and transition ICs is integrated
in[26] with the categories of spatial ICs. Here, other temporal ICs are
involved. They restrict the possible lifecycle of objects like the IC that
specifies the period of applicability of a rule.

3. formalization of user profile for specifying visualization ICs
according to their preferences.

A. New facts ICs in Constellation Schema
According to [13], a hyper-cell consists of a pair (L, MS) where L is
a finite set of dimension levels and MS is a finite set of measures of a
hypercube schema. The author classifies fact ICs into three categories.
Indeed, a fact can be defined for one fact of a hyper-cell (f-lnter0), for
several facts of the same hyper-cell (f-lnter1), and for several facts of
several hyper-cells (f-lnter2) as shown in Fig. 2.

The quality of SOLAP decision-making depends on the quality of
the data stored and on the way in which the data is explored. Integrity
constraints (ICs) are defined in [28] as assertions, typically defined in
the conceptual model of an application, that are aimed at preventing the
appearance of incorrect data in a database. In SOLAP system context,
IC can be used for:
1. identifying erroneous data stored,

Fig. 2. Categories of fact ICs.

2. identifying incorrect analytical queries and
3. defining correct aggregation rules.
In analytical processing, a multidimensional model is based on
concepts like dimension, hierarchy, level, member, fact, and measure.
As a result, an integrity constraint specification must hold specific
semantics supporting these concepts. Hence, it is more efficient to
express spatial multidimensional integrity constraints referring to
multidimensional elements. At the conceptual level, SDW ICs define
conditions that data, metadata or analytical expressions are expected
to satisfy. In [8], authors see that the definition of ICs at a conceptual
level makes it possible to consider quality problems in the early stages
of development. Indeed, they propose two new classifications of SDW
ICs: (1) a classification oriented SDW concepts (Fact, Dimension,
Aggregation, etc.) and (2) an implementation-oriented classification.
The first category categorizes ICs according to the multidimensional
elements that these ICs imply. The second group categorizes ICs
following the implementation levels in the SOLAP architecture.
Indeed, the conceptual expression of any IC depends on the concerned
SDW concepts; when its physical translation depends on the SOLAP
tier where it is implemented. In fact, he reveals that ICs can be specified
using OCL and Spatial OCL at the conceptual level. However, Spatial
OCL and UML do not allow specifying all IC proposed in that
classification. This is related especially to metadata IC, the aggregation
ICs specific to an application field and also visualization ICs. The
author in [15], proposes an extension of the precedent classification
by introducing a new class related to “Query ICs”. This aims to avoid
misinterpretations of the results as shown in Fig. 1.

In this classification, the author considers ICs facts of one or several
hyper-cells corresponding to the same facts table.
In our proposal, we consider new ICs for measures in several facts
tables within the same hypercube as shown in Fig. 3. This situation can
occurs when considering a constellation schema of a hypercube with
several fact tables. In our case study, these fact tables are related to
subjects of analysis in forestry management.

Fig. 3. Inter-fact ICs within a hypercube.

B. Users ICs in SOLAP
ICs related to the users of SOLAP system are numerous. In our
proposal, when we use a hypercube with a constellation schema with
several users, we classify these ICs into four categories as shown
in Fig. 4. This classification may not to be exhaustive but we have
focused on these parts that we consider directly linked to the user of
such a system.
Fig. 1. Classification of SOLAP ICs.
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For example, it does not make sense to request geographic
distribution of silviculturals effectuated by “Mostaganem” forest
administration “conservation”, in 1985 in “Zemoura” forest.
Here, according to the multidimensional model represented with a
constellation schema proposed in Fig. 10, we have an analytical query
which combines:
• Fact table: [“silviculturals”].
• SpatialMeasure: [“localisation”].

Fig. 4. Users ICs in SOLAP.

• Spatial aggregation level: [forest= “Zemoura”].

1) Users ICs related to Spatial Data
Integrity constraints apply to the database, a set of states that are
valid by virtue of properties of objects that need to be stored according
to every kind of final user of SOLAP system.
Geometric properties relationships of spatial data are related to
«topological», «metric» and «ordering» relationships [30]. Here,
semantic ICs concern the meaning of geographical features. The user
can define integrity constraints which allow database consistency to be
maintained according to his need [26].

• Spatialaggregation level: [conservation= “Mostaganem”].
• Timedimension: [year=“1985”].
The result will demonstrate that there is no silvicultural activities;
while, according to the administrative division after February, 1984,
“Zemoura” forest became under the direction of another conservation
namely “Relizane” (western of Algeria).This can produce unreliable
decision. So a query integrity constraint is able to prohibit this
combination of parameters.

After definition of the integrity constraints, we need to check if they
are consistent. Indeed, before checking if a database satisfies a set of
spatial semantic constraints, we need to make sure that the constraints
themselves must not to be in conflict [31].

4) Users ICs related to Aggregations

For example, a user rule must be activated to locate oil station at a
given distance from the forest. That must not be in contradictory with
another user-defined IC.

For example, in order to force the user not to aggregate non-additive
measures using the aggregate function “sum”, the author defines the
OCL statement which forbids this as shown in Fig. 6.

The author in [15] has implemented aggregation ICs in the UML
profile to avoid the implementation of semantically and structurally
incorrect models of SDW.

2) Users ICs related to SOLAP Exploitation Policy
At the modeling stage, the UML profile may be enriched with a
stereotype called “UserProfile”, which allows specifying constraints
depending on particular information of a user or a group of users [32].
As a result, we customize information depending on the characteristics
of the user that is requesting that information.
The Fig. 5. illustrates user ICs for an example of secure
multidimensional modeling adapted from [32]. It shows a part of the
Secure Model, named ‘Hospital’ which is based on a typical health-care
system. In this example authors notice the following considerations
related to the user of the system:
• Patients may access their own information as patients.
• deny access to data of patients who have been treated before the
date of initial contract.

Fig. 6. Example of IC related to aggregations.

Generally, this kind of aggregation rules is valuable for every user.
However, any user need to use a limit number of measures related to
a specific facts table with group of dimension levels. Hence, we can
attach the aggregation rules to the “UserProfile” stereotype defined in
Case Study section.

• deny access to admission information to users whose working area
is different than the area of a particular admission instance.

V. The Proposed System for User Integrity Constraints
in SOLAP “UIC-SOLAP”
In the current study we propose a system namely “UIC-SOLAP” for
checking integrity constraints which regulate the interactions between
the user and the SOLAP process as shown in Fig. 7.
This system integrates all defined Integrity Constraints which are
related to the users of SOLAP system along different stages of the
latter. Indeed, in data sources which can be spatially referenced data,
properties of objects may need to be stored according to every kind of
final user.
In the interaction with SOLAP Server, the user uses combination of
measures and members in analytical queries and he uses aggregation
rules. These are concerned by the respect of Integrity Constraints.

Fig. 5. Example of user ICs adapted from [32].

3) Users ICs related to SOLAP Querying
A SOLAP query is a combination of measures and members
of different dimensions. A querying IC verifies the validity of this
combination that may be effectuated by any user.

Also, when using the user-interface of a SOLAP application,
Integrity Constraints must be defined to respect particular information
of a user, so that only concerned data is accessible.
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Fig. 7. “UIC-SOLAP” User Integrity Constraints in SOLAP.

VI. The Process Adopted by “UIC-SOLAP
Throughout the SOLAP building and using, the process adopted
by the proposed system namely “UIC-SOLAP”, can be described as
following:
• Firstly, the users can make different assertions in the spatial
database according to their needs. Along this task, we must take
care that these assertions are not in conflict between them.
• Secondly, to identify incorrect analytical queries, we must verify
the validity of the combination of measures and members.
• Then, for defining correct aggregation rules, we must define in
the modeling stage, stereotypes allowing users to define their own
aggregation ICs.
• And finally, for the respect of user policy, formalization of
user_profile concept is assured allowing specifying constraints
depending on particular information of a user.
The operating algorithm for applying UIC_SOLAP can be as
follows:

Algorithm
// check data user_integrity_constraints when analyzing
data, before applying “ETL” process
S←Ø;// set of spatial data properties
P→Ø; // final list of properties initially empty
For(every kind of final_user of SOLAP)
Begin
S ←Read (database_properties); //user will enter
//spatial properties according to him
Verify_contradictory (P,S); //verify if enteredproperties
are contradictory with the others
While (not ok) // WhileS is in contradictory with at
least one of database_properties
Begin
redefine_properties(S)// S will be redefined
Verify_contradictory (P,S);
End_while
P ←P+S;// add S tofinal list of properties
end_for;
// (checking exploitation policy userintegrityconstraints)
When connecting to SOLAP
Read (user_id)
Apply_profile (user_id) //applying a set of parameters
allowing user to see only information related to his
specialty
// …
When querying the SOLAP
While (user is connected)
Begin
//checkingquerying user integrity constraints
Read(query)
Verify_combin ({dimension_members}, measure)
If (not OK) then show_message(“inconsistent query will
generate inconsistent results”);
//checking querying userintegrityconstraints
Read (aggregation)
Verify_aggregation(query,aggregation_model)
//to Verify if requested aggregation function is
allowed to be applied
If (not OK) then show_message(“not allowed aggregation
will generate inconsistent results”)
End_while
End_Algorithm.

For the modeling, in our approach we use Unified Modeling
Language (UML) since it becomes a standard using object-oriented
concept and is widely used for designing various systems and software.
UML can be also easily extended with profile to adapt it to specific
domain namely multidimensional modeling.
The activity diagram of the proposed system namely “UIC-SOLAP”
is shown in Fig. 8.

VII. Case Study
The case study used to illustrate our proposal concerns the
multidimensional (MD) analysis in a Spatial Decision Support System
(SDSS) for forest management.
We use an extension of UML for MD modeling with three
mechanisms: stereotypes, tagged values and constraints in the UML
profile [33]. We use also Object Constraint language (OCL) to
formalize IC constraints which refine the definitions of stereotypes and
tagged values [34].
The forest SDW metamodel we propose is adapted from [35]. It
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Fig. 8. Activity diagram for “UIC-SOLAP”.

allows representing the main static concepts of the SDW. We used it
thanks to its completeness and clarity. However, this metamodel does
not allow creating a hypercube with several fact tables. So we introduce
some modifications as depicted in Fig. 9. To do this we propose one-tomany cardinality in the composition relationship between hypercube
package stereotype and the one of fact class. This allows having
multiple fact tables within a hypercube [23]. Some stereotypes were
removed and others were added where necessary.

least one spatial dimension.
In our case study, users are interested in the analysis of three aspects
of the forestry domain, defined using a hypercube with three facts tables
sharing some dimension tables in a constellation schema, which are:

We must ensure the modeling of all the measures, dimensions and
hierarchies used for data aggregations required in the analysis process.
The class diagram for the forestry SDW is shown in Fig. 10. It is
considered as spatial because it has at least one spatial measure and at
- 52 -

1. «Silviculturals» facts table related to forestry activities such as
afforestation, spacing, growth and yield, etc. It is described using
three measures where one is spatial (localisation) and two are
numerical (volume_fin and superficie);
2. «Event» facts table related to fires, illegal cut, etc. It is described
using three measures where one is spatial (localisation) and
two numerical which are volume_fin for the financial cost and
superficie, the area concerned;
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Fig. 9. Forest SDW metamodel.

Fig. 10. Constellation schema of forest SDW.
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3. «Dendrometry» facts table related to the measurements of various
characteristics of trees, such as their circumference, high, age, etc.
It is described using three numerical measures (cir, haut, and age),
and one spatial measure (localise).
Dimensions can be:
1. Temporal, to effectuate business analysis at three levels: month,
quarter, or year;
2. Spatial, to effectuate business analysis at geo-referenced areas.
We have two spatial dimensions: administrative with levels
(district, circumscription and conservation); and ecologic with
levels (canton and forest);
3. Thematic, which is related to the business processes. We have
four thematic dimensions: Species, Type_activity, Cause and
Type_event.
We define the UserProfile stereotype for specifying IC depending
on particular information of the user. In the class diagram, we have just
one class of this stereotype; that has no association to other classes. It
is used only for formulating IC as shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. UML Stereotype and Class for UserProfile.

For the new type of inter-facts IC within one hypercube cited in
section 4.1, in the MD schema of forest SDW we introduce the assertion
that verifies prospective conditions between two or more facts tables.
Fig. 12 shows an inter-facts IC between two facts tables
Silviculturals and Events of the same hypercube. It specifies that
superficies of reforestation must be greater than superficies destroyed
by fires. We note that specification languages of ICs are explained in
[13]. However, they go beyond the objective of the current study.

Fig. 12. Inter-facts IC.

VIII. Discussion of Results
We have developed a SOLAP application with JAVA Eclipse, the
object-oriented programming language. With the integration of ArcGis
runtime SDK, the solution provides cartographic synchronization with
tabular and diagram displays as shown in Fig. 13. Different users may
pass their analytical queries using buttons and combo boxes available
in the interface. They can also formulate their queries directly in
MultiDimensional eXpression (MDX) language to communicate with
the “Silvi” hypercube. The prototype is tested with a dataset concerning
the Mediterranean forests of Mostaganem department situated in north
western of Algeria.
Different users with different aspects of interest can manipulate
the system with different manners. This can generate inconsistent
analytical results. Hence, the formulation of ICs at different stages can
avoid integrity problems.
In the following examples, we will focus on some ICs related to
users of SOLAP application.
• Firstly, for the Users ICs related to spatial data, we take into
consideration “user-defined” ICs. They are business rules which
control the integrity of data stored and results. Here we have three
examples related to users of each one of facts tables of the “Silvi”
hypercube:

Fig. 13. Data User ICs in Forest SOLAP.
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1. “The distance between a forest and a gas station shall be more
than 500 meters”.
2. “Afforestation can be effectuated at forest spaces tree-free”.
3. “it is authorized to cut down a tree when its circumference >=
4m; height>=20m; age >=50 and it is near a road”.
These ICs may be contradictory since the users are heterogeneous
and data will be used in deferent facts tables within the same
hypercube.
In our proposal we try to remove these contradictory issues. Since
our prototype may be used by any kind of users, they may query
any one of facts tables. Their interests and rules may be different;
hence, one user may not accept afforestation near a gas station even
it is forest space tree-free; It can be dangerous for other spaces.
• For the Users ICs related to exploitation Policy, by the use of
“UserProfile” concept, a “userrule” will be activated only if the
concerned user is logging on. We create three profiles: Event_role,
Silvicultural_role and dendrometry_role related to the users of
Events, Silviculturals and dendrometry facts tables consecutive.
In this case, if the role is “Event_role” then only the related IC
message appears “Gas station is less than 500meters from the
forest”; despite “existing of very old trees near the road to be cut”
and “existing of tree-free spaces within the forest to be reforested”.
We note that the decisional problem can be solved by the application
of collaborative group decision support system. However, it goes
beyond the objective of the current study which is focused on user
ICs in SOLAP application.
• For the Users ICs related to querying, considering the new
administrative division, the system we propose verify the
correctness of measures and dimension members combination
in user queries. For the example above concerning combination
of measures of Silviculturals facts table and ecological spatial
dimension “forest=Zemoura” with administrative spatial
dimension “conservation=Mostaganem” is false when time
dimension member is after February 1984. Hence, the message in
Fig. 14 appears.

when we use a hypercube with multiple facts tables. For example, in
group decision systems, they may exist different actors (users). Each
of them queries facts of his interest, and has no idea how to use other
measures. This seems to be facultative, however it can be considered
as a short cut and earlier control for measures aggregation. For
example, concerning the dendrometry facts table, only users for whom
Userprofile.specialty = “dendrometry”, will be able to aggregating its
measures.

IX. Conclusion and Future Work
Spatial Data Warehouses (SDW) and SOLAP systems are used for
discovering business information for Spatial Decision Support System
(SDSS). In forestry management, the decision-making process requires
the use of multidimensional model including multiple facts tables
within the constellation schema.
As stated in studies presented in this paper, SOLAP analysis goodness
depends on three quality aspects which concern data, aggregation and
queries formulated. For addressing these issues, Integrity Constraints
(ICs) have been acknowledged to be an excellent approach. Indeed,
they define conditions that must be satisfied to improve the accuracy,
consistency, and completeness of databases. ICs are often defined in
conceptual models to allow handling these issues at the early stages of
development.
The main objective of the current study is to highlight the ICs
essentially related the users of SOLAP solution for the effective
management of forestry areas and its activities. Indeed, we propose
a UML modeling of the forest SDW profile. Next, we use it for the
constellation schema modeling with three facts tables sharing spatial,
temporal and thematic dimensions. Then, we propose a classification
of ICs related the users of SOLAP systems. We propose also a new
type of inter-facts ICs related to the use of hypercube with multiple
facts tables. Finally, results of our proposal are shown using data
concerning forest areas of Mostaganem in Algeria.
In our future works, we plan to extend our results by analyzing other
interesting cases in which the SOLAP users ICs can be posed. This can
be achieved by enriching our classification presented in this paper. We
will address also, other aspects related to the quality in spatial data
warehouses and verification of logical consistency in SOLAP Systems.
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Fig. 14. Notification for non respected query IC.

• And finally, for the Users IC related to aggregation, it defines
how user wants to aggregate measures for calculating different
indicators. Here, we indicate that every user has a set of indicators
for the multidimensional analysis related to his specialty. So we
propose that in the aggregation model to be defined in the UML
profile, for each indicator we must specify which function to be
used for aggregating the measure. ICs are defined in the metamodel
and can be controlled when validating the conceptual model.
In this case, since the IC is related to the indicator and the latter
is associated to the user, hence we can associate an IC including
the ‘UserProfile specialty’ to the facts table’s name. Indeed, this
association can enrich the analysis consistency, since every user is able
to effectuate correct queries relating to his specialty.
We note that querying a data warehouse is the job of the analyst or
decision maker. However, in the current study we focus on the case
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Abstract

Keywords

A successful persuasive technology is able to persuade people to change from one state to a more well known
state. Therefore, to allow for a change, persuasive technology must be able to affect users’ emotion and make
the user trust the technology so that they will adopt the persuasive technology into their daily life routine, as
well as continue to use the technology for long period. This paper is aimed to study the relation between users’
emotion with trust and persuasion and how they may contribute to the success of changing a person attitude or
behavior towards a certain context or issue. Twenty five participants have completed the study in 6 weeks by
using two types of persuasive technology that were assessed at three different interaction stages: pre, during and
post. Result shows that emotions have a significant effect on trust, whereas the effect of emotions on persuasion
using the persuasive technology was mediated by trust.

Emotion, Persuasion,
Trust, Persuasive
Technology.

I. Introduction

N

owadays, computing technologies are not only designed to help
human performing daily tasks such as doing the administration
work, or teaching in the classroom, but also to persuade and motivate
people to change an attitude or behavior toward issues or objects. This
type of computing technology known as persuasive technology is
defined as “a technology that is designed to change attitudes or behavior
through persuasion and social influence, but not through coercion” [1].
To persuade simply means to convince and therefore, trust is one of the
key aspects of persuasion. It is the key to underpin confidence in user
in using persuasive technology and also gives credence on the provided
information or advices delivered through it which usually manifest
themselves in the form of a change in attitude or behavior [2]. Since
persuasion used specific strategies to elicit emotions in persuadees,
that differ it from conviction where the strategies are primarily based
upon reasoning [3]. Hence, as a consequence, emotion could play an
important role in supporting behavior to build trust.
Particularly, there has been an increasing study on the influence
of emotion on trust [4][5][6]. Those studies proved that emotion
has brought impact and may alter the decision to trust with different
emotion having different impacts. However, similar study that is
related to persuasive technology is yet to found except [7][8]. Clearly,
persuasion is a positive way compared to the negative meaning
associated with coercion, thus emotion is consider to be the ideal means
* Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: wanaishya@gmail.com (Wan Nooraishya Wan
Ahmad), nazlena.ali@ukm.edu.my (Nazlena Mohamad Ali).

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2018.02.010

to promote trust since it plays an important role in transmitting the
induced emotion from a computer or computer software to the user [2].
This study is indeed motivated by the notion that (i) user’s emotions
is another important component towards the establishment of trust
[9] and (ii) emotion could have a powerful influence over cognition
and decision-making that could lead to cognitive actions to change
someone attitude, as suggested by a number of research studies and
theoretical models [10]. Thus, the objective of this study is to examine
the relationship between emotion, trust and persuasion and how they
affect each other. The next section of this paper will further describe the
proposition of the relationship and the methodology used to study the
proposition. Next, the result and discussion is presented to explain the
discovered relationship. Lastly, the paper ends with conclusion.

II. Background Study
Emotion has been defined in several ways by researchers in scientific
community. According to Johnson-Laird et al [11], emotion is a feeling
of emotional states, whereas Ortony et al [12] stated that emotions
involved positive or negative valence, for example happy is a positive
valence emotion while anger is under negative valence dimension.
Emotions are acute, intentional states, which exist in a relatively short
period of time, are related to a particular event, object, or action [13].
There were three reasons that make emotion a primary aspect of
the experience of trust [14]; (i) experience of trust embodies affect
whether in terms of intense feeling or subtle, (ii) different affective
state may affect a person’s experience of trust in making judgment
towards others trustworthiness and (iii) trust is part of emotional that
built on expectations. The lack of trust problem was still prominent
and become the main concern in using persuasive technology
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[15]. Therefore, emotion is seen as the importance component that
contributes to trust a persuasive technology. Not to mention, a number
of researchers have put emotions as an important consideration in
understanding the development of trust and its changes, for example,
Williams [16] and Andersen and Kumar [17] suggested that emotions
influence how people judge on others’ trust, Tomlinson and Mayer [18]
agreed that emotions have impact on trust repair, and a study showed
that people experiencing positive valence (i.e. happy and gratitude) are
more receptive to increase their trust level [6]. This could somehow
summarize that expectation that we expect upon interaction is constitute
by positive or negative feeling that we felt which lead to judgment or
decision-making about something or someone.
In this study, emotions are classified into two aspects of condition,
namely the emotional states and emotional experience. Mental
representation is the idea of something that could be reported [19]
which in this case, it is related to the emotional state. Emotional
states is referred to as conscious experience of emotional states that
can be reported in terms of emotional words such as angry, happy,
scared and sad. In appraisal theory, feeling is a mental representation
of emotional experience, a state of conscious experience of emotion
[13]. Emotional experience is the emotional response resulting from
individual experience in using technology [20]. Emotional experience
that user experienced is depending on the appropriateness of the
interaction events with user’s goal and values, and how user control
the interaction event as well as their reaction towards the event [20].
Therefore, emotional experience can be used to show user ‘s emotional
response that classified as pleasant (positive) or unpleasant (negative)
resulting from interaction with technology.
Positive emotional response can build a sense of trust and
engagement with users. People will forgive shortcomings occurred in
an application or technology if the application or technology reward
them with positive emotion. Therefore, a deep understanding of user
emotions is an important aspect to establish trust and strengthen the
persuasion process. Thus, we hypothesized that the emotion construct
(i.e. emotional states and emotional experience) will predict trust in
persuasive technology.
H1: Emotion will positively affect trust in persuasive technology.
A scientific definition of trust that is well accepted across disciplines
is unclear. We illustrated several researchers’ definition on trust that
suited to our study. Mc Allister [21] defined trust as ”the extent to
which a person is confident in, and willing to act on the basis of, the
words, actions, and decisions of another”. In addition, Rousseau et al.
[22] established trust definition as “a psychological state comprising
the intention to accept vulnerability based upon positive expectations
of the intentions or behaviour of another”. However, trust in persuasive
technology is defined as the expectation that users have on the
technology to perform as it should be without harming the user [23].
Based on the overall definition of trust, we view trust in this study as
the confidence towards the persuasive technology in carry out things
as it supposed to do.
Consistent with the literature study on human perception in
making trust evaluation [21][24], users’ trust consist of cognitive
and affective trust. Cognitive trust is referred to as elements that can
increased trustworthiness towards a technology whereas affective
trust is emotional response towards a technology [25][26]. As both
perceptual beliefs are interconnected [21], therefore, trust in persuasion
technology should be studied in both aspects to study the overall users’
trust. Since trust is one of the key elements in the process of persuasion
[1], one need to be persuaded repetitively in repetitive interactions
which will only possible to happen if users trust the systems. Since [6]
have discovered that emotion has influence on trust, we expect that its
effect on persuasion using persuasive technology would be positively
mediated.

H2: Trust in persuasive technology will positively mediated the
relationship between emotion and persuasion using persuasive
technology.
H3: Trust will positively affect persuasion using persuasive
technology.
In addition, persuasion is defined as an individual’s subjective
evaluation of persuasive technology used and its impact on the self [27].
It is a form of influence to change the way a person’s believe, behave, or
feel [23]. Crano and Prislin [28] argue that the main aspect to be taken
into account when it comes to persuasion involves the construction of
basic attitudes. Persuasive technology is a human-computer persuasion
since it promotes a method of persuasion using a computer technology
[1]. Although computer is a non-living object, the intentionality to
persuade is actually comes from the creator, distributor and the people
who adopt the technology. The fact that trust is an important attributes
in human-computer interaction (HCI) where trust has relation with
computer designer’s responsibilities to ensure that people who adopt
the technology to change their attitude or behavior should achieve the
desired intend of what the designers want to accomplish [23]. In the
beginning, creating and providing people with persuasive technology
may work primarily, however, after sometime it may create persuasion
disorder and weaken trust [9]. Thus, emotion is seen as a component
that can build confidence and strengthen the power of persuasion in
persuasion technology. Thus, the following hypothesis is built.
H4: There is a relationship between emotion, trust and persuasion
in the use of persuasive technology.

III. Methodology
To investigate the hypothesized role of emotion in this study, a total
of 30 participants volunteered university students and staff from public
and private university were employed for the study, in which 25 of
them managed to complete the study in 6 weeks to use and evaluate
two persuasive technology, fitness application and environmental
game each represent different types of persuasive technology; tool and
medium. The tool category PT consist of MyFitnessPal1, Fitocracy2
and MapMyFitness3 that allows for fitness monitoring including
physical activity or/and food consumption. The medium category PT,
Fitocracy and MapMyFitness have same goal to create awareness on
issues of environment.
Different experimental design approaches were used to measure
different aspect of evaluation. User emotions were measured at three
stages of interaction; pre, during and post, while user’s trust were
measured in pre-post interaction stages, whereas, persuasion were
measured in post-interaction stages. Quantitative measurement scales
for each aspects of evaluation were adopted from several studies. Each
measurement for aspects of evaluation was using a 5-point Likert
scales. Two types of measures were used to evaluate construct of
emotion; Geneva Emotion Wheel (GEW) [13][29] that consist of 20
items is used to measure emotional states while Positive and Negative
Affect System (PANAS)[30] which also consist of 20 items (10 items
of positive valence, 10 items of negative valence) is used to measure
emotional user experience. Meanwhile, measurements of trust in PT
consist of 10 items. Four of them measured cognitive trust [31] whereas
six items measured affective trust [25]. User evaluations towards the
PT and its effect on user after 6 weeks of usage were measure using
three items from [27].
The hypotheses testing was conducted using regression and
correlation analyses to investigate the effect of variables (i.e.
emotion, trust) towards persuasion using persuasive technology
1 http://www.myfitnesspal.com
2 http://www.fitocracy.com
3 http://www.mapmyfitness.com
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from pre-interaction to post-interaction as suggested by the theory of
prominence-interpretation [1]. For that reason, a dummy (D) variable
is created to clean the time factors in emotion and trust variable since
each variables were measured at three (pre-during-post) and two
(pre-post) interaction stages, but not for persuasion variable as it was
measured in post-interaction stage only. The value of “0” is given to
pre-interaction and value “1” is given to post-interaction.

IV. Findings and Discussions
The background profile of participants is presented in Table I. The
study which involved 25 participants was dominated by fifteen female
participants compared to ten male participants in whom eighteen of
them are Malays. The participants come from five different age groups;
each seven of them from group below 25 years, between age 26 to 30
years, and between age 31 to 35 years, while three participants were
from age group 36 to 40 years and only one participant was above 40
years old. These participants consist of twenty two university students
from UKM, UiTM and UPM, as well as eight university employees
from UKM, Nottingham University and UniKL. Out of the twenty five
participants, 32 percent of them were from the IT background.
The results analyses of the hypotheses testing are presented in Table
I and Table II.
From the results in Table I, we can see that the correlation coefficient
suggests that the user’s emotions and user’s trust in persuasive
technology have a moderate linear relationship, and found to be .195
indicates 19.5% of the variance in trust, F (2, 47) = 5.69, p<0.05 shows
that user’s trust changes significantly with respect to differences in user’s
emotion. The equation on the influence of user’s emotions towards
user’s trust in using persuasive technology is 2.305 + 0.074Emotion.
The relationship between emotion and trust in persuasive technology
was positive (β=.353) with trivial effect size (B=0.07). As predicted,
effect on user’s emotions influenced user’s trust in using persuasive
technology, thus supporting H1.This mean, for each increment or
decrement happens in user’s emotions will affect the increment or
decrement of user’s trust towards persuasive technology. Result from
this finding demonstrates that positive emotions (increment in valence)
will increase user’s trust level, whereas negative emotions (decrement

in valence) will led to the decrement of user’s trust level [4][6][32].
Our model of emotion which constitute of emotional states and
emotional experience explains 13.5% of the variance in trust. Of
these two variables, emotional experience makes the largest unique
contribution (β=.345, p<0.05) compared to emotional states that makes
insignificant contribution (β=.044, p>0.1) to user to trust persuasive
technology. This finding was unexpected and suggests that the mixed
emotional states (i.e. consist of different valence and control) that users
experienced and rated in evaluating the persuasive technologies have
lead to this result in which different emotional states have different
effect on trust. This finding corroborates the findings of [33], who found
that different emotions caused different effects on people’s judgment.
Moreover, based on the reasons behind the experienced emotional
states that users felt in this study, most of the users’ emotional states
were triggered by individual lead control, in this case, emotions of
self-control (user) and emotions of other-person control (system, i.e.
persuasive technology). It seems possible that these results are due to
the simultaneous experience of positive and negative emotional states
that occurred from different source of control in which [4] claimed that
emotional states trigger by self-control will have no influence on trust,
while emotional states trigger by the used systems will determined
users whether or not to trust. Hence, measuring emotional states as a
whole seems to not affecting trust.
In Model 1 of the regression model on persuasion in Table I, user’s
emotions is significantly (p<0.05) related to persuasion with 25.1%
variance in persuasion. However, to examine the mediation effect of
trust on the relationship between user’s emotion and persuasion using
persuasive technology, correlation coefficient in Model 2 suggests
a strong linear relationship between user’s emotions and persuasion
that mediates by user’s trust which can be explained by 74.3% of the
variance in persuasion using persuasive technology, F (2, 22) = 31.73,
p<0.001. Since the user’s emotion variables exerts its total influence
through the mediating variable, p>0.1 (β=.051, p=0.69), there exists
full mediation by the trust variable giving support to H2. The equation
suggesting that trust mediates the relationship between user’s emotions
and persuasion -0.758 + 0.015Emotion + 1.129Trust. This finding
suggests that users’ trust will increase when they felt positive emotions;
thus the likelihood for the users to be persuaded is higher when they

TABLE I. Summary of Regression for Variables Predicting Trust and Persuasion
Dependent Variables
B
Independent Variable
User emotions X1
Mediator
Trust in persuasive technology Y1
R
R2
Adj. R2
R2Change
F
Note: ***p<0.001, **p<0.05, *p<0.1

.073

Trust
Model 1
SE B
.028

Persuasion
Model 1
SE B

β

B

.353**

.148

.054

β

B

.501**

.015
1.129

.442
.195
.161
.195
5.692**

.501
.251
.218
.251
7.668**

TABLE II. Pearson Product-Moment Correlation between Variables
Variables

X

X. Emotion

-

Y

Y. Trust

.349*

-

Z. Persuasion

.501*

.861**

Note: ** p<0.001 (2-tailed), * p<0.05 (2-tailed)
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Z

-

Model 2
SE B
.038

β
.051

.174
.833***
.862
.743
.719
.492
31.732***
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have high trust in the persuasive technology which corroborates the
ideas of [9], who suggests design for persuasion, emotion and trust.
Trust is important to persuasion in using persuasive technology as it
may affect users’ intention to use the technology as well as leverage
the continuation used of the technology [34]. The effect of emotions
that were exerted into trust should encourage user to develop confident
towards the persuasive technology and at the same time increase the
persuasion effect on them.

[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]

As shown in Table II, there was a moderate, positive correlation
between user emotions and trust in persuasive technology
(rxy=.35,p<0.05), with positive emotions associated with high level of
trust and negative emotions associated with low level of trust. A strong,
positive correlation was found between user emotions and persuasion
using persuasive technology (rxz=.50, p<0.05) as well as between trust
in persuasive technology and persuasion using persuasive technology
(ryz=.86, p<0.001) with the positive association indicates that increases
in one variable correspond to increases in the other.

[12]

V. Conclusion

[16]

A persuasive technology should be design to be able to elicit positive
emotions in users using different persuasion principles or strategies in
making them to trust the technology and thus, successfully persuade
users to the target attitude or behavior. As predicted, the relationship
between users’ emotions in using persuasive technology and trust
towards persuasion is found to be positive. It can be presumed that
positive emotions increase user’s trust, while negative emotions
will impact user’s trust by decreasing it. The effect of emotions on
persuasion is found to be mediated by trust positively and thus indicates
the association between the three variables. Nevertheless, this study
managed to shed some lights on the effect of users’ emotions on users’
trust and persuasion in using persuasive technology. The findings
could encourage for further investigation on emotions elements used in
persuasive technology that could leverage trust and persuasion.
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Abstract

Keywords

EEG is one of the most useful techniques used to represent behaviours of the brain and helps explore valuable
insights through the measurement of brain electrical activity. Hence, plays a vital role in detecting neurological
conditions. In this paper, we identify some unique EEG patterns pertaining to dyslexia, which is a learning
disability with a neurological origin. Although EEG signals hold important insights of brain behaviours,
uncovering these insights are not always straightforward due to its complexity. We tackle this using machine
learning and uncover unique EEG signals generated in adults with dyslexia during writing and typing as
well as optimal EEG electrodes and brain regions for classification. This study revealed that the greater level
of difficulties seen in individuals with dyslexia during writing and typing compared to normal controls are
reflected in the brainwave signal patterns.

Dyslexia,
Electroencephalography,
Machine Learning,
Classification, Support
Vector Machines.

I. Introduction

D

yslexia is a hidden specific learning disability that affects a
significant amount of the world population, it is neurological in
origin and causes difficulties in reading and spelling despite average
or above average intelligence and acceptable exposure to literacy
instructions [1-3]. Dyslexia screening assessments are based on a review
of biographical information, educational history, behavioural aspects
and academic indicators such as reading, spelling, writing, working
memory and processing abilities [4]. Common symptoms of dyslexia
include failure to attain sufficient reading skills and poor writing skills
compared to peers despite conventional teaching guidelines. Typing is
a modern-day task that often replaces writing, but still, affects people
with dyslexia in a similar manner when it comes to spelling.
In addition to these behavioural symptoms seen externally, past
studies have uncovered neurological differences in individuals
with dyslexia. These include unique brain structures as well as
distinctions in brain behaviours compared to normal controls [5].
Electroencephalography, commonly known as EEG, is a technique
that helps to capture neurological behaviours. In our previous work
we have covered past work carried out to identify unique brainwave
activation patterns using EEG and identified gaps to be filled in
the literature about these unique EEG signal patterns pertaining to
dyslexia, in particular the EEG patterns while performing tasks that
are more challenging for individuals with dyslexia [1, 6]. Hence, in
this paper we have selected two of such tasks that are more challenging
* Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: h.perera@murdoch.edu.au (H. Perera),
f.shiratuddin@murdoch.edu.au (M. F. Shiratuddin), k.wong@
murdoch.edu.au (K. W. Wong), kellyfullarton@dsf.net.au (K.
Fullarton).
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for individuals with dyslexia, namely writing and typing and aim
to identify unique EEG signal patterns generated while performing
these tasks. The purpose of the analysis is to identify whether the
difficulties seen in individuals with dyslexia during writing and
typing are reflected in the brainwave signal patterns. This paper
covers the EEG signal acquisition, signal processing, classification
using machine learning and future work.

II. EEG Signal Acquisition
The EEG headset used for this research was the Cognionics
32-channel dry EEG headset, and the EEG was recorded at a sampling
rate of 300Hz. The EEG channel map is depicted in Fig. 1 where the
channels used on this specific EEG headset are indicated in grey.
This research was carried out with a total of 32 participants, where 17
participants were individuals with dyslexia (7 males and 10 females)
and 15 participants were normal controls (8 males and 7 females). The
number of participants was determined using the Altman’s Nomogram
sample size calculation as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, for a power
of 0.80 (p-value significance of 0.05) and a standardised difference
value between 0.8 and 1.0 (Cohen’s d effect size), the total amount
of participants would range between 30-50. Hence, the number of
participants per group would range between 15-25. The inclusion and
exclusion criteria of participants was 18 years and above, right-handed,
fluent in English, have a normal or corrected-to-normal vision and
normal hearing. The participants in the group with dyslexia had to be
diagnosed by a psychologist as having dyslexia and the control group
had to be free from motor and neurological conditions such as dyslexia,
ADHD and autism. The participants with dyslexia were recruited with
the help of DSF Literacy and Clinical Services in Western Australia
(The Dyslexia-SPELD Foundation).
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Fig. 1. EEG channel map [7].

Fig. 3. Signal processing overview.
foreach participant {
foreach task {
preprocess EEG signal using ASR
remove electric power noise from EEG signal
foreach EEGChannel {
decompose signal into sub-bands (delta,
theta, alpha, beta, gamma) using band-pass filters
foreach sub-band {
transform signal into the frequency domain
using FFT
calculate features: mean, median, mode,
standard deviation, maximum, minimum,
skewness and kurtosis

Fig. 2. Altman’s Nomogram calculation [8].

The participants were given a simple writing and typing task, which
was designed similar to the standardised psychometric tests used in
the dyslexia diagnosis process under the supervision of a psychologist
specialised in dyslexia assessments. The EEG was acquired while the
participants were performing the task with the EEG headset setup on
his/her head. The EEG device was wirelessly paired to a computer
which had the EEG data acquisition software installed. The EEG was
also recorded in the relaxed state where the participants were instructed
to stay seated and relaxed with their eyes closed, avoiding body
movements including jaw clenches for 60 seconds at a stretch.
• Writing Task - The participants were given a topic to write a simple
short paragraph. They were provided with paper and a pen, the
topic given was ‘My family’.
• Typing Task - This task is similar to the writing task, where the
participants were given a topic to type a simple short paragraph
using a standard QWERTY keyboard. The topic given was ‘How I
spent my weekend’.

III. EEG Signal Processing
The EEG signals collected from each participant were processed in
multiple phases prior to the classification as depicted in Fig. 3; namely
preprocessing, sub-band decomposition and feature extraction. Each
phase includes sub-phases as shown in the pseudocode in Fig. 4, which
will be explained in detail in the following sections.

}
}
}
Fig. 4. Signal processing pseudocode.

A. Preprocessing
The EEG signals were preprocessed in order to reduce unwanted
artefacts such as eye blinks, body movements and electric power
noise. Eye blinks and body movements were filtered using Artefact
Subspace Reconstruction (ASR) which ‘relies on a sliding-window
Principal Component Analysis, which statistically interpolates any
high-variance signal components exceeding a threshold relative to the
covariance of the calibration dataset. Each affected time point of EEG
is then linearly reconstructed from the retained signal subspace based
on the correlation structure observed in the calibration data’ [1, 9]. This
was performed using the EEGLAB ASR plugin where the inputs were
the relaxed state EEG that was the calibration dataset and the actual
experiment task EEG. Shown below in Fig. 5 is a raw experiment EEG
with the unwanted artefacts and in Fig. 6 the ASR filtered EEG.
Next, the electric power noise of 50Hz as shown in Fig. 7 was filtered
out using a band-stop IIR Butterworth digital filter by removing at least
half the power of the frequency between 49Hz to 51Hz as shown in
Fig. 8.
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Fig. 5. Raw EEG.

Fig. 8. Filtered EEG.

B. Sub-band Decomposition
In this research, the EEG signals are analysed by decomposing
the EEG signals into pre-defined sub-bands (Fig. 9). The sub-bands
are namely delta, theta, alpha, beta and gamma. The sub-band
decomposition was performed using band-pass FIR digital filters.
Next, the frequency domain transformation was performed using
MATLAB’s FFT function. This function returns the Discrete Fourier
Transform (DST) computed using a FFT algorithm.

Fig. 6. ASR filtered EEG.

C. Feature Extraction
A total of 8 features mean, median, mode, standard deviation,
maximum, minimum, skewness and kurtosis were calculated for
each participant, for each task, at each of the 5 frequency sub-bands
(delta, theta, alpha, beta and gamma) in each of the 32 channels. All
of these features collectively represent important characteristics of the
EEG signal datasets. This adds up to a total of 1280 predictors per
participant, which will be the input for the classifiers.

IV. EEG Classification
Previous studies [1, 10, 11] show that Support Vector Machines
(SVM) is one of the most suitable classifiers to be used for EEG
classifications. Hence, in this research we perform the classification
of EEG using Cubic Support Vector Machines. Further, in addition to
creating classifiers with all the EEG channels as a whole, classifiers
were also created for different segments of the brain as illustrated in

Fig. 7. Electric power noise at 50Hz.

Unwanted artefact
filtered task EEG

Band-pass FIR delta digital filter

Delta band EGG

Band-pass FIR theta digital filter

Theta band EGG

Band-pass FIR alpha digital filter

FFT

Alpha band EGG

Band-pass FIR beta digital filter

Beta band EGG

Band-pass FIR gamma digital filter

Gamma band EGG

Fig. 9. Overview of sub-band decomposition and frequency domain transformation.
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Table I. This helps to identify sections of the brain that have more
prominent EEG activation patterns.
TABLE I. Feature Grouping
Area

Channels

Brain Left Hemisphere

Fp1, AF7, AF3, F5, F3, C5, C3, C1,
Cp5, P3, P7, PO3, O1

Brain Right hemisphere

Fp2, AF8, AF4, F4, F6, C2, C4, C6,
Cp6, P4, P8, PO4, O2

Brain Centre

Fpz, Fz, Cz, Cpz, Pz, Oz

Frontal Lobe

Central Lobe

Parietal Lobe
Occipital Lobe

Frontal Pole

Fp1, Fpz, Fp2

Anterior-Frontal

AF7, AF3, AF4, AF8

Frontal

F5, F3, FZ, F4, F6

Central

C5, C3, C1, Cz, C2, C4, C6

Centro-Parietal

Cp5, Cpz, Cp6

Parietal

P3, Pz, P4, P7, P8

Parieto-Occipital

PO3, PO4

V. Results and Discussion
Poor writing skills are one of the commonly seen difficulties in
individuals with dyslexia. The classifier results from the writing task,
which is summarised in Table II, verify that adults with dyslexia produce
unique brainwave signal patterns compared to normal controls. The
peak VA of 71.88%, a sensitivity of 76.47% and specificity of 66.67%
was produced from the anterior frontal classifier, which included the
EEG electrodes AF7, AF3, AF4 and AF8. However, this outcome has
not previously been reported in previous similar studies, and a possible
explanation for this might be that because those studies had not used
the EEG electrodes AF7, AF3, AF4 and AF8. The channels used in
these similar studies were C3, C4, P3 and P4 [12-14]. Therefore, these
results contribute towards to the pool of knowledge as a new finding.
Fig. 11 depicts the positions of AF7, AF3, AF4 and AF8.
Table II. Writing Task Classifier Results

O1, Oz, O3

The classifier outputs were measured based on the Validation
Accuracy (VA), Sensitivity/True Positive Rate (TPR) and Specificity/
True Negative Rate (TNR) that were calculated using the resulting
confusion matrix as shown in Fig. 10 and (1), (2) and (3).

Brain Area

VA %

Sensitivity %

Specificity %

All

59.38

64.71

53.33

Left Hemisphere

65.63

70.59

60.00

Right Hemisphere

50.00

64.71

33.33

Frontal Lobe

56.25

64.71

46.67

Central Lobe

59.38

64.71

53.33

Parietal Lobe

59.38

64.71

53.33

Occipital Lobe

62.50

64.71

60.00

Parieto-Occipital

46.88

58.82

33.33

Parieto-Occipital Left

46.88

52.94

40.00

Parieto-Occipital Right

59.38

58.82

60.00

Anterior Frontal

71.88

76.47

66.67

Table III. Typing Task Classifier Results

Fig. 10. Confusion matrix.

(1)
(2)
(3)
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Brain Area

VA %

Sensitivity %

Specificity %

All

78.13

88.24

66.67

Left Hemisphere

71.88

94.12

46.67

Right Hemisphere

62.50

76.47

46.67

Frontal Lobe

68.75

88.24

46.67

Central Lobe

68.75

82.35

53.33

Parietal Lobe

65.63

76.47

53.33

Occipital Lobe

56.25

82.35

26.67

Parieto-Occipital

62.50

70.59

53.33

Parieto-Occipital Left

68.75

76.47

60.00

Parieto-Occipital Right

68.75

76.47

60.00

Anterior Frontal

65.63

88.24

40.00

Central

68.75

76.47

60.00

Centro Parietal

59.38

76.47

40.00

Frontal Pole

68.75

94.12

40.00

Frontal

78.13

88.24

66.67

Frontal Left

68.75

82.35

53.33

Frontal Right

68.75

82.35

53.33
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VI. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we conducted research to identify whether adults with
dyslexia produced unique brainwave signal patterns during writing
and typing. The results show that adults with dyslexia show unique
brainwave activation patterns during each task compared to normal
controls. Although similar writing tasks had been investigated in
past studies, the current research was conducted with additional EEG
sensors and discovered a new optimal brain region anterior frontal,
which has not been reported in past studies. On the other hand, the
research results also uncovered novel findings for typing as this
task that had not been analysed in past similar studies. This research
contributes vital insights to the pool of knowledge about the unique
brainwave patterns of adults with dyslexia, which could serve as a
base for future studies, and could even one day, help complement the
conventional dyslexia diagnosis process by giving a better view of the
disability through the introduction of neurological aspects.
These preliminary findings can be further examined by making
variations in parameters such as input features, channels, frequency
sub-bands, kernels and more advanced classifiers such as Fuzzy SVM.
This could perhaps lead towards the enhancement of result accuracies
similar to how the current research obtained better results by making
variations in the EEG sensors used for each classifier. The scope of
this research was limited to right-handed adults. Further studies can be
carried out in order to compare EEG signals of individuals below 18
years and left-handed. Comparisons of the EEG signals could also be
made between the genders male and female. Further, this research can
be expanded in order to identify unique brainwave signal patterns of
other specific learning disabilities such as dysgraphia and dyscalculia.
Lastly, the function of each brain region needs to be compared with
the result outcomes in order to identify the neurological reason behind
each discovery.

Fig. 11. Optimal channels for writing.
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Abstract

Keywords

Neural network is widely used for image classification problems, and is proven to be effective with high
successful rate. However one of its main challenges is the significant amount of time it takes to train the
network. The goal of this research is to improve the neural network training algorithms and apply and test
them in classification and recognition problems. In this paper, we describe a method of applying Bayesian
regularization to improve Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm and make it better usable in training neural
networks. In the experimental part, we qualify the modified LM algorithm using Bayesian regularization and
use it to determine an appropriate number of hidden layers in the network to avoid overtraining. The result of
the experiment was very encouraging with a 98.8% correct classification when run on test samples.
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Levenberg-Marquardt
Method, Neural
Network, Pattern
Clustering.

I. Introduction

C

URRENTLY the theories of artificial neural networks (ANN)
are interdisciplinary in nature and it is one of the fastest growing
disciplines which are used in various scientific and applied fields. ANN
has been successfully applied in a wide range of applications - from
household appliances to complex computer systems. Artificial neural
network methods are also widely used in classification problems. A
classification problem is a task to include the sample to one of several
disjoint sets. When solving classification problems, ANN should
include the existing object characteristics (observable data) to one or
more specific classes.
However, there are a lot of problems that remain open in
classification. For example, network topology selection problem,
determining the number of hidden layers and neurons interpretation of
weighting coefficients and bias, their evaluation of optimality, etc. The
main idea for a neural network research was to develop mathematical
and software tools for modeling processes of human thinking in
solving various applied problems. Solving the recognition problems,
using conventional methods with strict algorithms and limitations, is
not possible. An automated system which solves such problems should
not be programmed, it should be learnt. Thus, in our research, in order
to recognize and classify we chose Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.
The classical Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm copes poorly with the
situation where the training set contains elements that stand out from the
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address:batyahan@gmail.com

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2018.04.004

general population. However such types of problems do occur in the practice
tasks. In this study, we apply a modification in Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm on the basis of Bayesian regularization to make the algorithm
more acceptable for practical tasks in recognition and classification, develop
direct distributed neural network that trained modified LM algorithm and
test it for recognition and classification problems.

II. Related Works
There are a lot of research to improve Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm to train neural networks, in last years, for example, (An Ru
et. al., 2016) in [1] suggested improving the LM algorithm by direct
calculation of quasi-Hessian and adopted gradient vector, that does not
require storage of the Jacobian matrix. In own case, it causes to reduce
the computation time of a neural network training. However this kind
of improvement cannot decrease the testing error. Henri P. Gavin, uses
LM method for nonlinear least squares curve-fitting problems [2].
In his research, he considers the Levenberg-Marquardt curve-fitting
method as a combination of methods for minimization such as the
Gauss-Newton method and the gradient descent method.
Thus, Levenberg-Marquardt method improvement comes from
improvements of the named two methods. Gauss-Newton method
assumes that the least square function is locally quadratic, and it causes to
reduce the squared error. The LM method is more similar to the method
of gradient descent, when its parameters are far from their optimal value.
In contrast, the LM method is more similar to Gauss-Newton method,
in case of its parameters are close to their optimum. So, in [2], Henri P.
Gavin explains these methods and represents the applying of software to
solve problems of approximating of nonlinear least squares. Also, Liyan
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Qi proposed LM-method with self adjusting parameters for solving a
nonlinear system of equations [3]. By their approach, at each step, the
LM parameter µk is automatically adjusted on the basis of the correlation
between actual reduction and predicted reduction. Thus, Under the BDregular condition, they prove that PSA-LMM is locally superlinearly
convergent, for semi-smooth equations and locally quadratically
convergent for strongly semi-smooth equations. In [4], Haddout and
Rhazi try solving the problem of non-linear least squares, based upon
LM and Gauss–Newton methods by minimizing the sum of squares of
errors between the data and model prediction.
Some researchers use Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for problems
related to prediction. In [5], Murat Kayri did a comparative analysis to
Levenberg-Marquardt and Bayesian regularization algorithms from the
point of view of predictive abilities.
Despite its effectiveness, the LM algorithm requires large
computational cost. To provide the practical suitability, the method
demands to diminish the working time for neural networks of large size.
In our research we propose our approaches to improve the method
and illustrate experimental results to prove the improvement of the
algorithm.

III. Architecture
To provide image recognition and classification using neural
network training we create a program complex. Flowchart of
the program complex is presented in Fig. 1. Firstly, we create a
mathematical model of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm and
its improvement. After, using the developed mathematical model,
we construct a neural network that, following, is trained and its
performance is evaluated. After getting the result we compare
the improved LM algorithm with classical LM method and the
improvements of the other researches.

population, usually such a situation arises when using data obtained by
experiment. It means that, the algorithm is inconvenient for practical
training. In order to provide the practical suitability, we propose
Applying Bayesian Regularization for Acceleration of LevenbergMarquardt based Neural Network Training. Moreover, applying
Bayesian Regularization allows accelerating the LM based Neural
Network Training. The essence of the approach is transition from
searching the minimum point of mean square error to searching the
minimum point of the function expressed by equation (1).

F (Y ) = αEθ + βE D

(1)

Here Е D – network error, Eθ –the sum of the squares of the network
weights, α and β –hyperparameters.
As a result, the algorithm seeks to minimize the network error and
to prevent unlimited growth of its weights. The weight of the neural
network can be considered as random variables and their distribution
density can be expressed by the formula:

P(θ | D, α , β , M ) =

P ( D | θ , β , M ) P (θ | α , M )
P( D | α , β , M )

(2)

here D – training set, М – neural network model (in our case, it
is feed forward neural network that learnt on the basis of LevenbergMarquadradt algorithm), θ - weight vector of the neural network.
P(θ | α , M ) - priori probability, reflecting our knowledge of the initial
weights of the network. P ( D | θ , β , M ) - likelihood function, which
is the probability that the neural network with weights θ correctly
responds to a set D. P ( D | α , β , M ) - normalization factor, that
provides the equality of the total probability 1. If we assume the training
set is noisy with Gaussian noise and the network weights distribution is
Gaussian distribution, then formula (2) will be transformed as:

P(θ | D, α , β , M )
1
1
e − (αEθ + βE D )
Z θ (α ) Z D ( β )
e − F (θ )
=
=
P( D | α , β , M )
Z F (α , β )

(3)

Here,
p

π 2
Z D ( β ) =   ,
β 

S

π 2
Z θ (α ) =  
α 

(4)

Normalization coefficient can be expressed from the formula (5):

P( D | α , β , M ) =

Z F (α , β )
Z θ (α ) Z D ( β )

(5)

Coefficient Z F remains unknown. However it can be approximated
by using the same assumptions as in the Levenberg-Marquardt method
as equation (6):
Fig. 1. Architecture of the Image Recognition and Classification Framework.

S

Z F ≈ (2π ) 2
IV. Bayesian Regularization Based Improvement of LM
Method

here

The standard LM algorithm copes poorly with the situation where
the training set contains elements that stand out from the general
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H −1

H −1 e − F (θ )

(6)

- inverse matrix to approximate Hessian matrix. Then

p −γ
γ
α=
,β =
2 Eθ
2E D

(7)
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Here
, γ ∈ [0, S ] - parameter reflecting the
number of weights of a neural network taking part in decreasing a
function trace( H −1 ) that is the sum of the diagonal elements of the
inverse matrix to approximate Hessian matrix.
In this work to calculate hyperparameters α and
formula proposed by Jan Poland in the work [6, 7]:

β

we use the

Here N ( i ) is number of input layer neurons, N ( o ) is the number of
output layer neurons.
So, we should check this in practice. In this work, we carried out a
practical study of the influence of the number of neurons in the hidden
layer of the neural network in the learning rate and recognition quality.
As a selection criteria of number of neurons, number of training epochs
of neural network and recognition quality were chosen.

(8)
As a result, neural network is less susceptible to fluctuation in the
training set and accurately approximates the function that is given by
the training set.

V. Experiment Results
To test the proposed approach, three well known problems such as
face recognition, lung cancer classification and object classification
problem, have been applied.To test the problem the data set was
divided into two parts, a training set and a test set. The training set
data were 70% of instances of each species, and in the test were about
30% of instances data. Fig. 2 demonstrates samples of the each training
dataset.
Face recognition experiments were carried out upon the basis of a
facial images database by Dr. Libor Spacek [16]. The database contains
face images of 395 different people, with 20 images of each person.
The test sample consists of 20 images of each person (only 20 × 395
= 7900 images).
For image classification, in the presented research we use JSRT
database [17] that includes 147 digital images of lung cancer image
samples of two types (small-cell and non-small-cell types), with the
512x512 size.
For objective recognition as human, car, and other objects, we use
Omnidirectional and panoramic digital images dataset. The dataset
includes 30 omnidirectional images for human detection and 50
omnidirectional images for car detection [18].

Fig. 3. Variable number of hidden neurons and learning rate.

Fig. 3 shows the ratio of neural network training epochs, when the
number of neurons in the hidden layer varied from 6 to 24, in increments
of 2 neurons. As it can be seen from the ratio, number of teaching
epochs for the neural networks with different number of neurons in the
hidden layer, the increase of this number reduces the speed of learning.
As a result, not only the number of training epochs increase due to
the growth of the Jacobian matrix of the neural network, also the total
training time increases. However, this does not mean that the neural
network with 6 neurons in the hidden layer will give the best results.
The graphs in Fig. 4 confirm that the minimization of the number
of neurons in the hidden layer of the neural network does not improve
the recognition quality. 9 and 15 neurons in the hidden layer give the
best result. However, the number of training epochs in neural network
with 18 hidden layers is substantially greater than others. Therefore, we
assume that the best results in the “learning rate recognition quality”
ratio are given by the neural network with 9 neurons in the hidden layer.

Fig. 2. Samples of the training dataset.

In particular, the problem of choosing the number of hidden layer
neurons was considered in [7-13, 19-21]. In [11] authors state that
the optimal number of neurons in the hidden layer (N h ) should be
calculated from the formula (9).

N h = N (i ) N (o )

(9)

Fig. 4. Testing of neural networks with different number of neurons in the
hidden layer.
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For objective recognition as human, car, and other objects, we use
Omnidirectional and panoramic digital images dataset. The dataset
includes 30 omnidirectional images for human detection and 50
omnidirectional images for car detection [18].

The predicted method better suits the classical problem, and also
supports a trade-off between sensitivity and specificity. The proposed
method is also effective in cooperation. Therefore, the proposed method
can be a useful tool for classification in the field of data mining.
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Abstract

Keywords

Object tracking is one of the main fields within computer vision. Amongst various methods/ approaches for object
detection and tracking, the background subtraction approach makes the detection of object easier. To the detected
object, apply the proposed block matching algorithm for generating the motion vectors. The existing diamond
search (DS) and cross diamond search algorithms (CDS) are studied and experiments are carried out on various
standard video data sets and user defined data sets. Based on the study and analysis of these two existing algorithms
a modified diamond search pattern (MDS) algorithm is proposed using small diamond shape search pattern in initial
step and large diamond shape (LDS) in further steps for motion estimation. The initial search pattern consists of five
points in small diamond shape pattern and gradually grows into a large diamond shape pattern, based on the point
with minimum cost function. The algorithm ends with the small shape pattern at last. The proposed MDS algorithm
finds the smaller motion vectors and fewer searching points than the existing DS and CDS algorithms. Further, object
detection is carried out by using background subtraction approach and finally, MDS motion estimation algorithm
is used for tracking the object in color video sequences. The experiments are carried out by using different video
data sets containing a single object. The results are evaluated and compared by using the evaluation parameters like
average searching points per frame and average computational time per frame. The experimental results show that
the MDS performs better than DS and CDS on average search point and average computation time.

Background Subtraction,
Block Matching
Algorithm, Motion
Estimation, Cross
Diamond Search
Algorithm, Diamond
Search Algorithm.

I. Introduction

F

rom the viewpoint of tracking in videos, the use of block matching
algorithm can be made for the purpose of motion estimation and
object tracking. Detection of an object is typically the first step when
starting the tracking process. The object detection mechanism is carried
out either in the sequence of frames or when the object first appears
in the frame of the video for tracking [1, 2]. Background subtraction
is a process of subtracting the second frame (current frame) from the
first background (reference) frame, thus the dissimilarity between two
frames and the position of moving object can be obtained [3, 4]. Object
tracking means the process of locating the object of interest from a
video sequence. The object is tracked by continuously monitoring the
motion of an object in the video. Each of the frames can be divided into
two set of objects, foreground and background objects [5]. An adaptive
background subtraction technique can also be used for object detection
[6]. The complete process of object tracking can be categorized into
* Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: aapurva2009@gmail.com (A. S. Samdurkar),
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the following three steps, object detection, object classification and
object tracking [7]. Many application of tacking object using different
approaches and techniques are implemented. Video surveillance
is the basic and widely used application of object tracking [8].
The block matching algorithm is used for the purpose of tracking
an object. The algorithms for motion estimation by block matching
are used where similar blocks in a sequence of frames of the video
are located for the purposes of motion vector estimation. Motion
estimation is the process of finding the motion vectors from all frames
in a video sequence [9]. The block matching algorithm aims at finding
a matching block from a frame in some other frame. Block matching
involves partitioning the current frame into a number of macro blocks
and compares each macro block with the corresponding macro
block. A vector is created that maps the movement of a macro block
from one location to another [10]. These motion vectors provide the
displacement in the block which can be used for object tracking. Block
matching technique also helps in removing the redundancy in the
frames. This process can also be carried out in real-time environment
along with some hardware [11, 12]. The matching process is performed
by minimizing a certain matching criterion (Mean of Absolute
Difference), and the best-matched block, where the motion vector is
found, which gives the minimum block-matching distortion (BMD)
[13]. There are different approaches of block matching algorithm
(BMA) amongst which some are advanced algorithms of the already
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existing BMAs [14]: Three step search (TSS); novel four step search
[15], New three step search (NTSS) [16]; Simple and efficient search;
Four step search (FSS) [17]; Diamond Search (DS) [18] & Cross
Diamond search (CDS) [19] etc. In this paper, the modified diamond
search algorithm (MDS) is presented by introducing the capabilities of
DS and CDS. It starts by initializing the small cross shape in the first
step, which grows into the large diamond shape (LDSP). Estimation
of Motion vector (MV) by reducing the size of the blocks can also
make the tracking process fast [20]. The various applications of block
matching algorithm other than tracking are used in video compression
[21], block matching motion estimation using automata theory for
fractal coding [22,23] and also modified Three-Step Search (TSS)
algorithm using fractal coding [24]. The various sections of this paper
are organized as follows: Algorithm and analysis of DS and CDS are
given in Section II. Section III describes the Proposed MDS algorithm.
Section IV reports the significant experimental results. The conclusion
and future scope is given in Section V.

II. DS and CDS Algorithm
From the entire existing block matching algorithms the behavior
of diamond search and cross diamond search are studied. These two
algorithms are selected for study because these algorithms require less
searching points than the other algorithms as seen from the studied
literature survey. The DS and CDS algorithms are explained in detail
below with its steps.

A. Diamond Search Algorithm
The steps of DS algorithm with different cases are explained below.
Step 1: Start at the center by initializing 9 search points on the
search window. Check all the 9 search points, if the minimum cost
found to be at the center of the search window then go to Step 3, else
go to Step 2.

B. Cross-diamond Search Algorithm
Cross diamond shaped search (CDS) pattern implies a cross search
pattern (CSP) over the diamond search (DS) pattern as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Cross (+) Shaped Search Pattern.

The CDS Algorithm works as follows:
Step 1: The minimum cost of each of the 9 search points of the CSP
is found. If the point with minimum cost is found at the center of the
CSP then stop the search as shown in Fig. 3(a), else go to Step 2.
Step 2: 2 more closest search points to the current minimum cost
point of the central CSP are checked. If the minimum cost point from
the previous step 1 is located at the center of the CSP and if the new
minimum cost point found in this step coincides with this point then,
stop the search as in Fig. 3(b) else go to Step 3.
Step 3: The point with minimum cost found in previous Step 2 is
the new center of the LDSP. If the new point with minimum is still at
the center of the newly formed LDSP then go to step 4. Else repeat
this step.
Step 4: A new SDSP is formed with the minimum cost point in the
previous step as the center. The new minimum cost point, in this step,
is the final solution to motion vector.

Step 2: The point marked with minimum cost in the Step 1 is re-set
as the new center by forming LDSP around it. If the newly obtained
minimum cost point is located at the center position then go to Step 3,
else repeat Step 2.
Step 3: Shift the searching pattern from LDSP to Small Diamond
Search Patter (SDSP). The minimum cost point found in Step 3 is said
to be the final solution for the motion vector, which points to the best
matching block.
Diamond search pattern has different cases depending upon the point
of concern. The presence of the least cost point at different location is
processed differently as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Search Pattern of Diamond Search Algorithm.

Fig. 3. (a) First step stop

(b) Second step stop

For an in-depth analysis of the block matching motion estimation
(BMME) algorithm, the experiments are carried out using the existing
block matching algorithm: Diamond search (DS) and Cross diamond
search (CDS). The experiments are performed on eight video
sequences listed in Table I, among which the first four are the wellknown sequences such as “Traffic”, “Pet”, “Walk”, “Ant”, and the
remaining four “Bottle1”, “Bottle2”, “Walk1”, “Walk2” are the user
defined video data sets. All these data sets consist of only a single
object moving throughout the frames. Also for all the video data sets
used, the camera is stationary. The video sequences such as “Traffic”,
“Walk”, “Walk1” involves higher motion than other videos. The other
remaining video sequences involve gentle or slower motion. The DS
and CDS algorithms are performed on a 16x16 macro block, with a
window size (w) of -7 to +7. The diamond search algorithm starts by
initializing 9 points at the center of the search window. It then carries
out the steps according to the algorithm and finds out the motion
vectors. The motion vectors are found using the block matching
criterion such as MAD. The Cross diamond search algorithm also
starts by initializing 9 points in the first step, but it differs from the
diamond search, in the shape of searching points initialized. The
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results, after performing DS and CDS on the eight video sequences,
the searching points per frame and computational time per frame are
tabulated as required by the DS and CDS algorithms, given in Table
II and Table III.
TABLE I. Video Sequence with Specification used for Experimentation
Sr.
No

Name of video
sequence

No. of
frames

Frame
Rate

Frame
Height

Frame
Width

1

Traffic

120

15

120

160

2

Pet

520

25

288

352

3

Walk

113

25

120

160

4

Ant

430

8

288

352

5

Bottle1

123

15.08

240

320

6

Bottle2

76

15.08

240

320

7

Walk1

220

30

320

240

8

Walk2

180

30

240

240

The diamond search pattern starts by initializing nine points,
arranged in a diamond shape pattern, on 5x5 grids, to cover the search
points in both the directions (up and down). The diamond search
pattern may require 13 search points at its best case and 30 search
points in the worst case. On an average, it may range between 13 to
30 search points. Table II are the results of the searching points and
computational time computed, using the diamond search algorithm,
on the video sequences. In the same way, the cross diamond search
algorithm also requires nine points in the first step but the search points
are arranged such that it forms a cross like structure (+). In the best
case, CDS may require 9 points and 29 search points in the worst case.
On an average, it may range between 9 to 29 search points. Table III are
the results of the searching points and computational time computed,
using the Cross Diamond search algorithm, on the video sequences.
The experiments are performed on the following sequences of video,
“Traffic”, “Pet”, “Walk”, “Ant”,”Bottle1”, “Bottle2”,”Walk1”,
“Walk2”. The first 10 frames of each of these video sequences are
considered for analysis. The obtained results are studied and analyzed
for further designing of modified diamond search algorithm. Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5 represent the graph of the obtained results in terms of searching
points and computational time, for DS and CDS, respectively. The
main aim is to design an algorithm that could match or to improve the
performance of the DS and CDS, in terms of the search points required
and speed up the tracking process.

TABLE II. Comparison of All Videos in Terms of Searching Points per Frame and Computational Time per Frame using Diamond Search Algorithm
Diamond Search Algorithm
Search Points per Frame

Computational Time per Frame

Fr.
No

Traffic

Pet

Walk

Ant

Bottle1

Bottle2

Walk1

Walk2 Traffic

2

11.56

12.52

13.74

13.59

13.93

13.92

14.13

13.65

3

11.77

12.52

14.67

13.48

12.65

12.87

13.76

4

11.7

12.43

16.62

12.93

12.7

12.8

5

11.65

12.41

15.25

13.39

13.18

6

11.65

12.39

14.12

12.92

7

11.65

12.36

14.32

8

11.7

12.45

9

12.17

10

8.73

Pet

Walk

Ant

Bottle1 Bottle2 Walk1

8.75

49.46

8.59

47.79

36.36

36.2

36.53

36.52

13.57

8.62

50.24

8.54

48.23

36.08

36.38

36.32

36.37

14.06

13.46

8.74

51.04

8.56

48.01

36.08

36.15

36.35

36.39

12.89

13.65

13.7

8.81

48.32

8.54

48.72

36.64

36.15

36.28

36.44

12.75

12.53

13.75

13.24

8.99

481

8.59

48.7

37.44

36.09

36.31

36.39

13.34

12.51

12.59

13.61

13.49

8.59

47.61

8.53

48.69

40.25

36.08

36.38

36.46

12.94

13.01

12.76

12.63

13.95

13.74

8.81

47.92

8.61

47.98

43.06

36.14

36.43

36.43

12.39

15.6

13.28

12.86

12.59

13.55

13.34

8.73

47.64

8.58

47.83

42.92

36.28

36.32

36.39

12.41

15.18

13.09

12.89

12.77

13.81

13.19

8.5

47.74

8.65

47.76

36.5

37.03

36.34

36.39

Fig. 4. Graphical representation of videos in terms of search points/frame and computational time/frame of DS algorithm.
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TABLE III. Comparison of All Videos in Terms of Searching Points per Frame and Computational Time per Frame using Cross Diamond Search Algorithm
Cross-Diamond Search Algorithm
Search Points per frame
Fr.
No

Traffic

Pet

Walk

Ant

2

8.35

9.54

12.67

11.65

12.6

3

8.4

9.48

14.05

11.38

4

8.45

9.36

17.87

5

8.31

9.37

6

8.38

7

Computational time per frame

Bottle1 Bottle2

Walk1

Walk2

Traffic

Pet

Walk

Ant

Bottle1 Bottle2

Walk1

Walk2

12.65

12.49

11.79

7.25

40.25

7.23

39.78

34.78

32.01

31.2

31.16

10.46

10.64

12.56

11.74

7.66

39.65

7.33

39.87

29.95

29.22

31.26

30.96

10.44

10.47

10.48

12.72

11.39

7.24

39.44

8.32

39.1

29.26

29.38

30.75

30.24

15.41

11.31

11.52

10.44

11.97

11.9

8.1

38.96

8.15

39.41

30.93

29.12

30.26

31.21

9.74

14.2

10.47

10.42

9.68

11.83

10.9

7.99

43.26

7.86

39.64

29.2

28.92

30.41

29.96

8.31

9.08

13.39

11.18

9.73

9.71

11.54

11.16

11.46

43.45

7.91

39.45

28.4

28.33

29.82

29.82

8

8.45

9.25

12.91

10.58

10.6

9.8

12.2

11.91

8.52

40.16

7.61

38.96

29.48

28.37

29.87

30.57

9

8.94

9.27

15.27

11.25

10.81

9.73

11.44

10.81

7.2

41.45

8.26

39.37

29.42

28.35

29.83

29.58

10

8.68

9.16

15.5

10.63

10.72

10.1

12.12

10.86

7.79

45.41

8.28

38.72

29.54

28.57

30.22

29.88

Fig. 5. Graphical representation of videos in terms of search points/frame and computational time/frame of CDS algorithm.

III. Proposed Work

the current frame gets subtracted from the reference frame. The
result after subtraction is the object in the foreground.

The proposed work is concerned with designing an algorithm that
could match or improve the performance of the DS and CDS, in terms
of the search points required and speed up the tracking process. The
tracking process can be made fast if the search points required by the
proposed algorithm can be reduced.

• After detecting the object using background subtraction, the Block
Matching Algorithm (BMA) is applied.
• BMA divides the block into number of macroblocks.
• BMA calculates the motion on a block by block basis. For every
current frame block, a block from previous frame is found and
matching is based on certain criteria. (MAD here to find best match).

Flowchart of the object tracking system is shown in Fig. 6. That helps
in visualization of the stepwise working of the proposed approach. It
represents the process for single object tracking using block matching
motion estimation techniques.

• A vector is created that keeps track of the movement of a
macro block within different locations. Motion vector provides
displacement in the block in terms of MVx and MVy.

• As a preprocessing step video is converted into YUV color space,
where only the “Y” component (luminance) is considered as it is
sensitive to the human eye.
• Later the video is divided into many frames. Only two frames are
considered at a time of processing. From these two frames one is
current frame and the other is reference frame.
• On all the frames of the video sequence the background subtraction
method for object detection is applied. In background subtraction,

• Using all these motion vectors MVx and MVy the object is tracked
from the video.

A. Diamond Search Pattern
The diamond search algorithm uses a Large Diamond Shape Pattern
(LDSP) and a Small Diamond Shape pattern (SDSP) as shown in Fig.
7. The Fig. 7 (b) is used as the initial step to the Modified Diamond
Search (MDS) algorithm, followed by the Fig. 7 (a).
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Start

Object detection in Current frame using
background subtraction

Object detection in Reference frame
using background subtraction

Apply Block Matching Algorithm

Macro block formation in
current frame

Macro block formation in
reference frame

Matching the blocks in both the
frames using Mean of Absolute
Difference (MAD)

Finding all the motion vectors
(MVx and MVy)

Track the Object

End
Fig. 6. Flow of object tracking system.

1) The Modified Diamond Search Algorithm
Following are the steps of MDS algorithm:
Step 1: Start with five points of SDSP as the initial step from the
center of the search window and the 5 checking points of SDSP, are
tested. If the cost with minimum point after calculation is located at the
center position then stop the search. Otherwise, go to Step 2.

(b) Small Diamond
(a) Large Diamond 		
Fig. 7. Search Pattern used in MDS Algorithm.

Step 2: The minimum cost point found in the Step 1 is re-positioned
as the center point and forms a new LDSP. If the new point with
minimum cost obtained is located at the center position then go to Step
3; else repeat this step in recursion until the minimum point occurs at
the center of the LDSP and then go to Step 3.
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Step 3: With the new minimum point as the center, shift the search
pattern, from LDSP to SDSP. The minimum cost point, found in
this step, is the final solution of the motion vector, which is the best
matching block.

Fig. 8 shows the flowchart of the MDS algorithm and the various
cases of MDS algorithm are shown in Fig. 9.
First step: 5 points of small
diamond search are checked

FALSE
Minimum
MBD at center?

Second step: Perform same as
DS: keep moving the center
with LDSP shape & repeat
until minimum MBD is found
at the center of LDSP. Finally
switch from LDSP to SDSP

points in the first step in a 3x3 window and nine points in the second
step on the 5x5 search window respectively, when compared to the
nine searching points used in the first step of DS and CDS. With this
characteristic, it can facilitate the optimization of computation of MDS
over DS and CDS. The design of MDS also helps in finding smaller
motion vectors more efficiently. MDS algorithm behaves like DS only
if the min MBD is not found at the center in the first step and keeps
on modifying between successive LDSP, by three points or five points
for searching. Thus the total number of search points, in the best case,
are 5 and varies from 5 to (5+8) =13, in the worst case, whereas, on an
average, it requires search points in between 5 and 13.
The MDS algorithm is quite different from any other fast BMAs.
i.e. (i) The search patterns used in MDS have the minimum number
of points; (ii) the directional search patterns are used, and (iii) the
switching strategy of the diamond search patterns is adopted in the
last stage. MDS starts with a small searching pattern and then grows
into a large shape and again shrinks to the small shape, replacing the
methods, in cross search pattern and simple diamond pattern.

Motion vector

TRUE
Stop searching MV = (0,0)

IV. Experimental Results

Fig. 8. Flowchart of the MDS algorithm.

A. Experimental Results on MDS
The proposed MDS algorithm is simulated and tested using the
various standard video sequences and use created video sequences
consisting of different motion types. For all the video sequences
we have used the Mean of Absolute Difference (MAD) as the block
matching measure (criterion), block size of 16x16, and search window
of size 7 (i.e. w = -7 to +7). All these video sequences used for the
experiment, consist of only a single object moving throughout the
frames. Also for all the video data sets used, the camera is stationary.
The video sequences, such as “Traffic”, “Walk”, “Walk1”, involves
higher motion than other videos. The other remaining video sequences
involve a slow moving object. The results of the Modified diamond
search algorithm are listed in Table IV.

Fig. 9. Different cases of searching pattern in MDS algorithm.

B. Analysis of MDS Algorithm
Fig. 9 shows the various cases of MDS algorithm, in which the
modified diamond search algorithm starts, by initializing only five

The results in Table IV are graphically represented in Fig. 10. A lot
of improvement is seen in the result of MDS over the DS and CDS.
The modified algorithm for diamond search is compared against the
existing diamond search and cross diamond search algorithm, in the
aspect of searching points.

TABLE IV. Comparison of All Videos in Terms of Searching Points per Frame and Computational Time per Frame using MDS
Modified Diamond Search Algorithm
Search points per frame
Fr.
No

Traffic

Pet

Walk

Ant

2

8.35

9.12

10.04

10.07

10.83

3

8.41

9.08

10.31

9.98

4

8.41

9.05

11.6

5

8.31

9.07

6

8.34

7

Computational time per frame

Bottle1 Bottle2

Walk1

Walk2

Traffic

Pet

Walk

Ant

Walk1

Walk2

11

10.56

10.5

8.57

48.39

8.68

49.36

36.76

36.51

36.41

36.44

9.84

9.79

10.53

10.37

8.57

48.04

8.60

89.16

35.99

36.44

36.35

36.75

9.57

9.96

9.7

10.46

10.04

8.53

47.94

8.68

49.02

36.01

36.92

36.3

36.43

11.64

9.84

10.62

9.75

10.21

10.25

8.56

47.93

8.68

48.23

36.03

36.43

36.41

36.38

8.86

10.98

9.56

9.91

9.21

10.18

9.73

8.58

48.24

8.64

48.75

36.63

36.67

36.4

36.38

8.31

8.84

11.24

9.87

9.4

9.24

9.91

9.69

8.54

47.87

8.73

48.96

36.05

36.32

36.39

36.47

8

8.34

9.02

10.67

9.63

9.84

9.24

9.88

9.99

8.68

48.10

8.68

49.01

36.04

36.25

36.41

36.42

9

8.48

8.94

11.64

9.89

9.87

9.28

9.88

9.7

8.57

48.04

8.69

48.69

36.13

36.43

36.31

36.36

10

8.44

8.92

11.67

9.61

9.91

9.49

10.15

9.73

8.56

47.85

8.58

48.69

36

36.2

36.37

36.54
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Fig. 10. Graphical representation of videos in terms of search points/frame and computational time/frame of MDS algorithm.

Table V shows the comparison of MDS with DS and CDS algorithm.
TABLE V. Performance Comparisons of DS, CDS and MDS
Using sequence “Traffic”
BMA

DS

CDS

PDS

Avg. SP

11.4

8.47

8.38

Using sequence “Pet”
BMA

DS

CDS

PDS

Avg. SP

12.43

9.36

8.99

Using sequence “Walk”
BMA

DS

CDS

PDS

Avg. SP

14.71

14.63

11.09

BMA

DS

CDS

PDS

Avg. SP

13.22

10.98

9.78

BMA

DS

CDS

PDS

Avg. SP

12.91

10.81

10.02

BMA

DS

CDS

PDS

Avg. SP

12.84

10.35

9.63

Using sequence “Ant”

Using sequence “Bottle1”

Using sequence “Bottle2”

Using sequence “Walk1”

and CDS. For the video sequence “Traffic”, the MDS algorithm
saves up to 0.36 and even 3.02 search/check points per frame, as
compared to CDS and DS respectively. For sequence “Pet” the
proposed algorithm saves 0.37 to 3.44 search points, “Walk” saves
3.55 to 3.62 searching points, “Ant” search points ranges from 1.2 to
3.44, “Bottle1” sequence saves 0.79 to 2.89 searching points, video
sequence “Bottle2” saves 0.72 to 3.21 search points, and the video
sequences “Walk1” and “Walk2” saves 1.88 to 3.61 and 1.38 to 3.48
searching points per frame. This implies that the searching pattern
of proposed Diamond Search (MDS) algorithm, with a search area
of 3x3, in the first step, starts with 5 searching points, instead of
with 9 search points as in DS and CDS. This feature outperforms
the existing Diamond search and Cross Diamond search that use a
larger search area and more search/check points in the first step. The
smaller shape of MDS helps in finding smaller Motion Vector (MV)
efficiently. MDS starts with a small searching pattern and then grows
into a large shape and again shrinks to the small shape, replacing the
methods in cross search pattern and simple diamond pattern. Thus,
MDS performs better than DS and CDS. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 plots
the average searching points per frame using sequence “Traffic”
and “Bottle1” respectively, on each frame. These two figures clearly
show the superior performance of MDS over DS and CDS algorithm,
in terms of the search points used. Fig. 13 shows the performance
comparison of DS, CDS, and MDS in terms of average search points.

B. Experiment Results using MDS for Object Tracking

BMA

DS

CDS

PDS

Avg. SP

13.8

12.07

10.19

Using sequence “Walk2”
BMA

DS

CDS

PDS

Avg. SP

13.48

11.38

10

The Table V compares the searching points among different
block matching algorithms. It shows that the Modified diamond
search algorithm (MDS) always consumes the smaller number of
search points, as compared to the Diamond Search (DS) and Cross
Diamond Search (CDS). Compared to DS, CDS approximately saves
about 1.98 – 2.24 search points. When CDS is compared to MDS,
it also saves 0.36 – 3.55 search/check points, which is much more
than the other two BMAs. The average search points, per frame with
observations, MDS < CDS < DS, is detected for the video sequences,
with w= +7 to -7. With such an improvement in the searching point,
the experimental results, using the video sequence, shows that the
MDS algorithm achieves less searching points, than that of DS

This research has applied the capabilities of Modified diamond
search (MDS) block matching algorithm for the purpose of tracking
an object. The block matching motion estimation algorithm is used,
where similar blocks in a sequence of frames of the video are located,
for the purposes of motion vector estimation. The purpose of a block
matching algorithm is to find a matching block, from a frame, in some
other frame. Block matching involves partitioning the current frame
into a number of macro blocks and compares each macro block, with
the corresponding block. A vector is created that maps the movement
of a macro block, from one location to another. These motion vectors
provide the displacement in the block, which can be used for object
tracking. In the preprocessing, the RGB video sequence is converted
into YUV space and all the experimentation is done, using the
luminance of video sequence. Thus this research performs background
subtraction for detection of the object and then applies the MDS
algorithm to it, where the motion vectors are calculated and the object
is tracked. Fig.14 shows the step wise results of the tracking. Final
tracked object is shown by the blue bounding box.
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Fig. 11. Frame-wise performance comparison between DS, CDS and MDS on “Traffic” sequence by average search point.

Fig. 12. Frame-wise performance comparison between DS, CDS and MDS on “Bottle1” sequence by average search points.

Fig. 13. Performance comparison of DS, CDS and MDS by average search points.
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(a)
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(b)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 14. (a) Original video Frame (b) Background Subtraction (c) Object Tracking Result of the video sequences.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 15. (a) Original video frame, (b) YUV converted frame, (c) Output after background subtraction, (d) Result of object tracking.
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[9]

C. Results of Object Tracking
The experiments start with the background subtraction and have
implemented the Modified Diamond search algorithm on all the video
sequences, to obtain the results. The first 20 frames of the “Walk1”
sequence are processed and the step wise output is given, as shown
in Fig. 15. The first image is the original video frame, followed by
its YUV converted frame. Third image shows the output after the
background subtraction and the last image shows the result after object
tracking.

[10]
[11]
[12]

D. Simulator
The proposed approach is implemented using (MATLAB 8.1.0.604)
(R2013a). The experiments are carried out on Intel (R) Core (TM)
3 Duo T6570, 2.10 GHz processor. The RAM of 4GB is used. The
operating system is 32-bit installed on Windows 7 platform.

[14]

V. Conclusion and Future Scope
In this paper, a modified diamond search algorithm (MDS) is
proposed by combining the capabilities of Diamond search (DS) and
Cross diamond search (CDS) block matching algorithm for finding
motion vectors between two macro blocks. These motion vectors
are then used to track the object in video sequence. The proposed
algorithm uses a 3x3 area as the first most step and diamond shape
as the further steps. The proposed work is concerned with designing
an algorithm that could match or improve the performance of the
DS and CDS, in terms of the search points required and speed up the
tracking process. The experimentation performed and obtained results
show that the proposed algorithm requires fewer searching points as
compared to DS and CDS algorithms. The tracking process can be
made fast if the search points required by the proposed algorithm can
be reduced. Hence this research concludes that the Modified diamond
search Algorithm is better, when compared with DS and CDS, based
on the experimental results.
The literature on object tracking is very rich. Developing a new
way of tracking object from the video scene by combining the object
detection approach with the block matching algorithm gives a scope
of improvement to existing object tracking techniques. In future this
research can extend the block matching algorithm for object tracking
applications using real-time object tracking system.

[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
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[7]
[8]
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Abstract

Keywords

The purpose of the present paper is the recognition of handwritten Arabic characters in their isolated form.
The specificity of Arabic characters is taken into consideration, each of the proposed feature extraction method
integrates one of the two aspects: spatial and textural. In the first step, a modified Bitmap Sampling method is
proposed, which converts the character’s images into a binary Matrix and then constructs a Mask for each class.
A matching rate is used between the input binary matrix and the masks to determinate the corresponding class.
In the second step we investigate the use of an Artificial Neural Network as classifier with the binary matrices as
features and then the histograms of Local Binary Patterns to capture the texture aspect of the characters. Finally,
the results of these two methods are combined to take into consideration both aspects at the same time. Tested on
the Arabic set of the Isolated Farsi Handwritten Character Database, the proposed method has 2.82% error rate.

Handwritten
Recognition, Arabic
Documents, Local
Binary Patterns,
Modified Bitmap
Sampling.

I. Introduction

A

RCHIVES constitute the human documentary production; they
reflect the activity of individuals and organizations in time.

The conservation of these archives is one of the major goals of the
nations since they show their evolution. The use of the information
contained in these archives are still a challenge since most documents
are still in their original formats (paper) which makes searching and
retrieving information a very hard task, even for scanned documents
(saved as images on electronic media) because of the need to manually
search through images one by one to find a specific information.
With the scientific progress in terms of computing resources of
machines and the development of sophisticated algorithms, converting
scanned documents to electronic versions has become possible,
allowing indexing and searching content using queries feasible.
Systems allowing the conversion of printed documents into an editable
text are called Optical Character Recognition (OCR).
The conversion of historical handwritten documents into editable
text is more challenging due to irregularity and diversity of handwritten
styles, and also to the poor quality of the paper. The systems that
correspond to this category are known as Intelligent Character
Recognition (ICR).
As many object recognition problems, the process of hand written
recognition often consists of five stages executed in a linear way:
preprocessing, segmentation, data representation (feature extraction),
classification/recognition and post-processing.
Each of these stages consists of a number of techniques and methods
adapted to specific problems, such as: noise suppression, skew
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: y.boulid@gmail.com

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2017.12.002

and slope correction, text lines segmentation, words segmentation,
characters recognition, lexical, syntax and semantic verification.
In addition to the complexity of a document, the language of which
it is written with has an influence in the performance of the recognition
result. For instance recognizing Latin script is much easier than Arabic
or other cursive scripts.
Today, Arabic language is spoken by over 300 million people. The
written direction is from right to left and the script is semi-cursive
which means that some letters may connect to each other.
Depending on their position in the word the letters have shapes that
may change, as they are preceded and/or followed by other letters or
isolated.
The information about diacritical points is important in differentiating
between letters sharing similar shape. The number and/or positions of
these points differ, as for the three different letters ‘ba’,’taa’,’thaa’ (ث،
ت، )بthat have the same basic shape but differ in the position and the
number of points.
Arabic characters have different spatial disposition, which could be
horizontal, vertical, diagonal or other. The texture of a character may
change along its shape. The fact that Arabic script is written from right
to left influences on the texture of the shape in the beginning which
differs from the one in the ending.
We think that in the design of feature extraction methods for Arabic
characters, one must take into consideration these two aspects spatial
and textural.
The present paper is an extension of our work in [1]. We will first
compare the recognition accuracy of two feature extraction methods
respecting the spatial and textural aspects, namely modified Bitmap
Sampling method and Local Binary Patterns (LBP). In the second step
the combination of these two methods is investigated in order to take
into consideration both aspects.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides
a brief overview of some related works on the recognition of Arabic
letters. Section 3 describes the used feature extracted methods,
provides results of each one and also investigates their combination,
and compares the performance of the proposed method with existing
works on IFHCDB dataset. Finally, section 4 concludes the paper.

II. Related Works
Generally, in handwritten recognition there are two category of
feature extraction: either statistical [2] such as histograms of transition
and projection profile, histograms of gray level distribution, Fourier
descriptors and chain code; or structural [3, 4] such as the presence
of loops, number and position of diacritical points and orientation of
curves. Table I presents an overview of some related works dealing with
the recognition of isolated Arabic and Farsi handwritten characters.

III. Features Extraction Methods Works
The challenge in the recognition of the Arabic letters is that the used
descriptor must take into consideration the existence of different characters
written in a similar way, for example, some character shares the same body
shape but differs only in the diacritical points. In the following, we will
give details and results of the used feature extraction methods.

A. Dataset
In [19] a dataset called Isolated Farsi Handwritten Character
Database (IFHCDB) was introduced and it was used in the ICDAR
2009 competition [15]. The distribution of characters is not uniform.
In this work, we are interested only in the Arabic portion, which
represents approximately 97% of all character set (Arabic and Farsi),
and which is divided into 35989 images for learning and 15041 for
testing.

B. Modified Bitmap Sampling (MBS)
In order to take into consideration the spatial aspect of the characters,
the first method of feature extraction is called Bitmap Sampling, which
allows to sub-sample the character’s image in a smaller dimension in
order to be used as input into a classifier.
We consider the character as a set of filled and empty cells
distributed along a grid. The grid corresponds to the smallest bounding
box enclosing the character and its diacritics.
In order to make the descriptor invariant to the size of the characters,
the number of lines and columns in the grid is fixed for all characters
(Fig. 1).

TABLE I
An Overview of Some Methods of Arabic/Farsi Handwritten Character Recognition
Ref

Classifiers

Features

Dataset

Recognition Rate

[1]

Artificial Neural Network

Local Binary Pattern, Spatial distribution of pixels

IFHCDB dataset

96.31%

[5]

Inductive learning program to
generate Horn clauses

Structural features (lines, curves and loops)

30 samples for training and 10
samples for testing from each
character

86.65%

[6]

Back propagation neural network

Statistical and Morphological and features from the
main body and secondary components

CENPRMI

88%

[7]

Non-dominated Sorting Genetic
Algorithm

Normalized central and Zernike moments features

Isolated handwritten characters of
48 persons

90%

[8]

Neural network

Wavelet coefficients

Isolated Arabic letters from more
than 500 writers

88%

[9]

Vector quantization

Statistical feature such as distributive and concavity

3000 of Farsi letters

85.59%

Support Vector Machine

Fourier descriptor of the projection profile, Moments
and centroid distance

1000 Arabic isolated characters

96.00%

HOG, GIST, LBP, SIFT and SURF

Isolated Arabic handwritten
characters which contain about 8988
letters collected from 107 writers

94.28%

Zoning and crossing counts

IFHCDB dataset

94.82%

[10]
[11]

[12]

Artificial Neural Network, Support
Vector Machine, and Logistic
Regression
Support Vector Machine, K
Nearest Neighbor, Neural
Networks

[13]

Support Vector Machine

Under-sampled bitmaps and chain code directional
frequencies

IFHCDB dataset

96.68%

[14]

Support Vector Machine, K
Nearest Neighbor, Neural
Networks

Gradient, shadow, directional, line-fitting, intersection
and undersampled features

IFHCDB dataset

96.91%

[15]

Hierarchy of multidimensional
recurrent neural networks

Raw data

CENPARMI and IFHCDB datastes

91.85%

[16]

Artificial neural network

Cosine Transform and Discrete Wavelet Transform

A dataset of 5600 characters

79.87%

[17]

Artificial neural network

A Datasets of 39200 of Arabic
isolated characters

96.91%

[18]

K Nearest Neighbor, Random
forest, Linear discriminant analysis

Number of dots and angles between points in the
contour
Feature selection based on Moth-flame optimization
including : gradient, right, left, vertical and horizontal
projections, number of holes, aspect ratio, number and
position of secondaries

CENPARMI dataset

99.25%
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Fig. 1. Example of decomposition of the bounding box of a character (from the
IFHCDB dataset) in a grid of 16x16 cells.

From this grid called G, a binary matrix called M with the same size,
is generated as in (1):

(1)
From the training set and for all the samples of a class, the Matrices
of all characters are superposed. The result is called “The Mask of the
class”. This Mask contains for each cell, the number of times this cell
is filled (Fig. 2).

For a given character to be recognized, we extract its binary Matrix
and compute the Matching Rate (MR) from all the Masks as in (2):

(2)
Where Mk is the Mask of the class k, and B is the binary Matrix of
the character to be recognized, W is the number of rows and columns.
MRk(B) is the amount of participation which measures how the input
is close to the Mask of the class k. Therefore, computed over all the
Masks, the corresponding class of an input character is the one with
the smallest distance.
Fig. 4, illustrates the TOP3 measures (the percentage of samples that
the true class is among the TOP3 positions in the list of candidates)
recognition rates according to different configuration of the grid.

Fig. 2. Example of a 16x16 Mask reconstruction. (a) The superposition of all
Matrices of the character (Baa, )ب. (b) a 3D histogram of the Mask. (c) and (d)
are respectively the resulted Masks of the classes (Baa ب, and thad, ()ظ.

Since the number of samples in the dataset is not the same for all
characters, the resulted Masks will contain values of different scales
which will influence the result of the comparison. For example, the
maximum value in the Mask in Fig. 2.c is 708, while the maximum
value in the Mask in Fig 2.d is 50.
To cope with this issue, the idea is to normalize all the Masks using
one scale. Therefore, the algorithm below is used for this purpose.
The normalized versions of the Masks in Fig. 2.c and 2.d, are shown
in the Fig. 3. As can be noticed the maximum value in both Masks after
applying the normalization algorithm is equal to 256.

Fig. 4. TOP3 measures for different configurations of the size of the grid.

The higher recognition rate corresponds to the 16x16 configuration,
which gives respectively for TOP1, TOP2 and TOP3 the rates 85.29%,
93.29% and 95.98%.This configuration allows certainly to resolve the
inter-class problem since a given character will be certainly included in
the Mask of some class, but to the determent of the intra-class problem,
since the variability of the shapes of characters allow some masks to
be included in others, such as the case of (sin,  سand yaa,  ) ىin Fig. 5.
As alternative, using the Binary Matrices of the characters (Fig. 2.a)
as features with a feed-forward neural network with Scaled Conjugate
Gradient as training algorithm allows us to reach respectively for
TOP1, TOP2 and TOP3 the rates 94.56%, 97.62% and 98.51%.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3. Normalized Masks for the two characters (Baa ب, and thad, )ظ.

Based on the result of the confusion matrix we have noticed that
this method produces errors between some characters such as (ر, ) ا,
(ل, ) ن, ( ت, ) ن.
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recognition rate up to 96.31%, 98.91% and 99.44% respectively for
TOP1, TOP2 and TOP3 which proves that the integration of both
spatial and textural aspect is beneficial. Table II shows the recognition
rates for some characters for the two feature extraction methods.
TABLE II
Recognition Rates of Some Characters According to MBS and LBP
(a)
(b)
Fig. 5. Example of inclusion of the two normalized Masks of the characters
(a) (sin,  ) سand (b) (yaa, ) ى.

When writing a character, a writer does not put the same pressure
at the beginning as the end. Certain characters such as (  ض, ط,ح, ش,
 )سrequire more vigilance from the writer as other character like (ن,
ر, د,  )اbecause they contain more details which result in changing the
texture of their shape. This information is not captured by the Modified
Bitmap Sampling method, hence the need to use another method that
integrates this aspect.
The next section gives a brief overview of Local Binary Patterns
method which is used to capture the textural aspect.

C. Local Binary Patterns (LBP)
Developed by Ojala et al [20], LBP for Local Binary Pattern, is a
descriptor designed to analyze textures in terms of local spatial patterns
and gray level contrast. In its basic form, a window is used to produce
labels for each pixel by thresholding to neighboring pixels with the
center pixel in the window and considers the result as a binary number
as illustrated in Fig. 6.

Recognition rate
(%)

ر

ا

ل

ن

ت

س

MBS

91.67

98.60

92.00

94.08

92.02

96.50

LBP

95.23

99.57

95.33

97.21

90.85

96.50

For the case of  تand  سthe spatial aspect discriminates better than
LBP. This is related to the way the characters are written and to the
speed of writing. Some details of the character such as texture may be
ignored and therefore the spatial shape can be effective in these cases.
From these results, we can say that the spatial aspect deals with
the global shape of the character, but ignores the details which could
be captured by the textural aspect. While for LBP the calculation of
the histogram loses the spatial information which we compensate by
considering four regions of the character.
In what follows we investigate another way of combination that
combines the results of the classifiers based on these features.

D. Combination of Classifiers
The goal of combining classifiers is to conceive a more efficient one
which operates on the same data as the base classifiers and separates
the same type of classes [21]. As stated in [21] if we denote the score
assigned to the class i, by the classifier j : Sij , Therefore, a combination
rule is a function f , and the final combination of the scores of the class
i is in (3):

(3)
(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 6. Example of LBP computation: (a) a 3x3 window centered on a pixel,
(b) the gray levels in the window, (c) thresholding the neighborhood compared
to pixel x.

As in [1], the use of LBP histogram extracted from the smallest
rectangle containing the character and its diacritical points with a feedforward neural network and a Scaled conjugate Gradient as training
algorithm gives a recognition rate of 88.47% which is reasonable, since
in the computation of LBP Histogram the spatial information is lost.
So in order to integrate the spatial aspects, as in [1], we simply split
the bounding box of the character into four regions from the center
point between the centroid of the character and the centroid of diacritics
and extract the histogram from each region and then concatenates them
to construct the feature vector (Fig. 7). This way allows to discriminate
between certain characters that have the same termination.

Then the sample is classified as belonging to the class with the
maximum score. In this work we have two classifiers of the same type
(neural networks) that are trained with different features. So we are
interested in non-ensemble combinations [21].
Since we have the scores of the classifications for each classifier,
we can use basic combination schemes at the score level, by applying
simple rules such as: the maximum, average, multiplication. For
an input image, respectively the maximum, the average and the
multiplication rule simply calculates the maximum, the average, the
product of the scores of each classifier for each class, and assigns the
label of the class having the maximum score.
Table III shows the recognition rates according to the combination
of MBS and LBP.
TABLE III
Recognition Rates According to Different Combination Rules
Combination (%)

Maximum

Average

Multiplication

MBS + LBP
(entire image)

94.32%

94.47%

95.75%

MBS + LBP
(split image)

96.84%

96.95%

97.18%

The multiplication rule applied to the scores of the MBS classifier
and the classifier based on LBP after splitting the image gives the
best recognition rates which is about 97.18 %, 99.19% and 99.54%
respectively for TOP1, TOP2 and TOP3.

Fig. 7. Concatenation of the histograms extracted from the four regions from
the centroid of the character and its diacritics (taken from [1]).

Using these histograms feed-forward neural network with Scaled
Conjugate Gradient as training algorithm allows to increase the
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E. Comparative Analysis

F. Discussion

Is is difficult to compare the performance of the proposed approach
with most of related works since mots exising datasets are not
public or not representative (samll number of characters). Therefor a
comparative analysis (Table IV) is conducted in order to to compare
the proposed approach with the existing systems working on the same
dataset (IFHCDB) when considering 28 (Arabic set), 32 and 33 (Arabic
and Farsi sets) class problems.

As can be seen from the result of the combination rules, taking
into consideration both spatial and textural aspect improves more the
recognition rate. This confirms that the two aspects are complementary
since both classifiers participate equally without favoring one over the
other as in the case of the maximum and the average rules.

TABLE IV
Comparison of the Proposed System with Other Methods on IFHCDB
Dataset
Method

Training
size

Testing
size

Number of
classes

Reco rate (%)

[12]

36000

13320

33

94.82

[13]

36682

15338

32

96.68

[22]

36682

15338

32

96.91

[1]

36437

15233

32

95.87

[1]

36437

15233

33

96.04

[1]

35989

15041

28

96.31

Proposed
method

36437

15233

32

96.51

Proposed
method

36437

15233

33

96.50

Proposed
method

35989

15041

28

97.18

As can be seen from the comparison the proposed method is
competitive. The analysis of the confusion matrix (Fig. 8) shows that
most errors are due mainly to :
• The confusion between different characters drawn in a similar way
such as the case of ( ر, )ا, ( ع,  )حand ( س, )ص. This is due to the
absence of the base line information.
• The presence of illegible characters due to the noise.
• The presence of misclassified characters due to human errors of
classification during the assembly of the database.
Fig. 9 shows some of unscuccessful recoginion of the proposed
method which prouves that even humans may find difficulty to
recognize some of them.

Fig. 9. Example of some misclassified characters.
!

!
*"
#
*$
%
&
*'
*(
)
Fig. 8. Confusion matrix of the proposed method.
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IV. Conclusion
The texture of a character changes from beginning to the end. Using
LBP to take into consideration this information allows to tolerate the
inter-class variability. And in order to recognize characters that differ
only in certain details, we divided the image in four regions so as to
differentiate those in interclass.
This technique is limited to treat different characters having similar
shape but differ only in diacritical points. This motivated us to propose
a method integrating the spatial aspect.
These two methods operate on the same object from different but
complementary viewpoints. By combining them at the scores level
using multiplication rule, the recognition rate is improved to 97.18% in
TOP1 and 99.19% in TOP2.
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Abstract

Keywords

The rapid development in smart grids needs efficient state estimation methods. This paper presents a novel
method for smart grid state estimation (e.g., voltages, active and reactive power loss) using artificial neural
networks (ANNs). The proposed method which is called SE-NN (state estimation using neural network)
can evaluate the state at any point of smart grid systems considering fluctuated loads. To demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed method, it has been applied on IEEE 33-bus distribution system with different data
resolutions. The accuracy of the proposed method is validated by comparing the results with an exact power
flow method. The proposed SE-NN method is a very fast tool to estimate voltages and re/active power loss with
a high accuracy compared to the traditional methods.

Neural Network, Smart
Grid, Renewable Energy,
Power Loss, Voltage
Profile.

I. Introduction

T

HE smart grid technologies are a step towards developing the utility
industry, whereas it could overcome the drawbacks of the existing
power grid [1]. The high demand for electricity cannot serve the high
increasing population rate and the low response. The manual control
and the high losses during transmission made the manufacturers think
about alternative solutions. Smart grids can deal with the needs of the
high population [2], achieve reliability, automated control which leads
to the high response, and decrease the losses in transmission lines by
providing efficiency of data transmission from head to tail [3]–[5].

The feeding of the smart grid [6] can be renewable energy resources
(e.g., photovoltaic (PV) and wind) in parallel with the utility grid to
provide a low overall cost. On the other side, these resources have
negative impacts on the distribution system, such as the high power
loss due to the back feeding of the power flow [7], fluctuation and
unbalanced voltage [8], and voltage rise [9].
Many researchers evaluated the steady-state conditions of
distribution system by using the state-of-the-art techniques, such
as Gauss-Seidel and Newton-Raphson, which supposed that the
system is already stable [10]. The power flow techniques have been
applied to determine the steady-state operation conditions during
transmitting the electricity, Kirchhoff’s current law and other methods
to determine the voltage magnitude, angle, and active/reactive power.
Other iterative methods are detailed in [11], [12]. A technique for the
multiphase unbalanced system, which was developed to deal with
different types of loads (constant current, constant power, and constant
impedance), is presented in [13]. To model the harmonics resulting by
the variable load with the time variant, a simulator is modeled based
on the openDSS program to estimate the value of harmonics [14].
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: egnaser@gmail.com

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2018.01.004

Impact of PV integration was studied in [15]. A study for modeling and
simulating the penetration effects by two feeders in different scenarios
is illustrated in [16].
A quasi-static time-series (QSTS) is presented for analyzing and
simulating the operation of PV distribution system and evaluating the
effects of the PV integration during a specified duration (day or year).
In [17], several works have been proposed to reduce the execution
time of QSTS. The authors presented two methods for shortening
the time-series for power flow calculations in the presence of the
distributed generation. The size of the input data, as well as the power
flow calculation, was decreased. The first method depends on downsampling data through reducing time resolution. This method has the
disadvantage of losing the peak values during down-sampling. The
second method chooses the similar intervals, and then performs the
calculation on them. This method also has the disadvantage of missing
the rest of data, which makes the simulations inaccurate.
In [18] and [19], the neural networks control the electrical systems
with nonlinear dynamic characteristics. Ref [20] explained the use of
neural networks with fully connected neuron learning combined with
power flow for optimizing smart grids.
The limitation of the methods reported in the literature is that they
take very long execution time to estimate smart grid state. In this paper,
we propose a fast method (SE-NN) to calculate the state of the smart
grid (voltage, active power, and reactive power) in a short time and
accurate way using a neural network model.

II. Background
Power flow analysis is essential for monitoring system distribution
by calculating active/reactive power, currents, and voltages at each
time step for a specified duration. Iterative power flow methods are
used for determining the operation of the system at the steady-state
condition. In [21], a Newton-Raphson method algorithm was used for
solving non-linear equations. The problem with this method is that the
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memory space is not sufficient for large-scale systems. A modified
Gauss-Seidel algorithm was presented in [22]. This algorithm solves
the problem of the limited memory size with small execution time.
The state estimation is used for estimating the power flow solution
of different real-time information because of the large number of nodes,
few phase measurements, and disability of the system to be hardly
provided with a meter at each node and each branch. The commonly
used state estimator is weighted least square criteria (WLS). A study
on state estimation depending on Tikhonov regularization compared
with the WLS is detailed in [23]. Due to the changeable nature of
the energy environment, the distribution system needs new system
modeling that can adapt to the new advanced technologies. In [24], the
authors discussed the new methodologies for wide area monitoring and
analyzing of the smart grids. Another approach for wide-area network
estimation called multi-area state estimation (MASE) is illustrated
in [25]. This approach relies on a two-step procedure, the overall
network area is divided into subareas according to its geographical
characteristics and measurement estimator. The first step is performing
all the available measurements for each area. The subareas have the
same nodes number and the estimator is working in parallel for low
execution time. In the second step, the data of the first step is processed
and refined for different operation conditions. The previous methods
have drawbacks of the long execution time [26]. In general, iterative
power flow methods require a long time to estimate the states of
the smart grid. In this paper, we propose a fast method for real-time
analysis with high accuracy. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our
method, we have compared it with a well-known power flow method.

III. The Proposed Method
A. Neural Networks
The artificial neural networks are a close simulation of the human
brain. We use the neural network in state estimation because of its
high efficiency in processing signals and predicting output in a fast
and accurate way. The neural network model either contains one layer
(input and output are directly connected), two layers (the first layer
for receiving data, and the other layer for output results) or multilayer
whereas three or more layers are connected in parallel (input layer,
hidden layer(s), and output layer) [27]–[29].
There are many algorithms to train neural networks; the preferable
one is the back-propagation algorithm in which the error is calculated
by computing the difference between the target and the measured
output, and the weights are adjusted and propagated backward from
the output to the input until finding the weights that minimize the error.
Then the network is being learned for the desired output. More details
about learning of neural network can be found in [30]. Fig. 1 shows a
neural network containing three layers. The first layer is the input layer
which contains four neurons, the second layer is the hidden layer that
contains three neurons, and the last one is the output layer.
xi
wij

yj
w~

z

The connection lines w and b denote the weights and biases. The
output of the first layer can be expressed as follow:
k

y j = ∑ xi wij + b j

where yj is the summation of the inputs xi multiplied by the weights
wij, and added to the biases bj [30]. Using equation (2), the weights are
updated every iteration until the errors are minimized to a level equal
or less than the threshold value (0.05).

wnew = wold + α ( yactual − ymeasured )

+1

+1

-1
(a) step function

+1

-1

-1
(b) linear function

(c) sigmoid function

Fig. 2. The common types of activation functions.

The step function or threshold function in Fig.2 (a) is limited with
(-1 or +1), If the output is less than or equal to 0, the output will be -1, if
it is more than 0, the resulting output will be +1. In Fig.2 (b), the output
of the linear function is increasing linearly from -1 to +1. In Fig.2 (c),
the output of the sigmoid function is increasing from 0 to +1. The final
output of the neural network (z) can be expressed using equation (3).
l

z = f ∑ y j w~ + b ~
j =1

(3)

where f is the activation function, and the updated weights and
biases are w~ and b~.

B. SE-NN Method
In the proposed method, the network is constructed directly between
the input data and the desired output. The input of the network is a
training data set divided into samples within a limited duration called
load factor. The load factor samples can be presented by the following
equation:

(4)
where t is the time step, and m is the number of samples. The output
of the network is the state estimation for the generated load profiles
which are sampled by the load factor along with a specified duration.
If we considered that the output is presented by a matrix A as shown
in equation (5), each element in the matrix A represents the state of a
known bus or line at a known sample.

b~

Hidden layer

(2)

where α is the learning rate which is adjusted to a small value. The
output of the summation function (yj) is the input to another function
called activation function. The common types of activation function
are shown in Fig. 2.

bj
Input layer

(1)

i =1

Output layer

Fig. 1. The architecture of neural networks.
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X b2 ,t2

X b2 ,t2

X b1 ,tm 
 X b2 ,tm 

 

 X bn ,tm 


Start

(5)

Read the input data

The rows in the matrix A represent the bus number (in case of
voltage calculation) or the line number (in case of losses calculations).
Note that the number of lines is less than the number of buses by one.
The columns represent the values of the input sample with regards
to the data set. The symbol X can be replaced with V, P or Q. For
example, if we want to find the voltage at bus 15 through all durations,
we will extract the vector of 15th row of the matrix as below:

Sample the loads

Create and initialize
the SE-NN model

(6)
Another example, if we want to find the reactive losses at line 10 (the
line from bus 10 to bus 11), we will extract the vector of 10th row of the
matrix as the following equation:

C. The Solution Steps
1. Read the data inputs from the load profiles.
2. Sample the input data and solve it using QBBFS method.
3. Redirect the QBBFS outputs (voltages or re/active power) to the
SE-NN model.
4. Create the SE-NN model using the feed forward neural network
with initial parameters and Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm that
has high efficiency.
5. Train the SE-NN model with the initialize network created and
training parameters. In the training process, the actual QBBFS
output is compared with the measured SE-NN output until
the network performance goal is met (maximum 300 epochs,
minimum 5% gradient and 1e-3 goal error). If the goal is not met,
the weights and biases are updated with the learning machine rate
until the error is equal or less than the network goal.
6. Once the model is trained, it would be able to simulate the output
results for any change in the input data set (Load Factor).
7. Finally, the results are printed.

Output
solution

Train the SE-NN
model

(7)
In our approach, we used an efficient method for solving the power
flow called quadratic based backward/forward sweep (QBBFS) [31].
Unlike the traditional quadratic based methods that cannot be employed
for the unbalanced systems, the QBBFS method accommodates
multiphase systems and different load types. Although QBBFS is an
efficient method, it requires a long time to estimate the state of the grid.
The QBBFS method is used for the large system, where the backward
sweep is used for calculating the branch currents from the far ends,
and the forward sweep is used for calculating the voltages from the
slack bus. In QBBFS, the iteration is repeated until reaching to high
convergence rate. Fig. 3 shows the steps of estimation the real-time
voltage using a neural network model.

scenarios

QBBFS method

X b1 ,t2

Simulate the SE-NN
model

Load factor

 X b1 ,t1
X
b ,t
A= 2 1
 

 X bn ,t1

Print results
Fig. 3. The flowchart of the SE-NN method.

IV. Assessing the Accuracy of the Proposed Method
To validate the accuracy of the proposed method, we compute the
difference between the actual output using the QBBFS method and the
network output using the SE-NN method. To perform this we compute
different types of errors such as the mean square error (MSE) which is
expressed as the average of the square difference between the actual
output and the network output.

(8)
where M is the size of the duration, i denotes to the bus number
(for voltage calculations) or the line number (for losses calculations),
and X represents the state estimation (e.g., voltage, active or reactive
power),
is the QBBFS output, and
is the SE-NN output.
In equation (9) we calculate the square root of the mean of the squared
difference between actual and estimated output which is called the
root mean square error (RMSE). The maximum value of the absolute
difference between actual and measured output which is called the
maximum absolute error (MAE)) is expressed in (10). The mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE) and the sum of the squared error
(SSE) are expressed in (11) and (12), respectively.

The proposed algorithm overcomes the high complexity of the
computational methods. The function of the QBBFS method is to solve
the power flow and redirect the output for training the network, once
the network model is learned, the model is saved and used to simulate
and reproduce the output rapidly and accurately for any new input data
without the need for the QBBFS method.
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12.8
Actual Voltage
Estimated Voltage

12.6

(11)
Voltages(kv)

12.4

(12)
The maximum values of the previous errors are computed to
evaluate the accuracy of the proposed method.

12.2

12

11.8

V. Results and Discussions

11.6

This section presents the results of state estimation using the proposed
SE-NN method in smart grids. This method has been implemented at
2.20GHZ CPU, Intel Core i5 and 4GB RAM using MATLAB. The
test is applied to a 33-bus distribution system as shown in Fig. 4. To
assess the performance of the proposed method, two training datasets
with different sizes are provided (200 and 1440 data resolutions). To
validate the accuracy of the proposed method, the following steps are
carried out:

11.4
0.2

27

28

29 30
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32
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1.1
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Actual Voltage
Estimated Voltage

Voltages(kv)

12.45
12.4
12.35
12.3
12.25
12.2
12.15
0.2

26

0.9

12.5

• For outlining the contribution of the proposed method, we calculate
the execution time for producing the SE-NN output and then
compare it with the execution time of the exact one.
22

0.6
0.7
0.8
Load Factor

12.55

• To validate the accuracy of the proposed method, we calculate
MSE, RMSE, MAE, MAPE, and MSSE.

21

0.5

12.6

• We compare the proposed SE-NN method and the exact QBBFS
method.

20

0.4

(a)

• We analyze the state estimation of the smart grid using two training
datasets (200 and 1440 samples).

19

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.5

33
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0.7
0.8
Load Factor

0.9

1

1.1

1.2

(b)
12.8
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Actual Voltage
Estimated Voltage

12.6
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23 24

Voltages(kv)

12.4

25

12.2
12
11.8

Fig. 4. The single-line diagram of the 33-bus distribution system.

11.6
11.4

A. Voltage Estimation
Fig. 5 shows a comparison between the actual voltages computed
by the exact power flow method and the estimated voltage computed
by the SE-NN method with data resolution of 200 for three buses (10,
25 and 32 buses). We use the per unit expression as a fraction of the
base unit for simplifying the calculations. The other dataset is applied,
which is a day data per minutes containing 1440 samples (24*60). Fig.
6 shows the estimated and exact voltages at 10, 25, and 32 buses. It
is important to note that there is a little difference between the actual
and estimated voltages for both data resolutions. This implies that the
proposed method gives very accurate estimations of voltages.

11.2
0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6
0.7
0.8
Load Factor

0.9

1

1.1

1.2

(c)
Fig. 5. The actual and estimated voltages magnitudes with 200 data resolution
of different buses (a) bus 10, (b) bus 25, and (c) bus 32.
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We notice a strong match between the losses computed by the proposed
method and the exact one.
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(c)
Fig. 6. The actual and estimated voltages magnitudes with 1440 data resolution
of different buses (a) bus 10, (b) bus 25, and (c) bus 32.
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0.8
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0.6
Load Factor

(c)

B. Active Power Estimation
The same data resolutions are applied for computing active power
losses. We choose three lines (1, 25 and 30) for testing the datasets. The
active power losses for the three lines with 200 and 1440 data sets are
shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively. The total active losses for all
the system are also shown in Fig. 9 for 200 and 1440 data resolutions.

Fig. 7. The actual and estimated active power loss magnitudes with 200 data
resolution of different lines (a) line 1, (b) line 25, and (c) line 30.
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Fig. 9. The total actual and estimated active losses magnitudes for the two data
resolutions (a) 200 data resolution, and (b) 1440 data resolution.
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C. Reactive Power Estimation

Losses(kw)

3

The reactive losses are also computed for testing the accuracy of
the proposed method with respect to the exact method. A comparison
between the actual reactive losses computed by the QBBFS method and
the estimated reactive losses computed by the SE-NN method with 200
and 1440 samples at three lines (1, 25, and 30) are shown in Fig. 10 and
Fig. 11, respectively. The total reactive losses in the distribution system
are shown in Fig. 12 for both data resolutions. Similar to the active
power loss estimation results, the reactive power estimation results of
the proposed method are very close to the exact QBBFS method.
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Fig. 8. The actual and estimated active power loss magnitudes with 1440 data
resolution of different lines (a) line 1, (b) line 25, and (c) line 30.
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Fig. 10. The actual and estimated reactive power loss magnitudes with 200
data resolution of different lines (a) line 1, (b) line 25, and (c) line 30.

0.3

Fig. 11. The actual and estimated reactive power loss magnitudes with 1440
data resolution of different lines (a) line 1, (b) line 25, and (c) line 30.
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TABLE II. Maximum Values of Errors at 1440 Data Resolutions

250

Actual Reactive Losses
Estimated Reactive Losses

Losses(kvar)

200

150

100

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6
0.7
0.8
Load Factor

0.9

1

1.1

1.2

(a)
250

Actual Reactive Losses
Estimated Reactive Losses

Losses(kvar)

200

Voltages

Active losses

Reactive losses

MMSE

1.2011e-04

9.9229e-04

9.9254e-04

MRMSE

0.0110

0.0312

0.0315

MAE

0.0324

0.2638

0.1735

MAPE

6.4528e-04

0.5831

0.2910

MSSE

0.1730

1.4289

1.4293

For further illustrating the effectiveness and contribution of the SENN method, the required time for producing the output from QBBFS
and SE-NN is compared. With the 200-data resolution, the QBBFS
method takes longer execution time (around 16 sec) than the SE-NN
method which is not exceeding 0.5 sec, as shown in Table III. For
the data size of 1440, a slight change occurs in the execution time of
the SE-NN (less than 0.6 sec), while the execution time of QBBFS
increases dramatically (more than 115 sec), as shown in Table IV.
It worth noting that the computational performance of the SE-NN
method is not affected by increasing the data size as in the case of the
iterative method.

50

0
0.2

Errors

TABLE III. Execution Time with 200 Data Resolution

150

100

Method

Voltages

Active losses

Reactive losses

QBBFS

16.546066

16.181725

16.247039

SE-NN

0.461741

0.223520

0.437750

TABLE IV. Execution Time with 1440 Data Resolution
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0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6
0.7
0.8
Load Factor

0.9

1

1.1

1.2

(b)

D. Performance Comparison
To assess the validity of the proposed method, the different errors
are computed for comparing the QBBFS and SE-NN outputs of
voltages and re/active power loss. Table I demonstrates the maximum
value of the MSE, RMSE, MAE, MAPE, and SSE at all busses for 200
samples. As we can see, the values of errors are very small. In the case
of increasing data size to 1440, errors are still small, as illustrated in
Table II. This demonstrates the high accuracy of the proposed method.

Errors

Voltages

Active losses

Reactive losses

MMSE

4.0765e-04

9.5776e-04

9.3902e-04

MRMSE

0.0202

0.0309

0.0306

MAE

0.2164

0.2440

0.2354

MAPE

5.8776e-04

0.3169

0.3074

MSSE

0.0819

0.1925

0.1887

Voltages

Active losses

Reactive losses

QBBFS

128.972066

115.736379

116.249624

SE-NN

0.589995

0.239677

0.471077

VI. Conclusion

Fig. 12. The total actual and estimated reactive losses magnitudes for the two
data resolutions (a) 200 data resolution, and (b) 1440 data resolution.

TABLE I. Maximum Values of Errors at 200 Data Eesolutions

Method

In this paper, the SE-NN method has been proposed for estimating
the state of smart grid systems. The proposed method utilizes the feedforward neural network to determine the state estimation of smart grids.
The existing power flow methods take very long execution time, while
the proposed method estimates the state at any point in a quick and
accurate way. The experiments have been carried out at two different
training sets (200 and 1440 data resolution). The proposed method has
been compared with the QBBFS method for validation. SE-NN has the
ability to estimate the state of smart grid rapidly with high accuracy
rate. The proposed method can be a helpful tool for system operators
for monitoring the real-time operation of smart grids. The future work
will be directed to simulating large-scale distribution systems with
renewable energy sources, such as photovoltaic and wind generation
systems. In addition, we will use deep learning methods to estimate the
state of smart grids
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Abstract

Keywords

The significance of big data advancement has benefited various organizations to leverage the potential insights
and capabilities of big data in organizational performance and decision-making. However, the analytics outcome
and quality of big data analytics (BDA) implementation has yet to be addressed. Therefore the aims of this
paper are to identify and analyze the affecting factors and elements of BDA implementation and to propose
a conceptual model for effective decision-making through BDA implementation assessment. The model is
developed based on three dimensions such as performing data strategy (organization), collaborative knowledge
worker (people) and executing data analytics (technology). The findings of this ongoing study proceeds with
designing a proposed conceptual model with the research hypothesis and may provide a better assessment
model for effective decision-making in the long run.

Big Data, Data Analysis,
Decision-Level, DSS,
E-assessment.

I. Introduction

success of its implementation [8].

M

any organizations have shifted to data-driven decision-making as a
result of the advancements of big data benefits. The use of analytics
in real-time decision-making has significant impacts on business activities
and performance enhancement [1]. Most of them have benefited from big
data analytics (BDA) implementation in many ways, such as information
technology (IT) infrastructure, operational, managerial, strategic and
organization benefits [2] [3]. The IT infrastructure benefits including
using sharable and reusable IT resources that reduce operation cost for
IT management and increased IT infrastructure capability. Indirectly,
it helps to improve the operational activities by reducing information
process cycle time, productivity and quality improvement [2]. Likewise,
the analytics results used by business leaders have improved decisionmaking and facilitate better planning in business management activities.
BDA implementation will also benefit in strategic long-term planning
to support business growth and business value creation that leads to
organizational performance enhancement [3][4].
Big data analytics implementation includes processes of managing
the big data analytics capabilities and resources (such as technologies,
people and analytics processes) [5], and transforming big data into
valuable and understandable information [3] by using the analytics
applications to gain insights for effective decision-making and enhance
the organizational performance [6] [7]. Therefore, business leaders
play an important role in achieving the goals of BDA implementation.
The understanding of analytics deliverables and effective decisionmaking totally depends on the influencing factors. Several factors such
as organizational capability, technology capability, analytics capability,
talent or human capability, and the information quality are effecting the
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: cecilia.upm@gmail.com

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2018.03.001

Valuing the information systems (IS) investments for BDA
implementation and assessing its application will be worthwhile
in the organization’s effort to develop new big data business model
in the future, sustaining competitive advantages and to address new
issues and challenges [9]. In the course of assessment during BDA
implementation stage, the aim is to determine the relevance and
fulfilment of objectives, sustainability of the current business model
[10] and business survival for the long term. At this point in time,
the assessment of BDA is only at the stage of readiness [11], which
focusing only on the big data capabilities and resources. Nonetheless,
the assessment of BDA implementation impact is still an understudied
research topic. Therefore, the aims of this paper are: 1) to identify and
analyze the affecting factors and elements of BDA implementation; and
2) to propose a conceptual model of BDA implementation assessment
for effective decision-making.
The organization of this paper will be as follows: the second section
focuses on the theoretical background and is followed by the third
section that discusses on research methodology. The fourth section
presents the discussion and findings of the affecting factors and
proposes a conceptual model for BDA implementation assessment
while the last section concludes the study by pinpointing the research
contribution and suggesting further research work.

II. Theoretical Background
There have been a number of studies that dwelled on developing
BDA capabilities models by adopting resource-based view theory
(RBV) [12], and the updated version of DeLone and McLean’s
Information Systems Success Model (ISSM) [13]. Capabilities
and resources are the key components of RBV in achieving the
organizational performance and sustained competitive advantage [14].
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In adopting a resource-based perspective, big data researchers have
identified various BDA related capabilities and resources that serve as
potential grounds of organizational performance. For example, Akter
et al., 2016 [7] and Wamba et al., 2017 [15] pointed out that BDA
capabilities covers management, talent and technology dimensions
that positively influenced the organizational performance. Likewise,
empirical findings by Gupta and colleague, 2016 [16] provided
evidence on tangible, human skills and intangible resources supported
by the BDA capabilities that led to market and operational performance.
Furthermore, the use of business analytics tools has enabled
decision making effectiveness in health care through absorptive
capability [17]. Several studies have adopted RBV theory to deepen
their understanding of BDA capabilities in achieving organizational
performance such as, in manufacturing [4] [18], health care [17] [19],
retail [15], and non-specific domains [7] [16] [20] [21]. On the other
hand, the adoption of ISSM theory focuses only on data, information
and system quality factors towards organizational impact and benefits.
Thus, system quality and information quality are significant to enhance
business value and firm performance in big data surroundings [21].

A. Big Data Analytics Capabilities
Various concepts have been utilized in the big data literature to
describe BDA capabilities. A systematic literature found that the
following three concepts were the most commonly used to describe
BDA capabilities. The first concept described BDA capability as the
most competence to provide business insights using data management,
talent (personnel context) and infrastructure (technology context)
capability to transform information business into a competitive force
[7] [15]. The second concept mainly used the context in health care,
where BDA capabilities is regarded as having the ability to acquire,
store, process and analyze a large amount of health data in various
forms, and deliver meaningful information to users that allow them
to discover business values and insights in a timely fashion [2]. The
third concept used BDA capability to assemble, integrate, and deploy
its big data-based resources in big firms [16]. This study points out the
BDA capabilities factors as shown in Table I that includes management
capability, organizational capability, technology capability, talent
capability (data analytics personnel expertise), information processing
capability and other related capabilities.

Table I. Big Data Analytics Capabilities Factors and Variables
Factors

Variables

Sources

Management capability

• Big data analytics planning
• Investment decision-making

• Coordination and control

[7] [15]

Organizational capability

• Collaboration, BDA strategy
• Information strategy
• Top management support

• Strategic groundwork
• Organizational readiness

[22] [4] [5]
[23] [24]

• Infrastructure flexibility
• Process integration and standardization
• Integration of IT systems

• Effective use of data aggregation tools
• Effective use of data analysis tools
• Effective use of data interpretation tools

[7] [15] [22]
[23] [4] [5]
[17]

Talent capability

•
•
•
•

Technical knowledge
Technology management capability
Relational knowledge
Managerial skills

•
•
•
•
•

Business knowledge
Analytics capabilities
People skills
Training people
Engaging people

[7] [15] [16]
[23] [4] [5]

Information processing capability

•
•
•
•
•

Analytical capability
Patterns of care
Unstructured data analytical capability
Decision support capability
Traceability capability

•
•
•
•

Speed of decisions
Predictive analytics
Interoperability
Data analytics (data collection, data analysis and
modelling, data visualization, insight generation)

Technology capability

Other capability

• Process-oriented dynamic capabilities

• Absorptive capability

[18] [19]
[23] [2]
[15] [17]

Table II. Intangible and Tangible Resources Factors and Variables
Factors

Variables

Sources

Tangible Resources
Data

Technology
Basic resources

•
•
•
•

Data standardization
Data openness
Data quality
Data privacy & security

• Data provisioning (include data sourcing,
access, integration and delivery)

[16] [25] [4]

• Data aggregation & processing
• Data storage

• Analytics platform
• Application

[16] [25] [24]

• Basic resources
• Investment

• Support (include laws & regulations,
government policies)

[16] [25] [4]

• Decision-making culture

[16] [18] [22]
[17] [23]

Intangible Resources
Data-driven culture
Intensity of organizational learning
Perceived benefits

• Data-driven culture
• Intensity of organizational learning

[16]

• Perceived benefit of external data usage
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[20]
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B. Big Data Analytics Resources
Based on RBV theory, some studies have categorized BDA
resources into tangible and intangible resources. Table II listed factors
and variables for tangible and intangible resources discussed in BDA
studies. The big data analytic capability model developed by Gupta and
George (2016) [16] equally relies on tangibles resources such as data,
technology, basic resources, and intangibles resources such as datadriven culture and intensity of organizational learning. Furthermore,
intangible resources also include perceived benefits of external and
internal data usage [20].

C. Big Data Analytics Quality
BDA is associated with transforming and analyzing raw data
into valuable information as well as knowledge in creating business
values. In relation to this, quality of data and information are critical
for organizational impact which will facilitate top management
in decision-making. Earlier studies have shown that BDA quality
factors are consisting of data quality, information quality and
system quality as shown in Table III. An empirical study in BDA
environment by Ji-fan Ren et al. (2016) [21] identified system quality
and information quality is very crucial in enhancing business value
and firms’ performance.

Fig. 1. The process of developing BDAIA conceptual model.

IV. Findings and Discussion

Table III. Big Data Analytics Quality Factors and Variables
Factors

Variables

Data Quality

• Data consistency

• Data completeness

Information
Quality

• Completeness
• Currency
• Format

• Accuracy
• Security and integrity

[5] [21]

• Reliability
• Adaptability
• Integration

• Accessibility
• System response time
• System privacy

[21]

System
Quality

Table IV presents the related BDA factors discussed in other studies
which includes BDA capabilities, tangible resources, intangible
resources and BDA quality, together with their elements that affects
BDA implementation. The frequency of each element were shown
in Fig. 2. Technology element in both BDA capability and tangible
resources, and talent or human element were shown to be the two most
frequent elements highlighted in BDA implementation. This is followed
by organizational capability, data-driven culture, and information
processing capability elements. Subsequently, elements such as data
and basic resources were the least discussed in other studies. BDA
elements such as management capability, other capability, BDA
quality and perceived benefits were the least discussed elements in the
empirical studies as they were considered still in their infancy stage in
the big data environment.

Sources
[20]

III. Methodology
The development of the conceptual model in assessing the BDA
implementation was carried out based on multiple steps as illustrated
in Fig. 1. The review processes was based on the systematic literature
review (SLR) approach [26][27], and continued with content analysis
before the relevant theories were identified. The review exercise has
investigated 15 articles on the implementation of BDA in various
domains, and categorized them into two types of research analysis
namely empirical and case study.
The initial investigation begins by formulating a research question
such as ‘What are the factors and elements to be considered in
developing BDA implementation assessment (BDAIA) model?’
Then, the process continues by searching information from electronic
journal databases such as scopus, science direct, google scholar and
snowballing technique, and then 15 relevant articles were selected.
The relevant articles were then analyzed using matrix table (Table IV).
This study has listed 4 factors and 15 elements to be considered in
developing the assessment model, and the findings are discussed in
the following section (Section 4). Finally, the design of the conceptual
model for BDAIA with related factors and elements is presented in the
conclusion.

Fig. 2. The frequency of BDA elements.

Drawing on RBV theory and ISSM, big data analytics
implementation assessment is conceptualized and being determined
by three dimensions: organization, people and technology. Performing
data strategy factor is an important criteria in organization dimension. It
refers to the organizations’ assurance in performing strategic analytics
alignment, managerial commitment and resources management.
Meanwhile, collaborative knowledge worker factor is determined by
the people dimension which refers to the analytics personnel skills,
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Frequency

Ji-fan et al., 2016 [21]

Kwon et al., 2014 [20]

Kim & Park, 2016 [25]

Wang et al., 2018 [2]

Wang & Hajli, 2017 [19]

Cao & Duan, 2014 [18]

X

Gupta &George, 2016[16]

Chen et al., 2015 [24]

X

Wang &Byrd, 2017 [17]

Dutta & Bose, 2015 [23]

X

Popovič et al., 2016 [4]

X

Janssen et al., 2017 [22]

Wamba et al., 2017 [15]

Factors/
Elements

Akter et al., 2016 [7]

Authors

Koronios et al., 2014 [5]

Table IV. Factors and Elements Affecting the BDA Implementation

BDA Capabilities
Management
Organizational

X

Technology

X

X

X

Talent/Human

X

X

X

2
X

X

X

X
X

Information Processing

5
X

X

6
X

X

Others

6
X

X

X

X

4

X

2

Tangible Resources
Data

X

Technology

X

Basic Resources

X

X

X

3

X

X

3

X

X

3

Intangible Resources
Data-driven Culture

X

X

X

Organization Learning

X

X

5

X

Perceived Benefits

1
X

1

X

1

BDA Quality
Data Quality
Information Quality

X

System Quality

X

2

X

1

Table V. Factors, Elements and Definitions
Factors

Perform
Data
Strategy

Collaborate
Knowledge
Worker

Execute
Data
Analytics

Elements

Definition

Sources

• Strategic Analytics Alignment

• The alignment of BDA goals to support the business and IT strategy, and their goals.

• Managerial Commitment

• The organization leaders and top management commitment to support the BDA
implementation and provide sufficient resources.

[16]

• Resources Management

• The management of BDA resources include technology, people and competency
development.

[15] [16]

• Analytics Skills

• The capability of analytics personnel to analyze big data effectively with the specific
capability, level of knowledge and skills.

[5][7][15]

• Organizational Relationship

• The collaboration and interaction between analytics personnel and domain experts in
achieving BDA goals.

[7][22]

• Analytics Culture

• The practice of organization leaders and decision-makers using statistical data and
analytics information in decision-making.

[18][22]

• Infrastructures

• The technology of IT equipment’s and application systems used to operationalize the
BDA implementation.

[6][7]

• Information Processing

• The capability of IT platforms and analytics applications to process raw data and
transform to the valuable information.

[5][25]

• Data Governance

• The governance of big data includes formulating data policy, data integration and data
management.

[4][2]

• Data Quality Management

• The management of data and information quality in processing big data to provide
complete, accurate and quality reports.
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[4] [23]

[20][21]
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Fig. 3. Conceptual model BDA implementation assessment effect on decision-making.

organizational relationship and analytics culture. Subsequently, in
technology dimension, the elements of executing data analytics factor
including IT infrastructures, information processing, data governance
and data quality management. Table V presents the factors with related
elements and its definition that are crucial for creating the conceptual
model.
Fig. 3 illustrated the conceptual model for big data analytics
implementation assessment (BDAIA). The effect of BDAIA
consequently influences decision-making effectiveness, as well as the
indirect effect of performing BDA strategy, collaborative knowledge
worker and executing data analytics factors. In this line, the study
hypothesis is:
H1: Performing BDA strategy has a significant positive effect on
BDAIA
H2: Collaborative knowledge worker has a significant positive
effects on BDAIA.
H3: Executing data analytics has a significant positive effect on
BDAIA.
H4: BDAIA has positive effects on decision-making effectiveness.

V. Conclusion
A conceptual model was found the most useful for assessing the
big data analytics implementation. The model is capable of measuring
the relationship of organization, people and technology dimensions
that affect the assessment of BDA implementation and decisionmaking. The follow-up research activity will be developing a survey
instrument using questionnaires. The proposed conceptual model and
questionnaires will be then to be verified by experts from academics
and industry. In relation to this, a pilot study will be conducted and
to be followed by the actual study. The model will be validated then
using statistical tools, and the results gained will provide an insight for
business leaders to plan, sustain and enhance the capability of decisionmaking based on data-driven by assessing the relevant resources.
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Abstract

Keywords

This work presents a hybrid heuristic search algorithm called Moth Swarm Algorithm (MSA) in the context of
power loss minimization of radial distribution networks (RDN) through optimal allocation and rating of shunt
capacitors for enhancing the performance of distribution networks. With MSA, different optimization operators
are used to mimic a set of behavioral patterns of moths in nature, which allows for flexible and powerful
optimizer. Hence, a new dynamic selection strategy of crossover points is proposed based on population
diversity to handle the difference vectors Lévy-mutation to force MSA jump out of stagnation and enhance
its exploration ability. In addition, a spiral motion, adaptive Gaussian walks, and a novel associative learning
mechanism with immediate memory are implemented to exploit the promising areas in the search space. In
this article, the MSA is tested to adapt the objective function to reduce the system power losses, reduce total
system cost and consequently increase the annual net saving with inequity constrains on capacitor size and
voltage limits. The validation of the proposed algorithm has been tested and verified through small, medium
and large scales of standard RDN of IEEE (33, 69, 85-bus) systems and also on ring main systems of 33 and
69-bus. In addition, the obtained results are compared with other algorithms to highlight the advantages of the
proposed approach. Numerical results stated that the MSA can achieve optimal solutions for losses reduction
and capacitor locations with finest performance compared with many existing algorithms.

Radial Distribution
System, Optimal
Capacitor Location, Loss
Reduction, Moth Swarm
Algorithm.

I. Introduction

M

OST of electrical distribution networks feed inductive loads at
low voltage levels. This effect leads to higher currents and power
losses accompanied by voltage drop whereas about 13% of the total
power generation has been considered as line losses [1]. Therefore,
these losses must be diminished to improve the power system stability
and reliability, power factor and voltage profile. Connecting shunt
capacitors is considered as one of the basic methods which has been
used in distribution systems to solve such problems [2, 3]. However,
the random locating of capacitors can cause more voltage drop and
higher power losses. Moreover, the capacitor allocation problem
has a combinatorial nature because capacitor locations and sizes are
discrete variables [4]. Therefore, several optimization algorithms have
been proposed in recent years to solve the optimal shunt capacitor
placement and sizing problems in radial and ring distribution systems
for maximizing their benefits. Flower pollination algorithm (FPA)
[5], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [6, 7], discrete particle swarm
optimization (DPSO) [8], genetic algorithm (GA) [9], teachinglearning-based optimization (TLBO) [10], artificial bee colony
(ABC) [11], cuckoo search algorithm (CSA) [12], gravitational search
algorithm (GSA) [13], modified monkey search (MMS) [14], whale
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: q595506a@mail.kyutech.jp

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2018.05.002

optimization algorithm (WOA) [15], improved harmony algorithm
(IHA) [16], fuzzy-GA [17], direct search algorithm (DSA) [18],
differential evolution algorithm (DEA) [19], simulated annealing (SA)
[20], plant growth simulation algorithm (PGSA) [21], fuzzy reasoning
(FRB) [22], Analytical IP [23], improved binary particle swarm
optimization (IBPSO) [24], Mixed-integer nonlinear programming
(MINLP) [25] and fuzzy real coded genetic algorithm (FRCGA) [26]
have been proposed to solve the capacitor allocation problem. However,
some of these algorithms are not highly effective as the power losses
still have high values [8, 9]. Other algorithms appear to be effective,
but they may not achieve the optimal cost value [5, 10].
Al-Attar et. al [27] has proposed a new optimization technique
called the moth swarm algorithm (MSA) which is inspired from the
orientation of moths towards moonlight. This algorithm is developed
based on the conventional moth flame algorithm by enhancing its
exploitation and exploration by applying adaptive cross over levy
mutation with associative learning mechanism. It is clear from the
literature review that the MSA technique has not been applied to solve
the problem of optimal capacitor location in the RDN. Hence, the
authors propose to use the MSA method for dealing with the mention
problem.
In this paper, MSA is presented to minimize the system power
losses, decrease the total cost and maintain the voltage profile for
various electrical distribution systems. It is tested on multiple IEEE
standard distribution systems i.e., (33 and 69-bus). Furthermore,
it is tested on the mesh distribution systems which have two ways
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between generation and consumers and this is more complicated in
design and requires complex protection schemes which includes
higher investment than RDN. In addition, the obtained results from
the proposed approach are compared with those obtained from other
algorithms to confirm its superiority. The rest of this work is organized
as follows; section.2 provides the objective function formulation. MSA
algorithm is represented in section 3. In section.4, the implementing
of MSA algorithm for solving the capacitor allocation problem has
been presented. Section 5 shows the numerical results of the proposed
technique applied on multiple IEEE standard systems. The last section
concludes the results and advantages of the proposed method.

II. Problem Formulation

B. Objective Functions
The main aim of the objective function of the optimal capacitor
placement problem is to minimize the total cost per year by reducing
the real power losses and the cost of installing capacitors subjected
to voltage and reactive power limits. This paper uses the weighted
sum method to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach to
find the benefits of optimal allocation and rating of shunt capacitors.
The weighted sum method allows the multi-objective to be cast as a
single-objective mathematical optimization problem resulting in only
one solution, in addition to its lower computational cost (CPU-time).
These advantages are more proper for real world problems. Hence, the
multi-objective functions have been performed by using the following
mathematical statement:

f = Min( F1 + F2 )

A. Load Flow Calculation
RDN creates some negative conditions such as radial meshed
networks, unbalanced operation, high R/X ratios and distributed
generation. Due to these problems, the Newton Raphson, Gauss Siedel
and other conventional load flow algorithms are not effective to solve
the load flow calculation of the distribution systems [28]. Therefore,
the modern algorithm called backward/forward sweep [28] is used in
this work to analyze the power flow in the tested IEEE distribution
systems. The line current Ik is calculated from (1) as follows:

 P + Qk 
Ik =  k

 Vk 

(1)

Pk +1 = Pk − PL ( k +1) − Rk I k

2

Qk +1 = Qk − QL ( k +1) − X k I k

(9)
C. Constraint Conditions
The objective function is subjected to:

2

Ploss ( k , k +1) = Rk I k

2

Qloss ( k , k +1) = X k I k

2

2

Vmin ≤ Vk ≤ Vmax

(10)

where Vmax and Vmin are the maximum and minimum values of bus
(k) voltages. The lower and upper values are taken as 0.9 and 1.05 Pu,
respectively.

(3)

2) Total Reactive Power Constraint

2

Vk +1 = Vk − 2( Rk Pk + X k Qk ) + ( Rk2 + X k2 ) I k

The buses voltages are the inequality constraints. The bus voltage
magnitude of each bus must be maintained within the following range:

(2)

where k is the sending end and k+1 is the receiving end. Voltages of
a transmission line and real power losses in the line can be calculated
from (4), (5), and (6) respectively:

The total injected reactive power, which represents the equality
constraints must be limited by:

(11)

(4)
(5)
(6)

The total system loss is calculated by summing all line losses in the
system as shown in (7):

PTloss =

where the cost function is defined as:

1) Voltage Constraint

The active power flow (Pk+1) and reactive power flow (Qk+1) in RDN
are calculated by (2) and (3) derived from single-line diagram as shown
in Fig. 1.

2

(8)

where F1 and F2 are described as: F1 =min (PTloss), F2= min (Cost)

Qsys + Qcap = Qd + QTloss

(12)

Power-flow equations, equality restrictions (2) and (3), can be
satisfied during the process of power-flow calculation. In the encoding
period, the inequality restrictions (10)–(12) can be satisfied through
adding penalty function into the objective function in such a way that it
penalizes any violation of the constraints. Consequently, the constrained
optimization problem is then converted into an unconstrained form.

n −1

∑P

loss ( k , k +1)

(7)

k =1

Pk+1, Q k+1

Pk, Q k
Rk+ JX k

Vk

Vk+1
PLk+ JQ Lk

PL(k+1)+ JQ L(k+1)

Fig. 1. Simple radial distribution system.

III. Overview of MSA
The moth swarm algorithm has been presented in 2017 by AlAttar et. al [27]. It is inspired from the orientation of moths towards
moonlight. The available solution of any optimization problem using
MSA is performed by the light source position, and its fitness is the
luminescence intensity of the light source. Furthermore, the proposed
method consists of three main groups, the first one is called pathfinders
which is considered a small group of moths (np) over the available
space of the optimization. The main target of this group is to guide
the locomotion of the main swarm by discriminating the best positions
as light sources. Prospectors group is the second one which have a
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tendency to expatiate in a non-uniform spiral path within the section
of the light sources determined by the pathfinders. The last one is the
onlookers, this group of moths move directly to the global solution
which has been acquired by the prospectors.
The steps of the MSA technique are discussed as follows:

α ϵ [0, 2] or so called the characteristic exponent describes the shape
of the distribution taper [27]. There are a few special cases that have
a close form for the density of the general Lévy distribution, and can
be defined as:
• Gaussian or normal distribution, q ≈ N ( µ ,σ G2 ) if density is:

A. Initialization
Initially, the positions of moths are randomly created for dimensional
(d) and population number (n) as seen in (13).

(17)
• Cauchy distribution, q ≈ cauchy(σ , µ ) if density is:

f (q) =

(13)
where,

min
and x j are the upper and lower limits, respectively.
x max
j

Afterwards, the type of each moth is selected based on the
determined fitness. Consequently, the best moths are elected as light
sources and the following groups of moths (i.e., the best and worse)
will be dealing as prospectors and onlookers, respectively.

B. Reconnaissance Phase
The moths may be concentrated in the regions, which seem to be a
good performance. Therefore, the swarm quality for reconnaissance
may be decreased during the process of the optimization and this
process may lead to a stagnation case. To avoid the early convergence
and enhance the solution diversity, a part of the swarm is compelled to
determine the less congested area. The moths, which perform this role,
update their positions by interacting with each other.
A new strategy for the diversity of solutions is presented to choose
t
the crossover points. Firstly, the normalized dispersal degree σ j of the
individuals is measured as follows:

1
−∞ < q < ∞
π (σ + ( q − µ ) 2 )
2

• A simple version of Lévy distribution,

f (q ) =

(18)
if density is:

γ
1
σ
exp(−
) 0<µ <q<∞
2π (q − µ ) 3 / 2
2(q − µ )

(19)

Mantegna’s algorithm [27] is used to emulate the α-stable distribution
by generating random samples Li that have the same behavior of the
Lévy-flights, as follows:

(20)
where, step is the scaling size related to the scales of the
interest problem, ⊕ is the entrywise multiplications, u = N (0, σ u2 )
2
and y = N (0, σ y ) are two normal stochastic distributions with
, σ y = 1.

D. Difference Vectors Lévy-Mutation
(14)
where,

.

Then, the coefficient of variation, which measures the relative
dispersion, is calculated as:

1 d
µ = ∑ j =1σ tj
d

For
crossover operations points, the proposed algorithm
by perturbing the
creates the sub-trial vector
selected components of the host vector
, with
related components in the donor vectors (e.g.
).
The Mutation strategy may be used for synthesis such a sub-trail
vector, as follows:

v tp = xrt 1 + Ltp1.( xrt 2 − xrt 3 ) + Ltp 2 .( xrt 4 − xrt 5 )

∀r 1 ≠ r 2 ≠ r 3 ≠ r 4 ≠ r 5 ≠ p ∈ {1,2,..., n p }

t

(15)

Any element of the pathfinder moths exposed to a low dispersal
degree will be taken in the group of crossover points Cp, as described
below:
To complete the full trail solution, each host vector (i.e., pathfinder
solution) will update the position through the crossover processes by
integrating the modified variables of the sub-trail solution into the
analogical variables. The full trial solution Vpj can be defined as:

(16)

(21)

where, Lp1 and Lp2 are two independent identical variables used as
the mutation scaling factor and generated by a heavy tail Lévy-flights
using (Lp~random(nc )Θ Levy(α)). The set of mutually indices (r1, r2,
r3, r4, r5, and p) are exclusively selected from the pathfinder solutions.

E. Selection Strategy
The fitness value of the full trail solution is determined after finishing
the last procedure, and then it is compared with its corresponding host
solution. The suitable solutions are selected to continue for the next
generation, which is used for minimization problems as follows:

C. Lévy Flights
Lévy flights/motions are random processes based on α-stable
distribution with ability to travel over large scale distances using
different size of steps. Lévy α-stable distribution strongly linked with
heavy-tailed probability density function (PDF), fractal statistics, and
anomalous diffusion. The PDF of the individual jumps λ (q ) ≈ q −1−α
decaying at large generated variable q. The stability/tail index

(22)
The probability Pp which is proportional to luminescence intensity
fitp can be calculated from (23) and fitp is estimated from the objective
function value fp with minimization problems from (24).
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pp =

fit p

∑

np
p =1

 1

fit p = 1 + f p
1 + f
p


fit p

(23)
for
for

fp ≥ 0
fp < 0

(24)

F. Transverse Orientation
The prospector moths are the next best luminescence intensity
group of moths. The number of prospectors nf is proposed to decrease
through all iterations T as follows:

t 

n f = round  (n − n p ) × (1 − ) 
T 


ε2 and ε3 are random samples drawn from a uniform distribution within
the interval [0,1], bestg is the global best solution (moonlight) obtained
in the transverse orientation phase. Based on many optimization
algorithms, there is a memory to transfer information from the current
generation to the next generation. However, the moths may fall into the
fire in the real world due to the lack of an evolutionary memory. The
performance of moths is intensely affected by the short-term memory
and the associative learning [27]. The associative learning has an
important role in connection among moths. Therefore, the second part
of onlooker moths n A = n o − nG will sweep towards the moon light
depending on the associative learning operators with an instantaneous
memory to imitate the actual behavior of moths in nature. The
instantaneous memory is initialized from the continuous uniform of
t
min
to xit − ximax . The
Gaussian distribution on the range from xi − xi
updating equation of this type can be completed in form:

(25)

After the pathfinders have finished their search, the information
about luminescence intensity is shared with prospectors, which attempt
to update its positions in order to discover new light sources. Each
prospector moth xi is soared into the logarithmic spiral path as shown
in Fig. 2(a) to make a deep search around the artificial light source xp,
which is chosen on the basis of the probability Pp using (23). The new
position of ith prospector moth can be expressed mathematically as
follows:

(29)
where, r1 and r2 are random number within the interval [0, 1], 2g/G
is the social factor, 1-g/G is the cognitive factor and bestp is a light
source selected from the modified swarm based on the probability pi. It
is worth mentioning that the constraints are checked and satisfied after
each fitness evaluation in the flowchart of MSA (see Fig. 3).

(26)
where, θ∈[r,1] is a random number to define the spiral shape and
r=-1-t⁄T. Although the same formula has been used in Moth-flame
Optimization (MFO) [27] algorithm, the MSA is dealing with each
variable as an integrated unit. In the MSA model, the moths are changed
dynamically. Therefore, any prospector moth uplifts to become
pathfinder moth if it discovers a solution with luminescence more than
the existing light sources. That means the new lighting sources and
moonlight will be presented at the end of this stage.

G. Empyreal Navigation
The diminishing of the number of prospectors during the
optimization process increases the onlookers number (no= n-nf-np).
This may lead to an increase in the speed of the convergence rate of
MSA towards the global solution. The onlookers are the moths that
have the lowest luminescent sources in the swarm. Their main aim for
traveling directly to the moon is the most shining solution as shown in
Fig. 2(b). In the MSA, the onlookers are forced to search for the hot
spots of the prospectors effectively. These onlookers are divided into
the two following parts:
The first part, with the size of nG = round (no / 2) , walks according
to Gaussian distributions using (5). The new onlooker moth in this subt +1
group xi moves with series steps of Gaussian walks, which can be
described as follows:

[

xit +1 = xit + ε 1 + ε 2 × best gt − ε 3 × xit

∀i ∈ {1,2,..., nG }

]

log t


ε1 ~ random( size(d ) ⊕ N  best gt ,
× ( xit − best gt ) 
t



Fig. 2 Orientation behavior of moth swarm: (a) Moth flying in a spiral path
into nearby light source (b) Moth flying in a fixed angle relative to moonlight.

IV. Numerical Experiments of MSA
In order to tune the parameters of the proposed MSA and evaluate
its performance in terms of exploitation, exploration, convergence
behavior and solution quality, a set of 23 benchmark functions
commonly used in literature were tested. The details of these functions
are given in [29]. In this section, a swarm of 50 moth with seven
pathfinders has been employed over 50 independent runs with a 1000
maximum number of function evaluations for f1 – f13 and 500 iteration
for f14 – f23. MSA is compared with four metaheuristics algorithms,
including MPSO [30], Modified Differential Evolution (MDE) [31]
approach, MFO [32], and Flower pollination algorithm (FPA) [5],
respectively. To maintain comparison consistency, these algorithms are
tested with 50-population size under the same conditions and using
their standard control-parameters setting as given in Table I. The mean
and the standard deviation are used in order to assess the robustness of
the algorithms under study.

A. Determination Control Parameters in MSA
(27)
(28)

Where, ε1 is a random number generated from Gaussian distribution,

In nature, light can be dangerous and a large number of artificial
lights will decrease the flight activity of moths. A statistical study
has been used to specify the required number of pathfinders, and the
obtained results for a swarm of 50 moths at different values of np are
illustrated at Table II appendix (A). Judging from Table II, it can be
seen that, the best required number of pathfinders is approximately
13% of the total populations.
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of the proposed MSA.
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B. Exploitation Analysis Based on Unimodal Benchmark
Functions
The first set of experiments aimed to benchmark the exploitation
ability of the proposed MSA. The unimodal function (f1 – f7), are
designed to compare the convergence rate of the search algorithms.
In the MSA, pathfinders and prospectors primarily carry out the
exploration (global search). The mean and the standard deviation
(noted as StDev) are performed as reported in Table III in appendix
A. According to the overall rank, although the MSA and MPSO are
satisfied the condition of convergence rate and significantly better than
other metaheuristic algorithms, the MSA is stronger than MPSO in
fine tuning around the global optimum due to its better global search
ability. On the other hand, MFO is mainly searched in a small local
neighborhood. In addition, the widespread step of the FPA is not a
guarantee for obtaining the advanced order.

C. Exploration Analysis Based on Multimodal Benchmark
Functions

is a deep-PSO, fast-MFO and linear convergence of MDE and FPA.
Seven benchmark functions are used to assess the convergence speed
of the MSA against the four techniques under study and the wellknown PSO [33], group search optimizer (GSO) [33] and modified
group search optimizer (MGSO) [34] as shown in Table VII appendix
(A). It is clear that MFO gives less computational time cost than the
other algorithms. This is because MFO owns one updating equation
even though it applies to each component of variables. Although, the
MSA contains a number of strategies, but each of them apply to a
certain group of the population. Except the small group pathfinders, all
moths are dealing with each variable as an integrated unit. In addition,
no longer need to store the velocities and personal best solution for
each onlooker moth, as in the basic PSO. These properties made the
MSA give acceptable computational cost results. The MPSO has a
higher cpu-time than the other methods, which may be attributed for
the application of the two modifications on all particles. It is important
to point out that, the MPSO and MSA have the highest convergence
speed and therefore the quickest answer to the problem at hand.

A test suite has been employed to compare MSA performance with
other algorithms at the high-dimensional multimodal functions (f8 –
f13), and the final results are summarized in Table IV in appendix (A). It
is obvious that, MSA and MDE are clearly escaped from the poor local
optimum, and the GMSA approaches the neighborhood of the global
optimum at f8 and hits the exact optimum every time at (f9 – f11). On the
other hand, the Lévy-flights updating strategy of FPA maintains a small
protection against the premature convergence; whereas the MFO has a
low probability to make such a long jumps, which may be the reason
for its poor average best fitness.
The experimental study for the low-dimensional multimodal
functions (f14 – f23 ), given in Table V appendix (A). , shows that the MSA
and MDE have the best results compared to the rest of the algorithms,
while MPSO has difficulties with functions of this kind. Although f18
is an easy problem, the GMSA has failed to find the global optimum
solution as other algorithms. In the three Shekel functions (f21 – f23),
FPA obtains a better average performance than the other optimizers.
In sum, the algorithms achieve a similar performance ranking for both
multimodal categories, where MSA is ranked 1st followed by MDE,
MPSO, MFO, FPA, respectively. To validate the comparative study,
the pairwise Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test, a nonparametric statistical test,
is carried out at 0.05 significance level to judge whether the results
of the GMSA differ from the other algorithms in a statistical method.
The ρ-values of the Wilcoxon’s rank-sum, based on outcomes of Tables
III-V in appendix (A), are displayed in Table VI appendix (A). In this
table, the -values that are less than 0.05 proved a sufficient evidence
against the null hypothesis.
In order to verify the solution quality and further assess the
robustness of the proposed algorithms, the graphical analysis of the
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test for functions f4, f8, and f21 are used,
as depicted in Fig. 4. The boxplots confirm that MSA achieves, on
average, superiority in comparison with the rest of the algorithms.

D. Analysis of the Convergence Behavior
The algorithms under study have been executed on 50 independent
runs in order to assess their robustness through the mean and the
standard deviation. To investigate the convergence behavior of
the best evolution curves for the proposed methods are seen in Fig.
5. Generally, MSA and MPSO have smooth curves with a faster
convergence rate more than the other algorithms. Whereas, the MPSO
suffers from a premature convergence, caused by particles stagnating
around local optima, when handling nonlinear functions. MFO has
linear characteristics, meanwhile suffers from excessively slow rate as
in f10. In other hand, the MDE and FPA have non-smooth convergence
characteristics. We can say that, the developed optimization algorithm
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Fig. 4. ANOVA tests for different algorithms.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of convergence curves of GMSA and literature algorithms
obtained in some of the benchmark problems.

V. Results and Discussion of Radial Distribution System
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed MSA method against
power loss and energy cost minimization, The IEEE radial distribution
systems of 33 and 69-bus have been applied for this simulation. The
MATLAB is used to implement the MSA technique for the optimal
capacitor placement problem.
This study includes the annual cost of real power loss and the
total capacitor banks. The obtained results are compared with other
conventional algorithms over 50 independent runs described as follows.

A. IEEE 33-Bus Test System
To evaluate the impact of the proposed MSA on the medium scale
of distribution system, the IEEE 33-bus system has been tested. Fig.
6 shows the single line diagram of this system. The system rated
voltage is 12.66 kV. The load and line data are given in [13]. Load
flow calculation is run before compensation, the minimum bus voltage
is registered as 0.9036 p.u at bus 18 and the total active power loss is
210.98 kW with the annual energy losses cost of 35442.96 $. Using the
proposed MSA method, only three capacitors are allocated at optimal
locations at buses 12, 24 and 33 with the size of 450, 600 and 900 kVAR,
respectively. As a result, the real power loss is diminished to 137.227
kW as 35.02% of the base case. Furthermore, as seen from Table VIII,
MSA reduced the total losses by 34.55 kW compared with Analytical
IP [23], 14.52 kW compared with SA [20], 6.81 kW compared with GA
[9] and 4.01 kW compared with FRCGA [26]. Also, The annual energy
cost is diminished from 35442.96$ to 23446.98$ with a net saving of
33.85%, which is the best percentage value compared with 30.29% of
GA [9], 31.66% of FRCGA [26], 26.94% of SA [20] and 17.17% of
analytical IP [23] as seen in Table VIII in Appendix (A).
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Fig. 6. Single line diagram of IEEE 33-bus RDN [13].
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B. IEEE 69-Bus Test System

Fig. 7. System Voltage Profile for 33-bus system.

In addition, the system voltage profile is improved and the worst
bus voltage is enhanced to 0.9329 PU as shown in Fig. 7. These results
have validated the performance and effectiveness of the proposed MSA
method. Furthermore, the minimization of active power loss and total
cost is stabilized with the fast and smooth convergence as shown in
Figs. 8 and 9. It is shown that the proposed MSA is more effective than
the conventional algorithms under the medium scale of distribution
system.

The proposed MSA is further applied on the IEEE 69-bus
system which consists of 69 buses and 68 branches as shown in
Fig. 10. The rated line voltage is 12.66 kV and total system load is
(1.896MW+j1.347MVAR). The details load and line data are reported
in [13]. After running the power flow calculation and before placing
the capacitors banks in the RDN, the power loss is obtained at
224.975 kW with the lowest bus voltage at bus 65 is (0.9092 p.u.) and
the total energy losses cost is 37800 $ per year. When applying the
proposed method on this RDN, the best active power loss reduction
is at 145.404 kW which increased the percentage of loss reduction to
35.37%. This result shows the best value when it is compared with
30.37% of GA [8], 32.22% of PSO [6], 34.66% of DSA [17], 34.95%
of TLBO [9], 34.23% of CSA [11], 35.14% of GSA [12] and 35.2% of
FPA [5]. This result is considered as the greatest value compared with
other algorithms in Table IX Appendix (A). It is found that only three
capacitor banks with optimum ratings of 450, 150 and 1200 kVAR
have been installed at buses 12, 21 and 61, respectively. Furthermore,
the MSA has minimized the total cost per year to 24820.84$ instead
of 37800$ before compensation. The annual net saving is increased to
34.34% as shown in Table IX in appendix (A). This table displays the
statistical performance of the proposed MSA with the best, worst and
average values of the total cost for 50 independent runs. Moreover,
Fig. 11 confirms the effectivity of the proposed technique by showing
the improvement in system voltages. The minimum voltage has
been improved to 0.9324 p.u. which is compatible with the voltage
constrains. In addition, the fast and effective response of the MSA
appears in the convergence curves of total real power loss and total
cost in Fig. 12 and 13. The best result obtained from the 50 independent
runs for the radial distribution systems were shown in Fig. 8, 9, 12,
and 13.
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Fig. 10. Single line diagram of IEEE 69-bus RDN [13].

Fig. 8. Power loss convergence of 33-bus system with MSA.

Fig. 9. Total cost convergence of 33-bus system with MSA.
Fig. 11. System Voltage Profile for 69-bus system.
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shown in Fig. 15. In addition, Fig. 16 shows the effective performance
of MSA as total power loss converges smoothly to its minimum values
without fluctuations.
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Fig.14. Single line diagram of IEEE 33-bus Ring system (Tie switches = 21-8;
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Fig. 12. Power loss convergence rate of 69-bus system with MSA.

Fig. 15. Bus Voltage Profile of 33-bus Ring system.
Fig. 13. Total cost convergence rate of 69-bus system.

VI. Results for Ring Distribution Systems
In this section, the proposed MSA optimization method is tested on
the complex power systems known as the ring distribution systems,
which are more sensitive to variations and uncertainties. Moreover, the
ring main system is considered more complex than the radial system
in terms of load flow problems and improper coordination problems.
The ring distribution systems are built by modifying the standard IEEE
33 and 69-bus.

A. IEEE 33-Bus System
The radial IEEE 33-bus system is reconfigured to the ring main
system as shown in Fig. 14. It consists of sectionalized switches from 1
to 32 and tie-switches from 33 to 37. In case of converting the system
from radial to ring by using tie-lines (33 to 37), the power loss reduced
to 202.68 kW and minimum bus voltage is 0.913 p.u. With optimal
reconfiguration (7-11-14-32-37), it can reduce the active power loss
by 41.2% and improve the minimum voltage to 0.938 p.u. On the
other hand, applying the MSA method on the ring main system for
determining the optimal locations and sizes of capacitor banks needs
to minimize the power loss with optimal reconfiguration. The resultbased MSA shows a good performance as only three locations have
been selected at buses 6, 24 and 33 with total reactive power of 1500
kVAR. Furthermore, the total active power loss is reduced with 69.1%
from the base case which is better than the other methods as seen in
Table X appendix (A). This table summarizes a detail comparison
between the MSA, BGSA [35], HSFLA [36], PSO [36], IPSO [36]
and ACO [36] for active power loss, minimum voltage and reduction
percentage. Moreover, for all bus voltages-based the MSA method
are maintained within desirable values and higher than 0.964 p.u as

Fig. 16. convergence rate of 33-bus ring system with MSA.

B. IEEE 69-Bus System
The MSA method is further implemented on the large IEEE 69-bus
test system after converted to a ring main system as shown in Fig. 17.
It consists of sectionalized switches from 1 to 68 (normally closed)
and tie-switches from 69 to 73 (normally open). In the base case with
tie switches (69-70-71-72-73), the total power loss and the minimum
bus voltage are at 224.97 kW and 0.909 p.u, respectively. In case of
optimal reconfiguration, it can reduce the active power loss by 59.17%
and increase the minimum bus voltage to 0.9877 p.u. as shown in Fig.
18. On the other hand, when installing capacitors banks in the ring
main system and implementing the MSA technique for optimizing
their locations and sizes gives the great results. Only three locations at
buses 11, 50 and 61 have been selected to install capacitors with total
reactive power 1500 kVAR. In addition, the total active power loss is
diminished by 93.98% from the base case. This result is considered the
best comparing with other techniques such as BFO [37], TSA [38], BA
[39] and WOA [40] as seen in Table XI in appendix (A). Moreover, the
minimum bus voltage increased to 0.99 p.u, which is considered a very
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good value as seen in Fig. 18. Furthermore, the effectiveness of the
proposed MSA is seen in Fig. 19, which shows the fast convergence
of the total active power loss. The best results obtained from the 50
independent runs for the ring distribution systems were shown in Fig.
16 and 19.
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Fig. 17. Single line diagram of IEEE 69-bus Ring system (Tie switches = 1143; 13-21; 15-46; 50-59; 27-65).

MSA approach has been successfully applied on the small, medium
and large scale electrical distribution systems to solve the problem of
capacitors allocation for minimizing the real power losses and annual
energy cost, which is considered as an attractive economic issue. MSA
superiority is clarified by testing it on radial/ring IEEE distribution
networks (33 and 69-bus systems). Furthermore, the proposed MSA
can improve the voltage profile at each bus in the systems. Moreover,
overall numerical results obtained from the proposed MSA method
such as minimum voltage, active power loss, power loss cost, capacitor
cost, annual energy cost, net saving cost and CPU time have been
compared with other algorithms. The MSA method presents a desirable
and superior performance with stable convergence against the other
techniques. The applications of the proposed MSA method can be
considered as the most recent optimization algorithms for the network
reconfiguration and dealing with the protection coordination system in
presence of capacitors banks and distribution generation during grid
faults are the future scope for this work.

Appendix (A)
Nomenclature

Fig. 18. Bus Voltage Profile of 69-bus Ring system.

Pk

Real power flow from bus k

Qk

Reactive power flow from bus k

PLk

Real power load connected at bus k

QLk

Reactive power load connected at bus k

PL(k+1)

Real power load connected at bus k+1

QL(k+1)

Reactive power load connected at bus k+1

Rk

Resistance connected between buses k and k+1

Xk

Reactance connected between buses k and k+1

Vk

Voltage at bus k

Vk+1

Fig. 19. Convergence rate of 69-bus ring system with MSA.

VII. Conclusion
In this article, a novel MSA paradigm has been presented with two
new optimization operators of adaptive crossover based on population
diversity and associative learning mechanism with immediate memory,
which may be appropriate to hybrid with other algorithms in the future.
Twenty-three commonly used benchmarks under different statistical
metrics are employed to verify the effectiveness of proper hybridization
in terms of convergence, local optima avoidance, robustness,
computational cost, exploration, and exploitation. From the obtained
results, the final algorithm can be considered a hybrid of algorithms
of the PSO, DE, MFO, and PFA in line with the natural characteristics
of the moth swarm, and suitable for solving the complex problems.
The comparative study with several metaheuristic search techniques,
confirms the primacy of the proposed paradigm and its potential to find
accurate, fast and robustness solutions.
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Voltage at bus k+1

Ke

The annual cost co-efficient per unit of power losses [13]

Kfc

Cost co-efficient in $/KVAR (3) [17]

ε1

Random samples drawn from Gaussian stochastic distribution

Qfc

Reactive power compensation

Vmin

Minimum bus voltage value

Vmax

Maximum bus voltage value

PT loss

Tap setting of transformer

np

Number of pathfinders moths

µt

Variation coefficient

σ

Dispersal degree

t
j

bestg

The global best solution

r1, r2

Random number within the interval [0, 1]

Pj

The real power loss during jth load level

n

The number of candidate buses

Qfc

The size of the shunt capacitor

ε2, ε3

Random numbers distributed uniformly within the interval
[0,1]
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TABLE I. Control-Parameters Values for the Different Algorithms
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rank
2
3
2
2
2
1
2
2
2

Mean
5.1618E-012
4.9543E-008
25213.1977
2.0372
40.931
5.3249E-012
0.0231033

MDE
StDev
2.9283E-012
1.1054E-008
3871.0339
0.34802158
19.0759
2.6727E-012
0.00569021
rank
3
2
5
3
3
2
3
3
3

Mean
1333.3334
41.6668
1.4358E+4
54.4144
2.6773E+006
666.6834
3.36868

MFO
StDev
3.4575E+003
26.5334
9.9687E+003
11.9746
1.4593E+007
2.5373E+003
7.9414

0.23055956

0.070639813

0.047044852

0.75617291

11.6937

652.5301

StDev

MPSO

3

3.17

3

3

3

3

2

5

rank

3.33E-012

6.5335E-013

1.0117E-010

6.0902E-007

60.117

-12544.8116

Mean

1.5799E-012

3.1533E-013

1.6559E-010

1.4946E-007

4.5993

67.8879381

StDev

MDE

2

1.83

1

1

2

2

3

2

rank

1.3669E+007

0.350619

30.1244

12.0325

155.092

-8608.724

Mean

7.4867E+007

0.5190

49.3831

9.2836

34.3843

697.2892

StDev

MFO

Mean
2.6112459
0.00035039
-1.0316285
0.39789
3
-3.8628
-3.2863272
-6.7161817
-6.3183386
-7.0198746

MPSO
StDev
2.0596228
0.00023489
6.7752E-016
0
1.4981E-015
2.7101E-015
0.05541509
3.1908
3.4995
3.8745
rank
5
1
1
1
1
1
4
4
5
5
2.8
3

Mean
0.998
0.0006994
-1.0316285
0.39789
3
-3.8628
-3.32198
-10.1328
-10.4025
-10.5363

MDE
StDev
0
8.195E-005
6.7752E-016
0
1.296E-015
2.71E-015
5.442E-005
0.10940485
0.0011901
0.00059529

rank
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
1
1.6
2

Mean
1.32869
0.00114865
-1.0316285
0.39789
3
-3.86278
-3.20983
-5.72036
-8.65134
-9.41713

MFO
StDev
0.7515
0.0014
6.7752E-016
0
1.6097E-016
2.7101E-015
0.0502
3.1242
2.9966
2.5711

rank
1
5
1
1
1
1
5
5
4
3
2.7
5

5

4.5

5

4

5

5

5

3

rank

rank
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
4.86
5

TABLE V. Results of Multimodal Functions With Only A Few Local Minima For Different Algorithms

0.046969551

0.048376744

0.018695461

0.64426853

44.507762

-6768.5566

Mean

TABLE IV. Results of Multimodal Functions With many Local Minima For Different Algorithms

Mean
4.0179E-042
0.01462316
0.12362652
0.09716659
38.7035
3.142E-019
0.00934203

TABLE III. Results of Unimodal Benchmark Functions For Different Algorithms
MPSO
StDev
1.5634E-041
0.0745866
0.1646994
0.06019727
29.24275
1.6071E-018
0.0038743

Mean
0.998
0.00060941
-1.0316285
0.3979
3
-3.8628
-3.2975
-10.1432
-10.4374
-10.4172

172.9146

9.5593

5.8495

5.3276

135.4706

-7395.7054

Mean

FPA
StDev
3.5971E-005
0.00012646
7.3634E-008
1.6453E-006
2.7239E-009
2.2729E-008
0.0147
0.0103
0.0551
0.0900

205.6159

2.5942

1.5169

0.7895

16.0127

243.0420

StDev

FPA

FPA
Mean
StDev
489.8355
160.965
25.4815
4.9106
485.7154
177.7229
16.2469
1.9700
3.2311E+004 1.5337E+004
518.8479
138.4542
0.1329
0.0504

rank
1
3
1
1
1
1
3
2
1
2
1.6
4

4

4.17

4

5

4

4

4

4

rank

rank
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
3.86
4
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TABLE VI. ρ-Values Calculated For Wilcoxon’s Rank-sum Test (p>=0.05 Have been Underlined)

F1

MPSO

MDE

MFO

FPA

0.0742443

0.0418114

0.01228

6.263E-010

F2

0.0044408

0.041814

2.0318E-008

5.7225E-009

F3

4.1048E-005

6.263E-010

6.263E-010

6.263E-010

F4

5.5847E-005

2.9812E-007

6.263E-010

1.6501E-008

F5

5.7467E-009

7.0497E-010

7.0497E-010

6.2928E-010

F6

0.0742443

0.041814

0.021081

6.263E-010

F7

0.00048083

0.00048083

4.7908E-005

0.00048083

F8

1.6501E-008

1.6501E-008

1.6501E-008

1.6501E-008

F9

7.0165E-010

6.263E-010

6.263E-010

6.263E-010

F10

0.0022103

0.041814

3.6027E-007

1.6501E-008

F11

0.0081071

0.041814

3.0022E-005

1.6501E-008

F12

0.031296

0.041819

0.0003429

1.6567E-008

F13

0.03577

0.041814

0.00044952

7.0165E-010

F14

4.4603E-007

4.448E-007

8.304E-007

3.2786E-007

F15

0.0026421

0.00048083

0.00048045

0.00048083

F16

0.0011031

0.0011031

0.0011031

0.015781

F17

8.4451E-006

8.4451E-006

8.4451E-006

4.9194E-006

F18

2.7033E-008

6.9137E-009

2.4213E-008

1.6501E-008

F19

8.4451E-006

8.4451E-006

8.4451E-006

0.00048083

F20

0.00056673

0.0013295

0.0018718

0.0031498

F21

8.3938E-006

2.7552E-006

3.1691E-005

4.9194E-006

F22

6.4387E-005

2.885E-006

3.4065E-006

4.9194E-006

F23

5.8609E-006

1.2815E-007

3.613E-008

3.2786E-007

Table VII. Comparisons of Average CPU Time (s) For some of Benchmark Functions

F1

MSA

MPSO

MDE

MFO

FPA

MGSO[34]a

PSO[33]b

GSO[33]b

4.8359

10.6167

8.1457

3.2555

4.6371

8.98

36.3

27.6

F5

4.9062

10.6391

8.8892

3.8525

5.3113

18.4

37.6

27.8

F7

5.8201

10.4509

10.4318

4.3053

5.4247

19.7

41.4

31.4

F8

4.9735

9.9465

8.3939

3.3662

4.8413

20.5

43.0

32.7

F9

5.0244

10.0350

8.3013

3.4761

4.4404

10.5

71.4

50.1

F10

5.5109

11.0692

9.0345

4.0075

4.9402

12.4

44.1

34.4

F11

5.2731

10.5239

9.0721

3.7285

4.7920

34.8

45.4

35.9

a The experiments were carried out on a PC with a 2.60-GHz Intel Processor and 2.0-GB RAM.
b The experiments were carried out on a PC with a 1.80-GHz Intel Processor and 1.0-GB RAM.

TABLE VIII. Comparison Results Using Different Optimization Techniques for (33-Bus System)
Methods

Vmin
(P.U)

Optimal location
(Bus no.)
Optimal size (kVAR)

Ploss (kW)

Cost of
Ploss ($)

Base Case

0.903

-

210.98

35442.9

MSA

0.932

12(450),24(600),30(900)

137.23

23054.1

392.85

23627

23534.6

GA [9]

NA

7(850), 29(25), 30(900)

144.04

24198.7

507.15

NA

FRCGA [21]

NA

28(25), 6(475), 29(300),
8(175), 30(400), 9(350)

141.24

23728.3

492.86

Analytical
IP [23]

0.950

9(450), 29(800), 30(900)

171.78

28859.0

SA [20]

0.959

10(450), 30(350), 14(900)

151.75

25494

capacitor
cost ($)

- 119 -

Worst
Total
cost ($)

Mean
Total cost
($)

Best Total
cost ($)

Total cost
reduction

CPU
Time (s)

-

-

23446.98

33.85%

5.4

NA

24705.87

30.29%

NA

NA

NA

24221.18

31.66%

NA

499.35

NA

NA

29358.39

17.17%

NA

401.052

NA

NA

25895.05

26.94%

NA
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TABLE IX .Comparison Results Using Different Optimization Techniques for (69-Bus System)
Methods

Vmin (p.u)

Optimal location
(bus no.)
Optimal size (kVAR)

Ploss (kW)

Cost of
Ploss ($)

Base Case

0.909

-

224.98

37800

MSA

0.932

21(150), 12 (450),61(1200)

145.41

24427.99

392.85

24987.9

24908.2

Fuzzy-GA
[17]

0.936

59(100), 61(700), 64(800)

156.62

26312.16

424.8

NA

PSO [6]

NA

46(241), 47(365), 50(1015)

152.48

25616.64

433.99

DE [18]

0.931

57(150), 58 (50), 61(1000),
60(150), 59(100)

151.38

25431.84

TLBO [10]

0.932

22(300), 61(1050), 62(300)

146.35

CSA [12]

NA

21(250), 62(1200)

GSA [13]

0.951

26(150), 13(150), 15(1050)

capacitor
cost ($)

Worst
Mean Total Best Total
Total cost
cost ($)
cost ($)
($)

% Total
cost

reduction

CPU
Time (s)

-

-

24820.8

34.3

11.42

NA

26736.9

29.2

NA

NA

NA

26050.6

31.1

NA

316.1

NA

NA

25747.9

31.8

NA

24586.8

446.4

NA

NA

25033.2

33.7

15.76

147.95

24855.6

291.5

NA

NA

25147.1

33.4

NA

145.9

24511.2

451.5

NA

NA

24962.7

33.9

NA

TABLE X. Comparison Results Using Different Optimization Techniques for 33-bus Ring system
Techniques

Vmin (p.u)

Ploss (kW)

% Loss reduction

Optimal location (bus no.)
Optimal size (kVAR)

Tie switches

Base Case

0.913

202.68

-

-

33-34-35-36-37

MSA

0.9642

62.68

69.1

6(150), 24(450),30(900)

7,11,14,32,37

PSO [36]

0.9635

95.38

52.93

9(300), 10(300), 31(300), 6(600),
29(600)

7-10-14-36-37

IPSO [36]

0.9656

98.83

51.23

5(300), 13(300), 32 (300),
28(1200)

11-28-33-34-36

IBPSO [36]

0.9585

93.06

54.08

11(300), 24(300), 32(300),
6(600), 29(600),

7-9-14-32-37

ACO [36]

0.9656

95.79

52.73

20(600), 28(450), 29(600)

7-9-14-32-37

BGSA [35]

0.956

113.56

43.97

5(NA), 27(NA), 28(NA)

10-14-28-32-37

HSFLA [36]

0.9585

92.58

54.32

300(2-4-10-11-18-24-28-29-30)

7-11-14-32-37

TABLE XI. Comparison Results Using Different Optimization Techniques for 69-bus Ring System
Optimal location (bus no.)

Tie switches

Optimal size (kVAR)

(bus no.)

-

-

69-70-71-72-73

13.534

93.98

11(450), 50(150),61(900)

14-45-52-69-70

0.9534

33.63

85.05

11(300), 49(450), 61(900)

4-56-61-69-70

TSA [38]

0.956

108.94

51.58

24(100), 45(200), 49(300),
61(400)

14-20-52-61

BA [39]

0.9561

88.413

60.7

27(1350), 37(2250), 62(1200)

11-58-69-70-73

WOA [40]

0.99

66.74

70.3

50(350), 61(1050), 64(390)

13-18-56-61-69

Techniques

Vmin (p.u)

Ploss (kW)

% Loss reduction

Base Case

0.9092

224.97

MSA

0.990

BFO [37]
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